


Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728222981
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
On Sale Date: 9/7/2021
$17.99/£13.99 UK
Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002270

11 in H | 9 in W | 0.3 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Unicorn Night
Diana Murray, Luke Flowers

Key Selling Points:
• Beloved companion: Unicorn Night is a follow up to Unicorn Day, an Indie National
bestseller and a Goodreads Choice Award of 2019 Finalist

• Huge opportunity: This is the only traditional, trade picture book about unicorns and
bedtime, two highly popular subjects, and will satisfy the eager bedtime audience

• Bestselling illustrator: Luke Flowers illustrated the New York Times bestseller A Beautiful
Day in the Neighborhood: The Poetry of Mister Rogers, and he loves to engage with
kids at school events

• Author/illustrator location: Diana Murray lives in New York and Luke Flowers lives in
Colorado

Summary
After prancing the day away, it's time for unicorns to shine their horns, sing a
unicorn lullaby, and wait for dreams to dance in their magical heads

Before going to bed, unicorns sweep up piles of dust and sprinkles and shine their
horns till each one twinkles. They pull up blankets, closing eyes to sleep beneath the
starry skies. Then with voices low, they snuggle tight, to sing the song of unicorn
night!

"Fuzzy jammies, flower beds,

Sweet dreams swirling in our heads,

Neigh, neigh, neigh,

Played all day,

Time to sleep the night away!"

Contributor Bio
DIANA MURRAY is the author of One Snowy Day and Unicorn Day. She grew up in New
York and still lives nearby with her family.

LUKE FLOWERS is the illustrator of the bestseller A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood:
The Poetry of Mister Rogers. He lives in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
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Sourcebooks Explore
9781728240282
Pub Date: 1/11/2022
On Sale Date: 1/11/2022
$17.99/£13.99 UK
Hardcover

48 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Social Topics
JNF053140

10 in H | 9 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

You Are Not Alone
Alphabet Rockers, Ashley Evans

Key Selling Points:
• Incredible brand that celebrates diversity: The Alphabet Rockers' mission is to curate content that encourages kids to

stand up to hate, to embrace Black liberation, Queer liberation, Indigenous rights, immigrant rights, and intersectionality,
and to understand that they are loved and never truly alone

• Award-winning group: The Alphabet Rockers' music and lyrics have been highly acclaimed, earning them many awards
and honors including two Grammy nominations, ALA's Top Album three years in a row, and a Parent's Choice Award

• Vetted material: The music, lyrics, curriculum, and concerts this book draws from are reviewed by an intercultural team
of anti-bias thought leaders, educators, artists, parents, and young people of all genders

• Engaged authors: Alphabet Rockers frequently do school visits and live concerts, including virtual events; they recently
created an anti-racism course for kids

• Author location: The Alphabet Rockers are based in Oakland, California

Summary
From the Grammy award-nominated hip-hop group Alphabet Rockers comes
an empowering picture book that invites kids to to love themselves, stand up
to hate, and foster inclusivity among their peers!

When I say something is unfair to me, but it's fair for you, what does that make it?

When I meditate, it all gets clear.

And if you listen, you will really hear.

I am not alone. I am enough.

It can be scary to feel like you're all on your own, especially in the face of prejudice.
But always remember: you are not alone. Inspired by the Alphabet Rockers'
empowering song "Not Alone," this uplifting picture book reassures kids that they
belong and encourages them to love their beautiful selves and their identities, use their
voices against hate, and step up for one another and have one another's backs no
matter what.

Contributor Bio
ALPHABET ROCKERS make music that makes change, creating brave spaces for
children and families to stand up to hate and be their courageous, beautiful selves. Led
by Kaitlin McGaw (she/her) and Tommy Shepherd (he/him/they), Alphabet Rockers
gets young people to talk about self-love and justice while living it. Their GRAMMY-
nominated albums, multimedia, & curricula empower youth to embody change, ad...

Marketing Plans
Marketing Plans

Preorder Campaign
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728229485
Pub Date: 1/18/2022
On Sale Date: 1/18/2022
$17.99/£13.99 UK
Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages
Ages 3 to 6, Grades 2 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Imagination &
Play
JUV051000

11 in H | 9 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

You Can Do It, Ellie Mae!
Kristina McMorris, Amanda Yoshida

Key Selling Points:
• Fosters imagination: Kids encounter an overwhelming amount of options in life and
this picture book inspires them to think creatively and dream big

• Empowering message: Written by a powerhouse sister duo, this story will
encourage little girls to be anything they want to be

• Bestselling author: Kristina McMorris is a New York Times bestselling author of
adult fiction, with a devoted audience and a background in marketing

• Author/illustrator location: Kristina McMorris and Amanda Yoshida live in Oregon

Summary
From the New York Times best-selling author Kristina McMorris comes the
spirited and imaginative story of Ellie Mae, a little girl who is overwhelmed by
life's endless possibilities, until she finds a little inspiration

Spirited, imaginative Ellie Mae is overwhelmed by the class assignment - What do you
want to be when you grow up? When allowed to pick more than one job, she envisions
a marvelous mix: she will be an astronaut-chef, famed for her galactic grilled cheese
sandwiches made of cheese from the moon. Other thrilling combinations spring to mind
until Ellie finds herself out of time and overwhelmed by her options. Only then, inspired
by an unexpected source, does she find a solution that surprises her classmates as
much as herself.

Contributor Bio
KRISTINA MCMORRIS is the New York Times and USA Today best-selling author of Sold
on a Monday. Her novels have garnered more than twenty national literary awards, and
include Letters from Home, Bridge of Scarlet Leaves, The Pieces We Keep, and The
Edge of Lost, in addition to novellas featured in A Winter Wonderland and Grand
Central. She lives with her husband and two sons in Oregon.

AMANDA YOSHID...
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728215952
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$17.99/£13.99 UK
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 5 And Under, Grades 1 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002100

8.5 in H | 11 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Ten in a Hurry
An Interactive Colors and Counting Book for Toddlers
Lo Cole

Key Selling Points:
• Interactive design delights kids and adults: The clever use of die-cuts, which harkens back to
A Very Hungry Caterpillar, will have readers flipping through the book over and over

• Engaging art: The art is bold, colorful, and fun, and the simple style is guaranteed to
engage even the youngest readers

• Early learning: Kids are encouraged to count down from ten as the fish are swallowed
and identify the colors of each fish

• Author location: Lo Cole lives in Gloucestershire, UK

Summary
Ten little fishes swimming in a hurry, until GULP! One by one they are
swallowed. From the author/illustrator of Ten on a Twig comes an interactive
picture book that counts down a school of fish, color by color.

Ten in a hurry, swimming in a line... Watch out, Red! GULP. Now there are nine.

Watch the fish get eaten as the pages turn! In this hysterical, deceptively simple
picture book, ten little fish are minding their own business when a much bigger fish
comes up behind them. As the pages turn, he eats them one by one, until the littlest
fish takes a dramatic stand! This delightful, fun read helps children learn both colors
and counting, and the clever die-cuts will charm young readers.

Contributor Bio
LO COLE is a widely acclaimed British illustrator whose graphic work has been featured
on posters and album covers, and in books, magazines, and newspapers in the UK and
internationally. He's the author/illustrator of Ten on a Twig.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728247878
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$8.99/£6.99 UK
Board Book

30 Pages
Ages 5 And Under, Grades 1 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002100

5 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Ten in a Hurry
Lo Cole

Key Selling Points:
• Interactive design delights kids and adults: The clever use of die-cuts, which harkens back to
A Very Hungry Caterpillar, will have readers flipping through the book over and over

• Engaging art: The art is bold, colorful, and fun, and the simple style is guaranteed to
engage even the youngest readers

• Early learning: Kids are encouraged to count down from ten as the fish are swallowed
and identify the colors of each fish

• Author location: Lo Cole lives in Gloucestershire, UK

Summary
Ten in a hurry, swimming in a line... Watch out, Red! GULP. Now there are
nine.

Watch the fish get eaten as the pages turn! In this hysterical, deceptively simple
picture book, ten little fish are minding their own business when a much bigger fish
comes up behind them. As the pages turn, he eats them one by one, until the littlest
fish takes a dramatic stand! This delightful, fun read helps children learn both colors
and counting, and the clever die-cuts will charm young readers.

Contributor Bio
LO COLE is a widely acclaimed British illustrator whose graphic work has featured on
posters and album covers, in books, magazines and newspapers in the UK and
internationally. He's the author-illustrator of Ten on a Twig.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728233253
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
On Sale Date: 9/1/2021
$8.99/£6.99 UK
Board Book

30 Pages
Ages 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Concepts
JUV009030

5 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Ten on a Twig
Lo Cole

Key Selling Points:
Interactive format: The clever use of die-cuts, which harkens back to A Very Hungry Caterpillar, will have readers flipping through it over and
over

Perfect for bedtime: A bouncy rhyme scheme leads readers through ten birds departing one at a time to build a nest and ends with bedtime,
making it a great pick for day or night

Engaging, bright art: The art is bold, colorful, and fun, and the simple style is guaranteed to engage even the youngest readers

Author location: Lo Cole lives in Gloucestershire, UK

Summary
Ten little birds sit on twig until…SNAP! Count along as they fall off one by one through the die-cut pages! Now in board book!

In this sweet and simple interactive picture book, ten birds sit on a twig, falling off one
after another in new and cute ways. As each bird falls, they take a piece of the twig
with them. In the end, they use the pieces to build a brand-new nest for themselves,
just in time to say GOOD NIGHT!

Contributor Bio
LO COLE is an internationally acclaimed illustrator and printmaker whose commercial work spans editorial, publishing, advertising, corporate design and

album cover artwork. He's worked for The Guardian since 2002, and lives in Gloucestershire, UK.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728217635
Pub Date: 10/12/2021
On Sale Date: 10/12/2021
$17.99/£13.99 UK
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Imagination &
Play
JUV051000

11 in H | 9 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

What Can You Do with a Rock?
Pat Zietlow Miller, Katie Kath

Key Selling Points:
• Powerhouse author: Pat Zietlow Miller is a critically acclaimed New York Times
bestselling author whose books are beloved by anyone who cracks their covers

• Popular themes: In the vein of the bestselling What Do You Do with an Idea? series, this
book also explores themes of creativity, inspiration, and curiosity, all through Pat's
signature lens

• Timeless story: An instant classic that touches on the importance of friendship with its
diverse ensemble cast

• Author location: Pat lives in Madison, Wisconsin

Summary
A timeless new picture book about creativity, imagination, and friendship
from New York Times bestselling author Pat Zietlow Miller!

What can you do with a rock? This ode to the endless, creative fun that a child can
have with a deceptively simple rock explores that timeless question. Of course, the
very best thing one can do with a rock is to share it with a friend, because people are
like rocks: some look shiny right away, while others have secret treasures deep inside.

Contributor Bio
PAT ZIETLOW MILLER lives in Madison, Wisconsin, with one wonderful husband, two
delightful daughters, and two pampered cats. She is the author of the picture books
Sophie's Squash, which won the Golden Kite Award for picture book text from the
SCBWI, and the New York Times bestseller Be Kind, among others.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728242439
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
On Sale Date: 3/1/2022
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 3 And Under, Grades P And
Up
Juvenile Fiction  /  Family
JUV013000

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Grandma and Me
Carole Boston Weatherford, Ashleigh Corrin

Key Selling Points:
• Celebrated author: Carole Boston Weatherford is an established and beloved author,
receiving accolades such as the Caldecott Honor, a Coretta Scott King Award Honor,
and the NAACP's Image Award

• Inclusive: Many parents and families are looking for sweet, joyful board books that
feature BIPOC families and Black joy

• Universal theme: Parents and children are always in need of an adorable book
celebrating the love and security of family

• Author location: Carole Boston Weatherford lives in North Carolina

Summary
Carol Boston Weatherford, a Caldecott Honor winner, creates a celebration of
family love with this beautiful, rhyming tale that showcases all the sweet
ways Grandma's love is so special

With simple rhyming text, a young child reflects on the many reasons they love their
Grandma. From the games they play together to the way she understands her
grandchild, this sweet story show us all just how much our grandmas love us! This is
adorable board book is the perfect way for children to feel the love and security
grandmas give and to celebrate the diverse ways that love is shown and celebrated!

Contributor Bio
Poet and author CAROLE BOSTON WEATHERFORD as written more than forty books
and has earned many awards, including the NAACP Image Award, a Coretta Scott King
Award, and a Caldecott Honor. She often writes about African American history,
families and traditions, and jazz. Weatherford is the winner of a Ragan-Rubin Award for
Literary Achievement from the North Carolina English Teachers Association an...
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728235936
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
On Sale Date: 9/7/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 3 to 7, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Social Themes
JUV039140
Series: Books of Great Character

10 in H | 8 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Brave Like Me
A Story about Finding Your Courage
Christine Peck, Mags DeRoma

Key Selling Points:
• Important topics for families and educators: A perfect read for classroom storytimes or right
before bedtime, Brave Like Me focuses on developing inner courage and believing in
yourself no matter what challenges you may face

• Accessible and appealing: The simple, engaging concepts and adorable artwork makes for
an engaging and teachable read that is perfect for the preschool market

• Established author/illustrator team: Christine and Mags are the founders of Silly Street, an
indie game brand that produces board games and much more to help build character
within the youngest of readers

• Series Information: Books of Great Character are excellent for little readers who may
need a tiny confidence boost, or those who love to celebrate every part of themselves.
This series can be read in any order

• Author/illustrator location: Mags DeRoma is located in Los Angeles, California, and
Christine Peck is in Austin, Texas

Summary
Teach children to embrace their inner roar and become their bravest selves
with the new Books of Great Character series that focuses on social-emotional
growth!

Wyatt is a lion, which everyone knows means one things: he's incredibly brave, like all
lions. He performs daring acts of bravery all the time! But none of the other animals
realize that Wyatt actually does have a fear; he's scared of the stage.

When his friend's hat is blown away by a gust of wind, Wyatt bravely offers to go save
it. And when the hat blows onto a stage mid-performance, Wyatt must decide if he is
capable of facing his fears for a good cause.

Contributor Bio
MAGS DEROMA and CHRISTINE PECK are the founders of the boutique kids brand Silly
Street, whose mission is to help children grow character through play—and they're also
sisters-in-law. Mags is located in Los Angeles and Christine is based in Austin, TX.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728236827
Pub Date: 1/4/2022
On Sale Date: 1/4/2022
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 3 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Humorous
Stories
JUV019000
Series: Duck and Cluck

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

That Egg Is Mine!
A Silly Story about Manners for Kids
Liz Goulet Dubois

Key Selling Points:
• Entertaining but educational content: The writing is unexpected, subversive, and funny but
also teaches important lessons

• Engaging style: Written and illustrated in a comic book style, reluctant readers will love
to follow the adventures of Duck and Cluck

• Great author/illustrator: Liz has a buttoned-up platform and big star potential—with her
experience in the industry and plenty of hilarious ideas, this is an author to support!

• Series information: This is the start of the Duck and Cluck series designed to teach kids
important lessons. Not necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Liz Goulet Dubois lives in Rhode Island

Summary
Meet Duck and Cluck, two squabbling but lovable friends who will not share!
For fans of Mo Willems comes a brand-new kids' series, perfect for beginning
readers

Duck has found an egg—an egg that she feels belongs to her. But Cluck knows Duck is
wrong. It is Cluck's egg. And sharing? Out of the question! This simple but hilarious
read-aloud follows the two friends as they make their case for why the egg belongs to
them. And in the end, they both learn important lessons about manners and sharing.

That Egg is Mine is the perfect laugh-out-loud purchase for any kindergarten or first-
grader learning to read.

Contributor Bio
LIZ GOULET DUBOIS is an author/illustrator and product designer who lives in Rhode
Island. When she's not creating quirky and engaging stories for kids, she's designing
giftware and toys.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728231839
Pub Date: 3/8/2022
On Sale Date: 3/8/2022
$17.99/£13.99 UK
Hardcover

32 Pages
Ages 3 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  People &
Places
JNF038000

11 in H | 9 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Our World Is a Family
A Book about Being a Good Neighbor
Miry Whitehill, Jennifer Jackson, Nomar Perez

Key Selling Points:
• Important and timely: Human migration is a growing issue, and there are few
picture books that tackle how to welcome resettled persons into your community

• Great partner: One of the authors, Miry, is the founder of the resettlement nonprofit
Miry's List and will be able to promote the book with expertise

• Lovely, gentle text: A welcoming, heartwarming read that also fits into the broader
category of diverse picture books

• Author location: Miry Whitehill and Jennifer Jackson live in California

Summary
We're all one big family, no matter where you're from! Dive into this uplifting
picture book and learn how to welcome neighbors into your community
—particularly when they might be far from home

When we see someone new in our neighborhood, how can we help them feel safe and
loved and important?
How can we tell them, you're not alone?
There are so many ways!

Our World is a Family is a picture book exploring the complicated topic of human
migration in a gentle, loving, and affirming way. It lightly touches on the reason people
might leave their homes, like climate change or lack of safety, and inspires children to
welcome their new neighbors into their communities with love.

An uplifting look at migration and, ultimately, human connection that champions
diversity and inclusion.

Contributor Bio
MIRY WHITEHILL is the founder of the award-winning non-profit Miry's List, which
assists families resettling as refugees in America. She is a community activist with ten
years of experience in digital marketing and leads discussions about migration at
libraries and schools in Los Angeles. Jennifer Jackson is a community activist, member
of SCBWI, and the author of The Punkydoos Take the Stage for ...
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728252599
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
On Sale Date: 1/1/2022
$7.99
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Sports &
Recreation
JUV032120

10.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Dream Big, Little Pig!
Kristi Yamaguchi, Tim Bowers

Key Selling Points:
• Kristi Yamaguchi is a household name: 2010 Winter Olympics analyst for NBC, 2008
Dancing with the Stars winner (19 million viewers), slated to release a fitness DVD,
Today Show appearances, etc.

• Popular theme: Ice skating theme is a perennial favorite among young girls (success of
movies like the four Cutting Edge sequels, Ice Princess, etc)

• Important message: Modern content coupled with positive message makes this more
than just another celebrity picture book

Summary
The fun and inspiring New York Times bestseller about a pig who pursues her
figure skating dreams, from Olympic Gold Medalist Kristi Yamaguchi. Now in
paperback for the first time.

Poppy has big dreams—lots of them! But following her dreams isn't as easy as it
sounds. It's a good thing Poppy's friends and family—who love her no matter
what—encourage her to keep believing in herself and making her dreams come true.

Kristi Yamaguchui is an ice skating Olympic gold medalist and world champion who
knows about dreaming big. The motto Always Dream serves as Kristi's personal
inspiration as well as the name of her charitable foundation for children. This
philosophy has contributed to Kristi's success on and off the ice, and one that she
aspires to instill in the hearts of children.

Contributor Bio
Following her figure skating victories at the 1992 Winter Olympics and World
Championships, KRISTI YAMAGUCHI skated professionally for more than a decade. In
2008 she was a winner of ABC's Dancing with the Stars. Kristi is the author of two New
York Times bestselling picture books: Dream Big, Little Pig! and It's a Big World Little
Pig!. She lives in the San Francisco bay area. You can visit Krist...
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728252605
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
On Sale Date: 1/1/2022
$7.99
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Sports &
Recreation
JUV032120

10.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

It's a Big World, Little Pig!
Kristi Yamaguchi, Tim Bowers

Key Selling Points:
• Proven success: Dream Big, Little Pig has garnered rave reviews, tremendous
media attention, sold more than 50,000 copies and debuted at #2 on the New York
Times bestsellers list

• Kristi Yamaguchi is a household name: Gold Medalist, Olympics analyst for NBC,
2008 Dancing with the Stars winner, Today Show appearances, etc.

• Important message: Kristi's modern content coupled with positive message makes
this more than just another celebrity picture book

Summary
The fun and inspiring New York Times bestseller from Olympic Gold Medalist
Kristi Yamaguchi. Now in paperback!

Poppy, the adorable, persistent, dreaming-big pig, has a new adventure in store for
her: the World Games ice-skating championship in Paris! Poppy is nervous about
meeting so many new people in a new place. But, ever courageous and supported by
her family (Emma, too!), Poppy embarks upon this exciting adventure head-on. She
meets a snowboarding Panda, a Maltese who skies, and two fellow skaters, a Crane
and a Kangaroo. Poppy begins to realize that although these animals look different, act
different, and are from different places, they are all the same at heart. They all smile in
the same language!

Contributor Bio
Following her figure skating victories at the 1992 Winter Olympics and World
Championships, KRISTI YAMAGUCHI skated professionally for more than a decade. In
2008 she was a winner of ABC's Dancing with the Stars. Kristi is the author of two New
York Times bestselling picture books: Dream Big, Little Pig! and It's a Big World Little
Pig!. She lives in the San Francisco bay area. You can visit Krist...
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728250083
Pub Date: 8/16/2021
On Sale Date: 8/16/2021
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Imagination &
Play
JUV051000

9 in H | 10 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Don't Push the Button!
Bill Cotter

Key Selling Points:
• Hardcover edition has sold more than 35,000 copies in first 10 months

• Combines the popularity of monsters with the imaginative, engaging interactivity of
Press Here

• A great read-aloud that kids will go back to time and again

Summary
Larry is a lovable monster (if a bit too curious) and the star of this hilarious,
interactive picture book.

There's only one rule in Larry's book: don't push the

button.

(Seriously, don't even think about it!)

Even if it does look kind of nice, you must never push the

button. Who knows what would happen?

Okay, quick. No one is looking... push the button.

Uh, oh.

Contributor Bio
BILL COTTER is an artist who lives in Brooklyn, NY. Bill spends his time teaching art
and music to children, playing live music around the city, and perfecting his ping pong
skills. Visit his portfolio at www.writershouseart.com/bill-cotter.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728250137
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 2 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Social Themes
JUV039140

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Be Brave Little One
Marianne Richmond

Key Selling Points:
• Marianne has sold more than 2.5 million books with Sourcebooks

• Returns to the aspirational and inspirational sweet spot that is classic Marianne
Richmond

• Speaks to the universal emotion of wanting the best for your child

Summary
A heartfelt, awe-inspiring book about the power of courage in every child,
from beloved author Marianne Richmond.

This positive, uplifting book helps you cheer your child on, from a beloved bestselling
author whose books are quickly becoming classics. Be Brave Little One is an
affirmation of the courage and bravery inside us all—sure to become a new Marianne
Richmond tradition.

Contributor Bio
Beloved author and illustrator MARIANNE RICHMOND has touched the lives of millions
for nearly two decades through her award-winning books, greeting cards, and other
gift products that offer people the most heartfelt way to connect with each other. She
lives in Northern California. Visit www.mariannerichmond.com.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728250113
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Ages 1 to 4
Juvenile Fiction  /  Family
JUV013060

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

If I Could Keep You Little
Marianne Richmond

Key Selling Points:
• More than 800,000 copies of IF I COULD KEEP YOU LITTLE are currently in print

• With special new branding and casebound board book format

• Marianne is a beloved author with scores of fabulous reader reviews

Summary
From a beloved bestselling author who has touched the lives of millions!

IF I COULD KEEP YOU LITTLE will speak straight to a parent's heart, exploring the
powerful feeling that every parent has, the push/pull of wanting your child to grow and
savoring every moment. Sure to become a new favorite, this book showcases
Marianne's ability to beautifully illustrate the complex emotions we all have.

If I could keep you little,

I'd decide on matching clothes.

But then I'd miss you choosing

dots on top and stripes below

If I could keep you little

I'd cut your bread in shapes.

But then I'd miss you finding

"Hey! I like ketchup with my grapes!"

Contributor Bio
Beloved author and illustrator MARIANNE RICHMOND has touched the lives of millions
for nearly two decades through her award-winning books, greeting cards, and other
gift products that offer people the most heartfelt way to connect with each other. She
lives in the Minneapolis area. Visit www.mariannerichmond.com
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728250151
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 4 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Family
JUV013000

10.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Lorraine
Ketch Secor, Higgins Bond

Key Selling Points:
• Author Ketch Secor is a Grammy-winning, renowned musician who is eager to
promote Lorraine while on tour with his band, Old Crow Medicine Show

• A bold Americana fable reminiscent of Thunder Rose and Swamp Angel, lavishly
illustrated by award-winning illustrator Higgins Bond

• The rollicking, rhyming text celebrates the power of family and music, and it's
destined to become a story time favorite

Summary
A future classic, Lorraine celebrates the bond a young girl shares with her
grandfather through their mutual love of music.

The songs they sang always lifted their spirits—

on good days or bad it was joyful to hear it.

And even when storms hit those Tennessee hills,

the music they played made their worries stand still

Grammy Award-winning, founding member of Old Crow Medicine Show, Ketch Secor,
and award-winning illustrator Higgins Bond bring an Americana fable to life in this bold,
sweeping story. Pa Paw and Lorraine spend their days celebrating life with the music of
the Tennessee hills. But when a fearsome storm rolls through, the two must rely on the
power of music to get them through.

Contributor Bio
KETCH SECOR is the founder of the band Old Crow Medicine Show. Ketch has won two
Grammy Awards, and Old Crow Medicine Show has sold over 700,000 albums. Ketch
lives in Nashville, Tennessee. Learn more at crowmedicine.com.

HIGGINS BOND received the 2009 Ashley Bryan Award for outstanding contribution to
children's literature. She lives in Nashville, Tennessee. Visit her at higginsbond.com.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728250090
Pub Date: 8/16/2021
On Sale Date: 8/16/2021
$7.99
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Ages 3 to 6, Grades 2 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Books &
Libraries
JUV047000

11 in H | 10 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Snatchabook
Helen Docherty, Thomas Docherty

Key Selling Points:
• A brilliantly written, laugh-out-loud rhyming text about books and the joy of reading
in the vein of New York Times bestsellers It's A Book, How Rocket Learned to Read,
and Dog Loves Books.

• The Snatchabook celebrates the comfort of reading, the warmth of sharing, the value
of empathy, and the joy of friendship.

Summary
Where have all the bedtime stories gone? A delightful addition to the picture
book canon about the love of reading.

One dark, dark night in Burrow Down, a rabbit named Eliza Brown found a book and
settled down...when a Snatchabook flew into town.

It's bedtime in the woods of Burrow Down, and all the animals are ready for their
bedtime story. But books are mysteriously disappearing. Eliza Brown decides to stay
awake and catch the book thief. It turns out to be a little creature called the
Snatchabook who has no one to read him a bedtime story. All turns out well when the
books are returned and the animals take turns reading bedtime stories to the
Snatchabook.

Contributor Bio
HELEN DOCHERTY has spent most of her career as a language teacher, most recently
specializing in Spanish. THOMAS DOCHERTY studied metalwork and sculpture at
college before becoming an illustrator of children's books. His website is
thomasdocherty.co.uk. Helen and Thomas live in Bristol, England with their two young
daughters.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728250144
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$7.99
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Ages 3 to 6, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Family
JUV013070

10.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Star in the Jar
Sam Hay, Sarah Massini

Key Selling Points:
• This touching story is ideal for bedtime, and it's perfect for fans of Oliver Jeffer's How
to Catch a Star

• "A cheery, warm-hearted tale, beautifully told."—The Guardian

• Soft, whimsical illustrations that fade from bright to muted as the story moves
toward nighttime will guide children toward sleep

Summary
The discovery of a precious fallen star leads to a difficult decision for a
brother and sister in this warm-hearted picture book about friendship and
selflessness.

When a little boy finds a twinkling star that has fallen to Earth, he and his sister aren't
sure what to do. So the boy decides to keep it, putting it in a jar and taking it with him
everywhere. But that night, the boy looks up into the inky sky to see a celestial
message spelled out:

LOST

One Small Star

The siblings know they must try to return their new treasure to the sky, but it's not as
easy as it sounds. The idea of parting is bittersweet, but the boy soon discovers that
instead of losing a treasure, he might just be gaining a friend...

Contributor Bio
SAM HAY worked in newspapers and for BBC Television in London, before packing it in
to move to Wales and write her first children's book. Since then she's published 30
books. She lives in Wales. Visit her at samhayauthor.com.

SARAH MASSINI worked as a children's book designer. She lives in Sussex, England.
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Sourcebooks Explore
9781728250168
Pub Date: 8/16/2021
On Sale Date: 8/16/2021
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Trade Paperback

36 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Science &
Nature
JNF051040

8 in H | 10 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

There Was a Black Hole that Swallowed the Universe
Chris Ferrie

Key Selling Points:
• #1 Science Author for Kids: Chris Ferrie's Baby University books have sold more than 1
million copies!

• Proven track record: Goodnight Lab and Scientist, Scientist, Who Do You See? have
established Chris Ferrie as a picture book author beyond Baby University

• Books about space sell across categories: Our fascination with space seems to have no limits
and it's a popular topic that spans all age ranges

• A concept teachers and parents love: Using well-known rhymes to introduce complex
concepts is a method that works and functions well in classrooms as well as at bedtime

Summary
Spark creative conversations about celestial beings with this clever parody
from the #1 science author for kids!

From the #1 science author for kids comes a colorful and hilarious take on the
universe and everything within it!

Using the familiar rhythm of "There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly," follow
along as the black hole swallows up the universe and everything that exists in it, from
the biggest to the smallest pieces of matter. The silly, vibrant artwork is sure to make
stargazers of all ages smile and spark a love of science in little learners.

There was a black hole that swallowed the universe.

I don't know why it swallowed the universe? Oh well, it couldn't get worse.

There was a black hole that swallowed a galaxy.

It left quite a cavity after swallowing that galaxy.

It swallowed the galaxies that filled universe.

I don't know why it swallowed the universe? Oh well, it couldn't get worse.

Contributor Bio
CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and Senior Lecturer for Quantum
Software and Information at the University of Technology Sydney. He has a Masters in
applied mathematics, BMath in mathematical physics and a PhD in applied
mathematics. He lives in Australia with his wife and children.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728250106
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
On Sale Date: 9/1/2021
$7.99
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Ages 3 to 6, Grades 2 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
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11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Max the Brave
Ed Vere

Key Selling Points:
• A New York Times bestseller that has sold over 90,000 copies

• "Max is an expressive huge-eyed black ball of kinetic kittenness…Kids will be
tickled."—New York Times Sunday Book Review

• An Indie Next pick with a droll storytelling style that will appeal to readers of Sandra
Boynton, Tad Hills, and Anna Dewdney

Summary
A New York Times and USA Today Bestseller!

Max is a fearless kitten. Max is a brave kitten. Max is a kitten who chases mice. There's
only one problem—Max doesn't know what a mouse looks like! With a little bit of bad
advice, Max finds himself facing a much bigger challenge. Maybe Max doesn't have to
be Max the Brave all the time...

Join this adventurous black cat as he very politely asks a variety of animals for help in
finding a mouse. Young readers will delight in Max's mistakes, while adults will love the
subtle, tongue-in-cheek humor of this new children's classic.

Contributor Bio
ED VERE studied fine art at Camberwell College of Art in London. In addition to
illustrating children's books, Ed is also a painter and is represented by galleries in
London and Los Angeles. After a year and a half living in Barcelona, Ed now lives and
works in London. Visit Ed at Edvere.com.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728250175
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
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11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Dragon Hunters
James Russell, Link Choi

Key Selling Points:
• This is the perfect picture book for children who love dragons and adventure

• The first book in an enchanting and innovative picture book series that provides an
enhanced 3-D experience via a free app!

• "An exciting, boldly illustrated adventure for all dragon-lovers."—Helen and Thomas
Docherty, creators of The Storybook Knight

Summary
Discover the magical adventures of the Dragon Brothers—includes bonus
augmented reality so you can experience the journey with them!

Away across the oceans,

where few have dared to roam,

upon a wonderous island,

a family made its home.

When a creature swoops out of the sky and nabs Flynn and Paddy's beloved dog, the
brothers set out to get her back. Before long, they find themselves at the mouth of a
dragon's lair...

Contributor Bio
JAMES RUSSELL is an author and journalist from Auckland, New Zealand. He is married
and has two young, adventurous boys. Learn more at dragonbrothersbooks.com.

LINK CHOI is a picture book illustrator and helps create the look of films such as the
Hobbit trilogy. He lives in Auckland, New Zealand.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728250342
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
On Sale Date: 9/1/2021
$7.99
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 4 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Books &
Libraries
JUV047000

11 in H | 10 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Storybook Knight
Helen Docherty, Thomas Docherty

Key Selling Points:
• The Snatchabook was a #1 Autumn 2013 Kids' Indie Next pick, has been nominated
for several state reading lists, and was hailed as "so wonderful it demands to be read
out loud" by Caldecott medalist Brian Selznick

• A new picture book that celebrates the power of reading and the love of a good book
from all-star author/illustrator team Helen and Thomas Docherty

• Fun, bright illustrations and expertly rhymed text will make this a book readers come
back to time and again

Summary
What's a knight's greatest power? Stories, of course! New from the
author/illustrator team behind The Snatchabook!

Leo was a gentle knight

in thought and word and deed.

While other knights liked fighting,

Leo liked to sit and read.

Even though knight-in-training Leo would rather sit at home and read, his parents send
him out into the world in the hopes that Leo will become a famous cavalier. But when
Leo comes up against the land's most fearsome beasts, he soon discovers that scary
monsters enjoy a good book as much as anyone...

Contributor Bio
HELEN DOCHERTY has spent most of her career as a language teacher, most recently
specializing in Spanish. THOMAS DOCHERTY studied metalwork and sculpture at
college before becoming an illustrator of children's book. His website is
thomasdocherty.co.uk. Helen and Thomas live in Wales with their two young
daughters.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
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Pub Date: 9/1/2021
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36 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades 5 And
Under
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JUV039140

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Not So Small at All
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Proven track record: From the bestselling author of You!, which has sold over 150,000
copies

• An empowering message for kids: This book offers Sandra's trademark warmth and humor
with universal messages of self-esteem, self-reliance, and love

• A heartwarming read-aloud in a bestselling category: The book's unique illustration style and
fun, rhyming text make it a great read-aloud for parents and children

• Author location: Sandra Magsamen resides with her family in Vermont.

Summary
Show your little one that little things can make a BIG difference in this
inspirational board book by bestselling author Sandra Magsamen!

Introduce the timeless lesson of self-confidence and perseverance in this
encouragement book for babies and toddlers! Brimming with adorable illustrations and
heartwarming rhymes, this empowering story shares how little things are capable of
giant accomplishments. Bees, butterflies, and little children may seem small but are
actually full of great strength, incredible potential, and can do anything they set their
mind to. This special story with not-so-small impact teaches little learners that while
they may be small, they are also mighty!

Have you ever felt like you're just too small

to do important stuff in the world at all?

Well, take a closer look, and then you'll see

that the smallest of things are as AMAZING as can be!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful! She lives in
Vermont. Visit her at sandramagsamen.com.
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Pub Date: 1/4/2022
On Sale Date: 1/4/2022
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40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades P to 2
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Nature
JNF051050

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

First the Quark
Chris Ferrie

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 science author for kids: Chris Ferrie's books, including his bestselling Baby
University series, have sold more than a million copies in three years

• Affecting approach: Ferrie's unique take on how the origins of the universe and
humanty's place within it is as moving as it is scientific

• Highly readable and accessible: Chris Ferrie makes science fun and engaging by using a
simple if/then pattern to introduce complex concepts; his books are compelling reads
that function equally well at home or in the classroom

• Series information: Perfect for parents and educators who wish to introduce STEM at a
young age; insightful, detailed translations of big ideas in science for curious children
and families

• Author location: Chris Ferrie is originally from Canada; he currently lives near Sydney,
Australia

Summary
A delightful look at the evolution of particles and the development of
mankind, from award-winning physicist and creator of the Baby University
series, Chris Ferrie!

First the quark then the particle

First atom then the molecule

First the sun then the solar system

First the earth then the life

First the love then the child...

Little scientists will discover what came first in this new picture book from the #1
science author for kids, Chris Ferrie! The "first/then" pattern provides a deceptively
simple introduction to the beginning of life, evolution, scientific inquiry, and more! It's
the perfect love letter for science-loving families.

Contributor Bio
CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and is the senior lecturer for quantum
software and information at the University of Technology Sydney. He has a masters in
applied mathematics, BMath in mathematical physics and a PhD in applied
mathematics. He lives in Australia with his wife and children.
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Sourcebooks Explore
9781728234748
Pub Date: 5/1/2021
On Sale Date: 5/1/2021
$5.99/£4.99 UK
Trade Paperback

36 Pages
Ages 4 to 8
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Activity
Books
JNF001010

8 in H | 8 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: ACTIVE

8 Little Planets Coloring Book
Chris Ferrie, Lizzy Doyle

Key Selling Points:
• Kids learn while they have fun: Chris Ferrie, the #1 science author for kids,
provides hours of educational entertainment with this delightful coloring book that
teaches kids about our solar system

• Based on popular book: 8 Little Planets has sold more than 61,000 copies, and is
beloved by kids and parents

Summary
Finally, a beginner's coloring book featuring the delightful art from the
bestselling book 8 Little Planets from Chris Ferrie, #1 science book writer for
children, and creator of the Baby University series!

8 little planets with the sun at the center,
each one wishing it were a little bit better...

Old slow Neptune felt he was behind.
165 years to circle the sun is an awful long time.
But the 8th little planet didn't need to worry.
It spins on its axis in a really big hurry!

To the tune of "Ten Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed" comes a new coloring book
based on the bedtime story from bestselling author Chris Ferrie that's sure to get little
ones excited about the solar system while learning new facts about each planet!

Contributor Bio
CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and Senior Lecturer for Quantum
Software and Information at the University of Technology Sydney. He has a Masters in
applied mathematics, BMath in mathematical physics and a PhD in applied
mathematics. He lives in Australia with his wife and children.
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Sourcebooks Explore
9781728241166
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
On Sale Date: 9/7/2021
$9.99/£7.99 UK
Board Book

26 Pages
Ages 3 And Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Science &
Nature
JNF051050

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of Biochemistry
Cara Florance

Key Selling Points:
• Expert author: Cara Florance has a BS in chemistry, a PhD in biochemistry, and has
worked in the biotech research industry for many years

• Bestselling series: The Baby University series has had great success so far, with over
one million units sold; Cara, along with Chris Ferrie, has co-authored many titles in this
series

• Fosters a fun learning experience between parent and child: This series is perfect for scientist
parents who want to share their passion with their children, but it's also ideal for
parents who want to learn something new alongside their kids

• Series information: The Baby University series is dedicated to teaching youngsters (and
grownups!) scientific concepts by breaking them down to the basics. Not necessary to
read in order

• Author location: Cara lives near Durham, North Carolina

Summary
The bestselling science series for kids is tackling biochemistry with simple
text and whimsical artwork from expert Cara Florance!

Help kids into those lab coats a little earlier with the ABCs of Biochemistry. Packed with
scientific information and adorable art, any child is sure to be swept away into this new
world of amino acids, enzymes, zwitterions, and everything in between. Super scientist
Cara Florance has crafted a delightful book that is easy to read and impossible to put
down for parents and children alike.

Contributor Bio
CARA FLORANCE has a PhD in biochemsitry from the University of Colorado Boulder
and bachelor of science in chemistry from Iona College. She enjoys cooking,
fermenting, and experimenting in the kitchen, and she loves hanging out with her
awesome, creative kids.
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9781728240824
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
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32 Pages
Ages 3 And Under
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8 in H | 8 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Mi Visita al Doctor
Cara Florance, Jon Florance

Key Selling Points:
• Expert authors: Cara Florance and Jon Florance have the scientific credentials that
allows them to provide a truly authentic, trusted voice

• Evergreen topic: STEAM-focused books continue to be in demand; the Baby University
series has sold more than one million units

• Perfect way to ease child's fears: It's common for children to be afraid of going to the
doctor; the Baby Medical School books make it virtually pain free, exciting, and turns it
into a learning opportunity

• Author location: Cara Florance and Jon Florance live near Durham, North Carolina

Summary
Cara and Jon Florance use whimsical artwork and humorous text to ease
doctor visit fears and introduce scientific topics, perfect for enlightening the
next generation of geniuses. Now available in Spanish!

In this bilingual edition of My Doctor's Visit, Cara and Jon Florance turn difficult
biochemistry topics into readable adventures for kids of all ages through Baby
Biochemist and the Baby Medical School books.

Ever wonder what a stethoscope does, or what a doctor is searching for when they look
in your ear? Take the fear out of visiting a doctor. By breaking down what and why a
doctor does what he or she does, this adorable and informative board book makes
even the most squeamish of kids into science super fans and makes any trip to the
doctor's office into a fun learning experience kids will look forward to.

Contributor Bio
CARA FLORANCE has a PhD in biochemistry from the University of Colorado Boulder
and worked in biotech, researching catalytic RNA. She also has a bachelor of science in
chemistry, with work experience in astrobiology and radiation decontamination.

JON FLORANCE attends Harvard Medical School and is currently in his clinical year at
Massachusetts General Hospital. Previously, he received a bachelor o...
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32 Pages
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11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Beaver and Otter Get Along...Sort of
A Story of Grit and Patience Between Neighbors
Sneed B. Collard, Meg Sodano

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect for the classroom: Features beautiful illustrations, accurate scientific information
about animal characteristics and habitats, and educational backmatter

• Award winning author: Sneed Collard III has written more than 80 books exploring our
natural world and is active in promoting his work in schools

• Socio-emotional themes: Kids will not only learn about science but also important life
lessons about getting along with others and being a good neighbor

• Author location: Author resides in Missoula, Montana

Summary
A lovely educational tale about how animals can live in harmony and even
benefit their ecosystem using the biological concept of commensalism

A family of beavers love their pond, which they've worked hard to turn from a
bedraggled landscape into a thriving wetland. But when a family of otters move in and
start reaping the rewards of the beavers' efforts, the only thing the beavers can do is
put up with their new neighbors the best they can. Despite the fact that the otters can
be rather annoying, the two species eventually strike a balance, and in the process
benefit the rich new ecosystem around them.

Contributor Bio
SNEED B. COLLARD III is the author of more than eighty-five books including Beaks!,
Animal Dads, A Platypus Probably, and Birds of Every Color. In 2006, Sneed was
awarded the prestigious Washington Post-Children's Book Guild Nonfiction Award. In
addition to his books, Sneed is a popular speaker and has given presentations and
workshops at more than 600 schools and 100 conferences. He makes his hom...
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40 Pages
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Status: FORTHCOMING

Beaver and Otter Get Along...Sort of
A Story of Grit and Patience between Neighbors
Sneed B. Collard, Meg Sodano

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect for the classroom: Features beautiful illustrations, accurate scientific information
about animal characteristics and habitats, and educational back matter

• Award winning author: Sneed B. Collard III has written more than 85 books exploring
our natural world and is active in promoting his work in schools

• Perfect bedtime read: This sweet, soothing story and is perfect to share with sleepy
toddlers

• Author location: Author resides in Missoula, Montana

Summary
A lovely educational tale about how animals live in harmony and benefit their
ecosystem through commensalism

A family of beavers love their pond, which they've worked hard to turn from a
bedraggled landscape into a thriving wetland. But when a family of otters move in and
start reaping the rewards of the beavers' efforts, the only thing the beavers can do is
tolerate their new neighbors as best they can. Despite the fact that the otters can be
rather annoying, the two species eventually strike a balance, and in the process benefit
the rich new ecosystem around them.

Contributor Bio
SNEED B. COLLARD III is the author of more than eighty-five books including Beaks!,
Animal Dads, A Platypus Probably, and Birds of Every Color. In 2006, Sneed was
awarded the prestigious Washington Post-Children's Book Guild Nonfiction Award. He
makes his home in Missoula, Montana, where he often gets to observe beavers and
otters. Visit him at sneedbcollardiii.com and follow his birding adventure...
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Pub Date: 1/4/2022
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32 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Science &
Nature
JNF037040

11 in H | 9 in W | 0.08 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Listen to the Language of the Trees
Tree Ecology and Communication
Tera Kelley

Key Selling Points:
• Explores a fascinating, trending topic: Reveals the underground communication system of
tree roots in a forest to young readers, a fairly new revelation in the scientific world

• Perfectly aligns with science and literacy curriculum: The story and backmatter explore the
forest ecosystem, the underground mycorrhizal network, and symbiotic relationships in
nature, in alignment with K-5 Next Generation Science Standards

• Universal themes of compassion and community: Introduces children to the idea of the
interconnectedness and importance of community, helping each other thrive, and
assisting others when there is danger

• Practical uses for teachers: Backmatter includes activities for social-emotional learning
and the universal connection of all living things to expand on the concepts introduced
in the story

• Author location: The author is located in Grass Valley, CA (near Sacramento)

Summary
This fascinating picture book explores the underground communication
system between trees and helps young readers see that the natural world's
survival depends on staying connected and helping others—just like us!

Readers will discover that trees have their own social network, and helping one another
thrive is trending.

The fascinating mycorrhizal fungi network runs underground through the forest via the
roots of trees, allowing for connection and communication.

Listen to the Language of the Trees captures the magic of talking trees that take care
of their neighbors (not to mention the mysterious fungi that help them do it).

A lyrical read aloud, Listen to the Language of the Trees is the story of a seedling,
newly sprouted at the base of a giant tree. As it stretches its roots into an underground
web of fungi, it learns that its fellow trees use the fungi to pass messages and share
resources! It will take great luck for this tiny seedling to survive, but it will have help
from its friends in the forest. The Douglas fir forest also harbors creatures like a zany
Yellow Pine chipmunk gathering and forgetting seed cones, an owl nested in the giant
tree, and chattering Steller's jays. And, as we mus...

Contributor Bio
TERA KELLEY was a children's bookseller for six years, and her first book, Ocean Baby,
was selected for the ocean curriculum of Santa Cruz's Migrant Head Start Program. She
is currently a freelance writer and editor in Northern California, where she works at a
local library. Find out more about her work at terakelley.com.
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Listen to the Language of the Trees
Tree Ecology and Communication
Tera Kelley

Key Selling Points:
• Explores a fascinating, trending topic: Reveals the underground communication system of
tree roots in a forest to young readers, a fairly new revelation in the scientific world

• Perfectly aligns with science and literacy curriculum: The story and backmatter explore the
forest ecosystem, the underground mycorrhizal network, and symbiotic relationships in
nature, in alignment with K-5 Next Generation Science Standards

• Universal themes of compassion and community: Introduces children to the idea of the
interconnectedness and importance of community, helping each other thrive, and
assisting others when there is danger

• Practical uses for teachers: Backmatter includes activities for social-emotional learning
and the universal connection of all living things to expand on the concepts introduced
in the story

• Author location: The author is located in Grass Valley, CA (near Sacramento)

Summary
This fascinating picture book explores the underground communication
system between trees and helps young readers see that the natural world's
survival depends on staying connected and helping others—just like us!

Readers will discover that trees have their own social network, and helping one another
thrive is trending.

The fascinating mycorrhizal fungi network runs underground through the forest via the
roots of trees, allowing for connection and communication.

Listen to the Language of the Trees captures the magic of talking trees that take care
of their neighbors (not to mention the mysterious fungi that help them do it).

A lyrical read aloud, Listen to the Language of the Trees is the story of a seedling,
newly sprouted at the base of a giant tree. As it stretches its roots into an underground
web of fungi, it learns that its fellow trees use the fungi to pass messages and share
resources! It will take great luck for this tiny seedling to survive, but it will have help
from its friends in the forest. The Douglas fir forest also harbors creatures like a zany
Yellow Pine chipmunk gathering and forgetting seed cones, an owl nested in the giant
tree, and chattering Steller's jays. And, as we mus...

Contributor Bio
TERA KELLEY was a children's bookseller for six years, and her first book, Ocean Baby,
was selected for the ocean curriculum of Santa Cruz's Migrant Head Start Program. She
is currently a freelance writer and editor in Northern California, where she works at a
local library. Find out more about her work at terakelley.com.
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Dawn Publications
9781728238418
Pub Date: 2/1/2022
On Sale Date: 2/1/2022
$16.99/£12.99 UK
Hardcover

32 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades P to 3
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Animals
JNF003250

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.3 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

It Starts with a Question
Lisa Novick, Manu Montoya

Key Selling Points:
• Inspires activism and empowers children: This beautiful story encourages kids to observe
the world around them, question what they see, and take action to bring positive
change

• Includes social-emotional learning: Readers are encouraged to think about their connection
with nature, identifying a problem and pushing forward toward a collective goal, and
establishing skills like goal-setting, decision-making, and problem-solving

• Perfect for the school and library market: The book serves a dual purpose meeting science
and literacy standards and includes educational backmatter on the life cycle and
ecosystem of butterflies

• Author location: The author is located in Los Angeles, CA

Summary
Inspire activism and introduce young readers to the power of asking
questions in this beautifully illustrated picture book that follows the life cycle
of butterflies.

Two young girls are outside, marveling at the beauty of butterflies. Soon, they start to
ask questions about what they are seeing: What kind of butterfly is this? Where did it
come from? Why aren't there more butterflies here? By looking closely at the world
around them and questioning what they find, the girls realize that the number of
butterflies is decreasing, and their habitat needs to be restored to protect future
butterfly populations. So, they organize a community event at their local park, and
friends and neighbors gather to bring food and nectar plants to attract more
caterpillars and butterflies. Both girls and readers learn that letting their curiosity guide
them and identifying how they can help solve problems leads to actions that change
the world for the better!

Contributor Bio
LISA NOVICK has always been interested in the issues of deep ecology and has a B.A.
in philosophy from UCLA. She works on behalf of the environment at the Theodore
Payne Foundation for Wild Flowers & Native Plants.
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Sourcebooks Explore
9781728219226
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$17.99/£13.99 UK
Hardcover Picture Book

48 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Social Themes
JUV039090

9 in H | 9 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Do You Speak Fish?
DJ Corchin, Dan Dougherty

Key Selling Points:
• Powerful and universal subject: There are approximately 6,500 languages spoken in the
world and 430 different languages are spoken in the United States

• Award-winning author and illustrator: Previously published edition received the Nautilus
Book Award for Best Children's Picture Book

• Useful educational tool: Perfect for use in special education classrooms and classrooms
with ESL students

• Author/illustrator location: DJ Corchin and Dan Dougherty live in Chicago, Illinois

Summary
A simple yet heartwarming story that demonstrates how to overcome
communication barriers and better understand those who come from different
backgrounds and cultures

When a child meets a fish and says hello, the fish does not respond. The child is
shocked. What a rude fish! But soon the child learns that it's not up to the fish to speak
the child's language. And if the child wants to communicate, he'll have to take the time
to learn how to speak Fish.

Contributor Bio
DJ CORCHIN is an award-winning children's book author and illustrator. He uses his
unique humor and wit to focus on socially conscious messages involving kindness,
communication, and emotional awareness. He currently lives and works in Chicago, IL.

DAN DOUGHERTY is the writer and illustrator behind several comics and children's
books. When he isn't making comics, Dan teaches how to make them at the...
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728242231
Pub Date: 1/4/2022
On Sale Date: 1/4/2022
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 5 And Under, Grades 2 And
Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Technology
JNF051130
Series: Let's Build

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Let's Build a Highway
A Construction Book for Kids
Robert Pizzo

Key Selling Points:
• Builds vocabulary: Toddlers will learn words like auto level and trestle alongside old
standbys like bulldozer; Let's Build a Highway explains these different words and
concepts in a fun way that kids will love

• Fresh art: Robert's toddler-friendly blocky and bold art is inviting and harkens back to
building blocks and LEGOs

• Bestselling genre: Construction books are perennial hits with kids, and this series invites
the reader to be part of the action

• Series information: A new construction series perfect for introducing architecture and
engineering concepts to kids! Not necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Robert Pizzo lives in New York

Summary
In this exciting new series of construction books for kids, we invite toddlers
to learn how to build some of their favorite things! From using an auto level to
survey the roadway to pouring the concrete, Let's Build a Highway takes us
through the construction process of a highway

From the publisher that brought you the bestselling Baby University books comes a
brand-new series of construction books for kids. Let's build a highway! How? We'll
show you!

Join the construction team in this board book as they go about the steps involved in
building a highway, from surveying the roadway, to using a bulldozer to clear the path,
and so much more. Toddlers will love the bright and bold art, and parents will love the
gentle explanation of new concepts and words like auto level and trestle. Perfect for
any family that wants to introduce architecture or engineering for kids, or for anyone
searching for truck books for toddlers.

Contributor Bio
ROBERT PIZZO is an author/illustrator based in New York. He began his career as an
assistant to the legendary comics artist Will Eisner. Since then, he's produced literally
thousands of bold and colorful graphic illustrations for the nation's top magazines,
newspapers, book publishers, ad agencies, and corporations, as well as releasing
several picture books.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728242262
Pub Date: 1/4/2022
On Sale Date: 1/4/2022
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 5 And Under, Grades 1 And
Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Technology
JNF051130
Series: Let's Build

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Let's Build a Playground
A Construction Book for Kids
Robert Pizzo

Key Selling Points:
• Builds vocabulary: Toddlers will learn more complicated construction words alongside old
standbys like bulldozer, and have those concepts explained to them

• Fresh art: Robert's toddler-friendly blocky and infographic art is inviting and harkens
back to building blocks and LEGOs

• Bestselling genre: Construction books are perennial hits with kids, and there are very
few picture books about playgrounds specifically

• Series information: A new construction series perfect for introducing architecture and
engineering concepts to kids! Not necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Robert Pizzo lives in New York

Summary
In this exciting new series of construction books for kids, we invite toddlers
to learn how to build some of their favorite things! From using screws to set
up the slide and a drill to set up the tunnel, Let's Build a Playground takes us
through the construction process of a playground

From the publisher that brought you the bestselling Baby University books comes a
brand-new series of construction books for kids. Let's build a playground! How? We'll
show you!

Join the construction team in this board book as they go about the steps involved in
building a playground. Toddlers will love the bright and bold art, and parents will love
the gentle explanation of new concepts and words. Perfect for any family that wants to
introduce architecture or engineering to kids, or for anyone searching for truck books
for toddlers.

Contributor Bio
ROBERT PIZZO is an author/illustrator based in New Jersey. He began his career as an
assistant to the legendary comics artist Will Eisner. Since then, he's produced literally
thousands of bold and colorful graphic illustrations for the nation's top magazines,
newspapers, book publishers, ad agencies, and corporations, as well as releasing
several picture books.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728245188
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
On Sale Date: 3/1/2022
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 5 And Under, Grades 2 And
Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Technology
JNF051130
Series: Let's Build

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Let's Build a Farm
A Construction Book for Kids
Robert Pizzo

Key Selling Points:
• Unique vocabulary: Let's Build a Farm will teach toddlers unique vocabulary associated
with construction and easily explain the concepts

• Fresh art style: Robert's toddler-friendly, fresh, and bold art resembles Lego building
blocks, perfect for any little engineer

• Bestselling genre: Kids love trucks, engineering, and things that go, and the Let's Build
series invites them to be a part of the construction action

• Author location: The author is located in New York

Summary
In this exciting new series of construction books for kids, invite toddlers to
learn how to build some of their favorite things! From bailing hay to building
the barn, Let's Build a Farm takes us through the construction process of a
farm

From the publisher that brought you the bestselling Baby University books comes a
brand-new series of construction books for kids.

Let's build a farm! How? We'll show you! Join the construction team in this board book
as they go through the steps involved in building a farm, from plowing the fields to
raising a barn and so much more. Toddlers will love the bright and bold art, and
parents will love the gentle explanation of new concepts and words. Perfect for any
family that wants to introduce architecture or engineering to kids, or for anyone
searching for truck books for toddlers.

Contributor Bio
ROBERT PIZZO is an author/illustrator based in New York. He began his career as an
assistant to the legendary comics artist Will Eisner. Since then, he's produced literally
thousands of bold and colorful graphic illustrations for the nation's top magazines,
newspapers, book publishers, ad agencies, and corporations, as well as releasing
several picture books.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728245218
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
On Sale Date: 3/1/2022
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 5 And Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Architecture
JNF005000
Series: Let's Build

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Let's Build a School
A Construction Book for Kids
Robert Pizzo

Key Selling Points:
• Unique vocabulary: Let's Build a School will teach toddlers unique vocabulary associated
with construction and easily explain the concepts

• Fresh art style: Robert's toddler-friendly, fresh, and bold art resembles Lego building
blocks, perfect for any little engineer

• Bestselling genre: Kids love trucks, engineering, and things that go, and the Let's Build
series invites them to be a part of the construction action

• Author location: The author is located in New York

Summary
In this exciting new series of construction books for kids, we invite toddlers
to learn how to build some of their favorite things! From raising the roof to
constructing the classrooms, Let's Build a School takes us through the
construction process of a school

From the publisher that brought you the bestselling Baby University books comes a
brand-new series of construction books for kids. Let's build a school! How? We'll show
you! Join the construction team in this board book as they go about the steps involved
in building a school. Toddlers will love the bright and bold art, and parents will love the
gentle explanation of new concepts. Perfect for any family that wants to introduce
architecture or engineering for kids, or for anyone searching for truck books for
toddlers.

Contributor Bio
ROBERT PIZZO is an author/illustrator based in New York. He began his career as an
assistant to the legendary comics artist Will Eisner. Since then, he's produced literally
thousands of bold and colorful graphic illustrations for the nation's top magazines,
newspapers, book publishers, ad agencies, and corporations, as well as releasing
several picture books.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
9781728243108
Pub Date: 1/11/2022
On Sale Date: 1/11/2022
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Family
JUV013060

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You So
Marianne Richmond

Key Selling Points:
• 20th anniversary edition: This hallmark moment is a brilliant opportunity to increase I
Love You So's audience and elevate its classic status, now in board book form

• Renowned author: Marianne Richmond has touched the lives and hearts of six million
readers over two decades

• Refreshed package: This updated edition marks a return to the iconic red cover, and
pairs it with the dynamic and textured art style of Be Brave Little One, broadening its
inclusive reach and widening the love

• Author location: Marianne Richmond lives in the Nashville area

Summary
Celebrate the 20th anniversary edition of bestselling author Marianne
Richmond's heartfelt classic tale of the unconditional love we feel for our little
ones! Now in board book format!

This adorable classic puts into words the indescribable quality of boundless, steady,
and unconditional love, a sweet story that has touched hundreds of thousands of
lives—now back with an iconic cover, dynamic texture, and broad inclusive reach.

This comforting story embraces the reader like a warm hug and gently reassures a
child that love is for always, despite the grouchy moods or physical separation. This is
the perfect message of love to gift new mommies- and daddies-to-be, grandparents,
and your special little ones at baby showers or birthdays. Embrace your loved ones
from afar with this heartwarming reminder of your unconditional love.

Contributor Bio
Beloved author and illustrator MARIANNE RICHMOND has touched the lives of millions
for nearly two decades through her award-winning books, greeting cards, and other
gift products that offer people the most heartfelt way to connect with each other. She
lives in the Nashville area. Visit her at mariannerichmond.com.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728246666
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$17.99
Hardcover Picture Book

192 Pages
Ages 3 to 7, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Love &
Romance
JUV026000
Series: Sesame Street Scribbles

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.7 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Sesame Street Storybook Collection
Treasury of Love
Sesame Workshop

Key Selling Points:
• An evergreen format: Treasuries and storybook collections of popular brands are
evergreen bestsellers and a first for Sourcebooks!

• Features timely themes: Touching on themes of love, kindness, perseverance, and
dreaming big, this collection makes a perfect gift for Valentine's Day, Christmas,
graduation, or year round

• New title in a bestselling Scribbles series: Sourcebooks and Sesame Workshop have a proven
partnership, with over 1.2 million copies sold in the successful Scribbles series. Love
from Sesame Street was the eighteenth collaboration and is the first New York Times
bestseller for Sesame Street in 49 years.

Summary
A wonderfully sweet Sesame Street treasury with six stories in one!

The Gift of Love Storybook Collection brings together six special Scribbles stories in our
first ever Sesame Street treasury! Featuring heartwarming stories on love, kindness,
perseverance, individuality, and dreaming big, this amazing collection with Sesame
Workshop teaches children the timeless lesson of loving each other and themselves. It
includes:

Love: from Sesame Street
Kindness Makes the World Go 'Round
You Can Do It!
Just One You!
Dream: with Sesame Street
I Love You Just Like This!

Contributor Bio
SESAME WORKSHOP is the nonprofit educational organization behind the world-
renowned children's program Sesame Street. With the mission of helping kids grow
smarter, stronger, and kinder, Sesame Workshop has worked with educators to develop
programs tailored to the unique needs of children all over the world. Sesame Workshop
works to teach the whole child, providing lessons on topics from ABCs and ...
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238876
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
On Sale Date: 9/1/2021
$12.99
Trade Paperback

56 Pages
Ages 3 to 6, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Activity
Books
JNF001000

11.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My First Learn-To-Draw: Dinosaurs
(How to Draw for Kids with Easy Wipe Clean Pages + Dry Erase Marker!)
Anna Madin, Charlotte Pepper

Key Selling Points:
• Abundance of content: Includes over 25 exciting dinosaur projects to draw; comes with
one dry-erase marker

• Versatile format: The wipe-clean activity design invites young artists to practice the
steps again and again

• Encourages development: As children learn to draw, they form important motor skills and
hand-eye coordination

• Author/illustrator location: Anna Madin and Charlotte Pepper are based in the UK

Summary
Encourage your budding artist to learn how to draw with easy-to-follow
wipe-clean activities as they draw their favorite dinosaurs

A unique way to encourage creativity and teach drawing skills while helping children
develop important motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Little ones will love
following the simple steps to create drawings of their favorite dinosaurs.

The new dinosaurs learn-to-draw activity book is the perfect way to encourage your
budding artist! Each project features clearly-illustrated steps and space for children to
create their own drawing. The wipe-clean format allows young artists to perfect their
skills as they draw each project again and again.

Contributor Bio
ANNA MADIN is an experienced designer and writer of children's books, specializing in
novelty, preschool, and activity formats. She leads the design team where she works in
Bath, UK.

CHARLOTTE PEPPER grew up in Staffordshire, UK, and spent much of her childhood
drawing and painting, collaging and doodling. She studied Surface Pattern Design at
Staffordshire University.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728230825
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
On Sale Date: 9/7/2021
$10.99/£8.99 UK
Hardcover

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 7, Grades K to 3
Juvenile Fiction  /  Bedtime &
Dreams
JUV010000

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Can You Put Me to Bed?
The Tale of the Not-So-Sleepy Sloth
Erin Guendelsberger, AndoTwin

Key Selling Points:
• Hits an evergreen topic: Bedtime is an evergreen and bestselling category in children's
books

• An endlessly entertaining interactive format: Young readers will try singing, tapping the
book, clapping off the lights, and more to get the sloth to sleep

• An original take on the goodnight concept: An interactive children's book on the good night
concept hasn't been done before

• Author location: Erin Guendelsberger lives in Cincinnati, OH

Summary
An adorably sweet, interactive picture book about bedtime that provides
endless fun. Can you convince this sleepy sloth it's time for bed?

For readers of Don't Push the Button and Press Here comes an all new interactive
picture book about bedtime! This playfully sweet story is about an adorable, but
stubborn sloth, who insists she's not sleepy enough to go to bed!

Can you try singing a lullaby, clapping off the lights, or tapping the book to help this
little sloth fall asleep? But she promises it won't work. She's still...

not...

sleepy...

Contributor Bio
ERIN GUENDELSBERGER writes stories and poems. She studied writing at Hamline
University and Bowling Green State University and now pursues adventure in Ohio with
her husband, daughters, and a cat named Hennimor
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728241258
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
On Sale Date: 9/7/2021
$8.99/£6.99 UK
Board Book

28 Pages
Ages 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Bedtime &
Dreams
JUV010000

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Goodnight ABCs
A Bedtime Alphabet Lullaby
Erin Guendelsberger, AndoTwin

Key Selling Points:
• Evergreen categories: ABCs and bedtime are two beloved topics in children's literature,
now combined in one package!

• Unique angle: While there are other bedtime books out there, this alphabet book stands
out with its focus on sweet messaging and bedtime routines

• Gift for any occasion: A charming follow up to ABCs of Love, this board book is the
perfect gift at baby showers or other special occasions year-round

• Author location: Erin Guendelsberger lives in Ohio

Summary
Wish your little one the sweetest dreams from A to Z as you help them get
ready for bed!

Goodnight ABCs combines the two evergreen categories: the alphabet and, of course,
bedtime! Filled with heartfelt text and charming animal illustrations, this is the perfect
gift for the loved one in your life. As you go through the alphabet, learn about bedtime
routines from A to Z!

Contributor Bio
ERIN GUENDELSBERGER writes stories and poems. She studied writing at Hamline
University and Bowling Green State University and now pursues adventure in Ohio with
her husband, daughters, and a cat named Hennimore.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728222677
Pub Date: 1/4/2022
On Sale Date: 1/4/2022
$14.99/£11.99 UK
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 7, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Social Themes
JUV039140

10 in H | 10 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Wish, Wish, Wish for You
Sandra Magsamen, Melisa Fernández Nitsche

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Sandra has a proven track record and her books with Sourcebooks
have sold over one million copies!

• Timeless, universal message: Offers a message of hope, encouragement, and inspiration
for a universal audience; perfect for birthdays, graduation, baby showers, and more

• Beautiful art: A new, stunning, and sophisticated illustration style will expand Sandra's
brand and entice a much broader readership

• Author location: Sandra Magsamen lives in Vermont

Summary
From beloved author Sandra Magsamen, the USA Today bestselling author of
Welcome Little One, comes a brand-new, inspirational picture book,
celebrating the big dreams and everlasting love you have for your little one!

With a new, stunning illustration style and a genuine, heartfelt message, this is Sandra
Magsamen like you've never seen her before. This inspirational picture book about a
loved one's wonderful wishes for a child will capture the hearts of readers young and
old, inspiring them to follow their dreams and live a courageous, rich life, knowing that
they will always have the security of home and love to support them.

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728223407
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
On Sale Date: 9/7/2021
$8.99/£6.99 UK
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Punderland

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

All I Want for Christmas Is Ewe
Rose Rossner, Gail Yerrill

Key Selling Points:
• New take on evergreen topics: A punbelievably adorable combination of the bestselling
topics of love, joy, dad jokes, and the holidays

• Sweet keepsake: Clever, heartwarming text and charming illustrations make this special
keepsake the perfect Christmas gift for little ones

• Expansion on a bestseller: The first adorable book in the Punderland series, I Love You
Like No Otter, has sold over 65,000 copies!

Summary
Wrap your little one in love during the most punderful time of the year!

Celebrate the season and jingle all the way with this sweet board book of love!
Combining beautiful illustrations, charming animal puns, and the evergreen message of
love, All I Want for Christmas is Ewe is an adorable holiday treat to wish your little
sugarplum a beary Merry Christmas, the perfect Christmas gift for children, animal
lovers, and anyone who enjoys a cute pun!

Contributor Bio
GAIL YERRILL lives in a village in Bedfordshire, England. After gaining her BA (Honors)
in 2D design in 1998, she became a freelance illustrator and designer of greetings
cards and giftwrap for a major British supermarket chain, and has also illustrated items
for other significant British institutions. She has illustrated many books for well-known
publishers, several of which are translated into m...
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728240497
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$10.99/£8.99 UK
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 7, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Religious
JUV033280

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Christmas Blessing
A One-of-a-Kind Nativity Story about the Love That Brings Us Together
Erin Guendelsberger, Gail Yerrill

Key Selling Points:
• Unique angle on an existing favorite: A contemporary retelling of the evergreen nativity
story—plus a blessing in the back—brings an original take to the traditional bible story

• Important themes: Focuses on love and acceptance, messages that parents,
grandparents, or anyone who loves a child wants little ones to learn

• Inspiration is on the rise: Ideal for a market where people are turning to inspirational
messages and religion more than ever before

• Author location: Erin Guendelsberger lives in Ohio

Summary
Share the true meaning of the season with this original telling of the very first
Christmas!

On this divine night in Bethlehem, as the stars are brightly shining... a voice calls down
to a group of animals gathered in a stable. It is time to prepare for a special arrival,
the Savior who will gift the world with love and grace. Will the different animals be able
to come together and work in harmony to have the manger ready in time?

Rejoice in the magic of Christmas in this brand new nativity picture book about love
and accepting one another's differences, a heartwarming tale to read again and again!

Contributor Bio
ERIN GUENDELSBERGER writes stories and poems. She studied writing at Hamline
University and Bowling Green State University and now pursues adventure in Ohio with
her husband, daughters, and a cat named Hennimore.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728240244
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$10.99/£8.99 UK
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 7, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Sesame Street Scribbles

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Home for the Holidays
A Little Book about the Different Holidays That Bring Us Together
Sesame Workshop, Craig Manning

Key Selling Points:
• New title in bestselling series: Sourcebooks and Sesame Workshop have a proven
partnership, with over a million copies sold in the successful Scribbles series. Love from
Sesame Street was the eighteenth collaboration and is the first New York Times
bestseller for Sesame Street in 49 years.

• Unique opportunity: Holiday picture books are evergreen and this diverse story focuses
on multicultural holidays, featuring international Sesame characters to appeal to a
broad group of readers

• World-renowned: Sesame Street is a respected children's education brand, and there's
no better brand for a holiday picture book about love, family, and togetherness

• Series information: The Sesame Street Scribbles series brings beloved Sesame Street
characters in a playful and unique design. Not necessary to read in order.

Summary
There's no place like home for the holidays! Join our Sesame friends as we
celebrate the holiday season together in this multicultural book for kids!

No matter what holidays you celebrate during the most wonderful time of the year,
love, family, togetherness, and giving are universal. This all-new, inclusive story from
world-renowned brand Sesame Street offers a unique take on holiday picture books.
Featuring a multicultural appreciation of diversity, international characters, and
celebrations spanning from Thanksgiving to Chinese New Year, this heartwarming story
proves there's no place like home for the holidays. PLUS includes bonus educational
content about each holiday in the back!

Contributor Bio
SESAME WORKSHOP is the nonprofit educational organization behind the world-
renowned children's program Sesame Street. With the mission of helping kids grow
smarter, stronger, and kinder, Sesame Workshop has worked with educators to develop
programs tailored to the unique needs of children all over the world. Sesame Workshop
works to teach the whole child, providing lessons on topics from ABCs and ...
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728246031
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
On Sale Date: 9/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Hardcover Picture Book

192 Pages
Ages 4 to 10, Grades K to 5
Juvenile Fiction  /  Humorous
Stories
JUV019000
Series: How to Catch

10.8 in H | 8.2 in W | 0.7 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

5-Minute How to Catch Stories
Adam Wallace, Andy Elkerton

Key Selling Points:
• New book in national bestselling series: With over 3.5 million copies sold, the How to Catch
series boasts multiple New York Times and USA Today bestsellers

• An evergreen format: 5-minute storybook collections of popular brands are evergreen
bestsellers

• STEAM-focused: Showcases the engineering and technology behind creative traps and
inspires young readers to create their own: perfect as learning tools for the classroom
and at home

• Author/illustrator location: Adam Wallace lives in Australia and Andy Elkerton lives in the
United Kingdom

Summary
A hilarious and delightful How to Catch storybook collection with twelve
stories in one!

The 5-Minute How to Catch Stories brings together twelve delightful tales in our first
ever How to Catch treasury! Featuring zany STEM traps and fun-filled hilarity and
choas, this all-new collection will encourage reading, learning, imagination, and is sure
to delight children, parents, and educators alike. It includes:

• How to Catch a Mermaid

• How to Catch a Leprechaun

• How to Catch a Dinosaur

• How to Catch the Easter Bunny

• How to Catch a Tooth Fairy

• How to Catch a Monster

• How to Catch a Unicorn

• How to Catch a Turkey

• How to Catch a Gingerbread Man

• How to Catch a Yeti

• How to Catch a Snowman

Contributor Bio
ADAM WALLACE is a children's writer and cartoonist living in Australia. He is the author
of the New York Times bestselling How to Catch series and The Holiday Heroes Save
Christmas.

ANDY ELKERTON is a children's book illustrator based in the United Kingdom.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728243993
Pub Date: 2/1/2022
On Sale Date: 2/1/2022
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017020
Series: How to Catch

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My First How to Catch the Easter Bunny
Alice Walstead, Joel and Ashley Selby

Key Selling Points:
• Seasonal fun: Easter is a widely celebrated holiday among families, and the Easter
Bunny is a well-known figure among little ones, making this the perfect Easter basket
stuffer

• New format: Entering the board book space, this series will spark a love for reading,
learning, and imagination for a new, younger set of How to Catch fans

• Series information: The My First How to Catch series brings the bestselling How to Catch
brand to a younger audience. Not necessary to read in order.

Summary
Celebrate the Easter season with some How to Catch fun! Little kids can hop
along and try to capture the Easter Bunny in this sweet board book

The New York Times and USA Today bestselling How to Catch brand is expanding with
its first-ever board book series for the youngest little ones!

On Easter, one child leaves simple lures and traps in the hopes of catching the Easter
Bunny. How else could you learn all of his tricks? With adorable art and cute rhymes,
this sweet new story is sure to be an Easter treat!

Contributor Bio
ALICE WALSTEAD is a children's book author who loves to make kids smile with her
stories.

JOEL and ASHLEY SELBY landed their first illustration job the day before their
honeymoon in 2008, and they continue to channel their background in design and love
of Mid-Century illustration into a whimsical graphic style. Outside of the studio, they
spend their time at home in central North Carolina playing ...
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728246673
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
On Sale Date: 9/1/2021
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Trade Paperback

32 Pages
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Activity
Books
JNF001000
Series: How to Catch

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The How to Catch a Mermaid and Unicorn Activity Book
for Kids
Who Can You Catch First? (featuring hidden pictures, how-to-draw activities,
coloring, dot-to-dots, and more!)
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect for educators and parents: Includes super-fun STEAM activities to entertain kids at
home or in the classroom

• An interactive companion to two bestselling titles: Exciting new addition to the popular How
to Catch a Mermaid and How to Catch a Unicorn books, which have sold over 690,000
copies combined copies (and counting)

• Very popular category: Activity books are evergreen bestsellers that are highly sought
after by buyers and readers alike

Summary
Catch all the STEAM fun with this magical activity book for kids from the
makers of the bestselling How to Catch series!

From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling How to Catch series comes an
epic activity book for kids and mermaid and unicorn lovers! Fans of the hilarious Catch
Club Kids will be delighted by this fun, mermaid and unicorn book that includes STEAM
activities, mazes, coloring pages, puzzles, and so much more!

Can you catch all the differences in Spot the Difference? Can you catch sight of all the
hidden pictures? Join in all of the magical fun!
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Sourcebooks Explore
9781728222059
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$5.99/£4.99 UK
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
Juvenile Fiction  /  Action &
Adventure
JUV001000
Series: Word Travelers

7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.3 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Word Travelers and the Taj Mahal Mystery
Raj Haldar, Neha Rawat

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Raj Haldar is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of P is for
Pterodactyl; This new series ages up with his audience, offering fun mysteries while
sneaking in cultural learning and vocabulary development

• Expert consultation: Author worked with an educational consultant to help develop
content

• Educational backmatter: Includes glossary of terms in back with details on the word
origins—perfect for schools, libraries, and curious learners

• Series information: An exciting chapter book series exploring word origins and different
cultures that follows Eddie and Molly-Jean solving mysteries around the world. Not
necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Raj Haldar lives in New Jersey

Summary
Explore etymology and world cultures in the new, exciting, action-packed
mystery series from #1 New York Times bestseller Raj Haldar! In The Mystery
of the Taj Mahal Treasure, Eddie and MJ are hunting down clues to find an
Indian treasure...

Eddie and Molly-Jean are next-door neighbors and best friends. One Saturday, Eddie's
mom sends him up to the attic to get his great-grandpa's most prized possession (a
book, of course). Eddie and MJ are suddenly transported to India, where they must use
their word knowledge to help a new friend save his school.

This new series will follow the two best friends as they discover the hidden stories
behind common words (for example, did you know that the word "shampoo" originally
came from a hindi word that means "to rub"?) Using their Awesome Enchanted Book
and a healthy dose of imagination, the daring duo transport themselves all over the
world, encountering new adventures and learning how different cultures have
contributed to the English language along the way.

Content is vetted for language and reading level by Alycia Zimmerman, a Princeton
graduate who has written for Netflix's Magic Schoolbus and is a contributing teacher for
Scholastic, and former third grade teacher in NYC.

Contributor Bio
RAJ HALDAR, also known by his stage name Lushlife, is an American rapper, composer,
and producer from Philadelphia, PA. He's also the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of P Is for Pterodactyl. Connect with him on Twitter @lushlifemedia.

Marketing Plans
Marketing Plans

Preorder Campaign
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Sourcebooks Explore
9781728240886
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$16.99
Hardcover

128 Pages
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
Juvenile Fiction  /  Action &
Adventure
JUV001000
Series: Word Travelers

7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Word Travelers and the Taj Mahal Mystery
Raj Haldar, Neha Rawat

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Raj Haldar is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of P is for
Pterodactyl; This new series ages up with his audience, offering fun mysteries while
sneaking in cultural learning and vocabulary development

• Expert consultation: Author worked with an educational consultant to help develop
content

• Educational backmatter: Includes glossary of terms in back with details on the word
origins—perfect for schools, libraries, and curious learners

• Series information: An exciting chapter book series exploring word origins and different
cultures that follows Eddie and Molly-Jean solving mysteries around the world. Not
necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Raj Haldar lives in New Jersey

Summary
Explore etymology and world cultures in the new, exciting, action-packed
mystery series from #1 New York Times bestseller Raj Haldar! In The Mystery
of the Taj Mahal Treasure, Eddie and MJ are hunting down clues to find an
Indian treasure...

Eddie and Molly-Jean are next-door neighbors and best friends. One Saturday, Eddie's
mom sends him up to the attic to get his great-grandpa's most prized possession (a
book, of course). Eddie and MJ are suddenly transported to India, where they must use
their word knowledge to help a new friend save his school.

This new series will follow the two best friends as they discover the hidden stories
behind common words (for example, did you know that the word "shampoo" originally
came from a hindi word that means "to rub"?) Using their Awesome Enchanted Book
and a healthy dose of imagination, the daring duo transport themselves all over the
world, encountering new adventures and learning how different cultures have
contributed to the English language along the way.

Content is vetted for language and reading level by Alycia Zimmerman, a Princeton
graduate who has written for Netflix's Magic Schoolbus and is a contributing teacher for
Scholastic, and former third grade teacher in NYC.

Contributor Bio
RAJ HALDAR, also known by his stage name Lushlife, is an American rapper, composer,
and producer from Philadelphia, PA. He's also the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of P Is for Pterodactyl. Connect with him on Twitter @lushlifemedia.
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Sourcebooks Explore
9781728222080
Pub Date: 1/4/2022
On Sale Date: 1/4/2022
$5.99/£4.99 UK
Trade Paperback

112 Pages
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
Juvenile Fiction  /  Action &
Adventure
JUV001000
Series: Word Travelers

7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.3 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Word Travelers and the Missing Mexican Molé
Raj Haldar, Neha Rawat

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Raj Haldar is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of P is for
Pterodactyl. This new series ages up with his audience, offering fun mysteries while
sneaking in cultural learning and vocabulary development

• Expert consultation: Author worked with an educational consultant to help develop
content

• Educational backmatter: Includes glossary of terms in back with details on the word
origins—perfect for schools, libraries, and curious learners

• Series information: An exciting chapter book series exploring word origins and different
cultures that follows Eddie and Molly-Jean solving mysteries around the world. Not
necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Raj Haldar lives in New Jersey

Summary
A new chapter book series from New York Times bestselling author Raj Haldar
that explores etymology and world cultures in exciting, action-packed
mystery stories! Go on an adventure with Eddie and MJ, as they solve a
mystery in the midst of Mexico's Día de Muertos celebrations.

Eddie and Molly-Jean are whisked away to Mexico and find themselves in the middle of
the Día de Muertos celebrations. There they learn all about the beautiful
festivities—and that a secret mole recipe has been stolen! They must use their word
skills to solve the mystery.

This new series will follow the two best friends as they discover the hidden stories
behind common words. Using their Awesome Enchanted Book and a healthy dose of
imagination, the daring duo transport themselves to exotic locales, always
encountering new adventures and learning how different cultures have contributed to
the English language along the way.

Content is vetted for language and reading level by Alycia Zimmerman, a Princeton
graduate who has written for Netflix's Magic Schoolbus and is a contributing teacher for
Scholastic, and former third grade teacher in NYC.

Contributor Bio
RAJ HALDAR, also known by his stage name Lushlife, is an American rapper, composer,
and producer from Philadelphia, PA. He's also the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of P Is for Pterodactyl. Connect with him on Twitter @lushlifemedia.
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Sourcebooks Explore
9781728240855
Pub Date: 1/4/2022
On Sale Date: 1/4/2022
$16.99
Hardcover

112 Pages
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
Juvenile Fiction  /  Action &
Adventure
JUV001000
Series: Word Travelers

7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Word Travelers and the Missing Mexican Molé
Raj Haldar, Neha Rawat

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Raj Haldar is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of P is for
Pterodactyl. This new series ages up with his audience, offering fun mysteries while
sneaking in cultural learning and vocabulary development

• Expert consultation: Author worked with an educational consultant to help develop
content

• Educational backmatter: Includes glossary of terms in back with details on the word
origins—perfect for schools, libraries, and curious learners

• Series information: An exciting chapter book series exploring word origins and different
cultures that follows Eddie and Molly-Jean solving mysteries around the world. Not
necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Raj Haldar lives in New Jersey

Summary
A new chapter book series from New York Times bestselling author Raj Haldar
that explores etymology and world cultures in exciting, action-packed
mystery stories! Go on an adventure with Eddie and MJ, as they solve a
mystery in the midst of Mexico's Día de Muertos celebrations.

Eddie and Molly-Jean are whisked away to Mexico and find themselves in the middle of
the Día de Muertos celebrations. There they learn all about the beautiful
festivities—and that a secret mole recipe has been stolen! They must use their word
skills to solve the mystery.

This new series will follow the two best friends as they discover the hidden stories
behind common words. Using their Awesome Enchanted Book and a healthy dose of
imagination, the daring duo transport themselves to exotic locales, always
encountering new adventures and learning how different cultures have contributed to
the English language along the way.

Content is vetted for language and reading level by Alycia Zimmerman, a Princeton
graduate who has written for Netflix's Magic Schoolbus and is a contributing teacher for
Scholastic, and former third grade teacher in NYC.

Contributor Bio
RAJ HALDAR, also known by his stage name Lushlife, is an American rapper, composer,
and producer from Philadelphia, PA. He's also the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of P Is for Pterodactyl. Connect with him on Twitter @lushlifemedia.
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Sourcebooks Explore
9781492697428
Pub Date: 11/2/2021
On Sale Date: 11/2/2021
$16.99/£12.99 UK
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 4 to 8
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Language
Arts
JNF029040

8.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Absurd Words
A kids' fun and hilarious vocabulary builder for future word nerds
Tara Lazar

Key Selling Points:
• A concept and unique hook that everyone will love: Divided into sections for quick access to
easy-to-understand definitions, parents and teachers will love this wacky word primer
as much as kids

• Provides strong context: The user-friendly format makes learning high-level vocabulary
words feel easy and enjoyable

• Spark kids' imaginations: Includes silly and humorous sidebars that expand on
etymology, history, or pop culture connections to words

• Author location: Tara Lazar lives in New Jersey

Summary
Part dictionary, part thesaurus, all the word-nerd fun! Absurd Words puts 750
high-level wacky words into engaging context for all the word-nerd fun!

Kids with strong vocabularies are more successful in life. They are better readers and
writers. They feel more confident tackling math and science. Parents and educators
send kids to the dictionary or a thesaurus when they want to learn a new word. But
dictionaries only work if you know the exact word you're looking for and thesauri lack
the context for new words to really make sense.

Enter this revolutionary dictionary-thesaurus hybrid that puts more than 750
high-level, wondrous, and wacky words in fun, engaging, and hilarious context. Kids
will not only learn what words mean, but actually use them!

Contributor Bio
TARA LAZAR is an established children's picture book author with six titles in print.
She's founder of Storystorm (formerly called Picture Book Idea Month), a popular
writing challenge. She has presented at regional SCBWI conferences and is a council
member of the Rutgers University Council on Children's Literature. She lives in New
Jersey. Visit her at taralazar.com
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Sourcebooks Young Readers
9781728234656
Pub Date: 9/14/2021
On Sale Date: 9/14/2021
$17.99
Hardcover

288 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 4 to 8
Juvenile Fiction  /  Social Themes
JUV039250

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Barefoot Dreams of Petra Luna
Alda P. Dobbs

Key Selling Points:
• An #ownvoices story: The story is based on the author's own great-grandmother's
experience during the Mexican Revolution

• Timely topic: The story feels as though it could take place during today's migrant crisis
at the US border

• A-level writing: This is a poignant, well-written, gripping novel with awards potential

• Perfect for educators and librarians: Will include backmatter with a timeline of real
historical events as they relate to the book, and information from the author about her
family's story

• Author/story location: The author is located outside Houston, Texas and the story takes
place in Mexico

Summary
A tale of one family's perilous journey to cross the U.S. border during the
Mexican Revolution that is every bit as relevant and heartbreaking today

It is 1913, and twelve-year-old Petra Luna's mama has died while the Revolution rages
in Mexico. Before her papa is dragged away by soldiers, Petra vows to him that she will
care for the family she has left—her abuelita, little sister Amelia, and baby brother
Luisito—until they can be reunited. They flee north through the unforgiving desert as
their town burns, searching for safe harbor in a world that offers none.

Each night when Petra closes her eyes, she holds her dreams close, especially her
long-held desire to learn to read. Abuelita calls these barefoot dreams: "They're like us
barefoot peasants and indios – they're not meant to go far." But Petra refuses to listen.
Through battlefields and deserts, hunger and fear, Petra will stop at nothing to keep
her family safe and lead them to a better life across the U.S. border – a life where her
barefoot dreams could finally become a reality.

Contributor Bio
ALDA P. DOBBS is as passionate about connecting children to their past, their
communities, and nature as she is about writing. Alda lives with her husband and two
children outside Houston, Texas.

Marketing Plans
Marketing Plans

Preorder Campaign
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Sourcebooks Young Readers
9781728245720
Pub Date: 9/14/2021
On Sale Date: 9/14/2021
$7.99
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Ages 10 to 14, Grades 5 to 9
Juvenile Fiction  /  Mysteries &
Detective Stories
JUV028000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

What Lives in the Woods
Lindsay Currie

Key Selling Points:
Chilling Story: A creepy mansion, creatures in the woods, and a dark force after our main
character—this is a chilling, creepy story that'll thrill MG readers

Established Author: Scritch Scratch has been getting an incredible amount of buzz as
well-including a plug from R.L. Stine

Hits a Trend: Creepy MG has been a growing trend and this book fits squarely in that space

Author location/story location: Lindsay Currie lives in Chicago and What Lives in the Woods
takes place in Michigan

Summary
While living in the decrepit and creepy Woodmoor Manor, Ginny discovers
something in the woods is after her.

All Ginny Anderson wants from her summer is to relax. But when Ginny's father–a
respected restoration expert in Chicago–surprises the family with a month-long trip to
Michigan, everything changes. They aren't staying in a hotel like most families would.
No, they're staying in a mansion. A twenty-six room, century-old building surrounded
by dense forest. Woodmoor Manor.

Locals claim the surrounding woods are inhabited by mutated creatures that escaped a
mad scientist over a hundred years ago. And some say campers routinely disappear
never to be seen again.

When the creaky floors and shadowy corners of the mansion seem to take on a life of
their own, Ginny uncovers the wildest mystery of all: There's more than one legend
roaming Saugatuck, Michigan, and they definitely aren't after campers.

They're after her.

Contributor Bio
LINDSAY CURRIE lives in Chicago, Illinois with her husband and three kids. She loves
coffee, Halloween, Disney World and things that go bump in the night! She is also the
author of The Peculiar Incident on Shady Street. Visit her online at lindsaycurrie.com
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Sourcebooks Young Readers
9781728209753
Pub Date: 9/14/2021
On Sale Date: 9/14/2021
$16.99
Hardcover

320 Pages
Ages 10 to 14, Grades 5 to 9
Juvenile Fiction  /  Mysteries &
Detective Stories
JUV028000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

What Lives in the Woods
Lindsay Currie

Key Selling Points:
• Chilling story: An eerie mansion, dark creatures in the woods, and a malevolent force will thrill middle grade readers

• Acclaimed author and rising star in the space: Currie's previous novel, Scritch Scratch, was praised for its historical details of haunted

Chicago and a chilling story – Kirkus said "Mary Downing Hahn fans will enjoy this just-right blend of history and spooky" and R.L. Stine
himself proclaimed, "I loved it!"

• Hits a trend: Creepy middle grade is a growing trend and What Lives in the Woods fits squarely in that space, perfect for fans of Small

Spaces and Doll Bones

• Author/story location: Lindsay Currie lives in Chicago and What Lives in the Woods takes place in Michigan

Summary
From the author of Scritch Scratch comes a chilling ghost story about a girl
living in a decrepit and creepy mansion who discovers the something in the
woods might be after her

All Ginny Anderson wants is to relax and enjoy her summer. But when Ginny's father
surprises the family with a month-long trip to Michigan, her plans change for the
worse. Especially because they aren't staying in a normal hotel, they'll be living and
restoring the century old Woodmoor Manor.

When they arrive, Ginny is immediately spooked by the creepy house and the rumors
of what lives in the surrounding woods. Legend says the forest is inhabited by prowling
creatures that prey on campers, who are never seen again.

And Ginny can't shake the feeling that there's something wrong with the house as well.
Shadowy figures, a strange ticking sound in the walls, and a mannequin that has a
mind of its own all converge to make a terrifying stay. And as Ginny investigates, she
learns that there's more than one legend roaming around, and it definitely isn't after
campers...It's after her.

Contributor Bio
LINDSAY CURRIE lives in Chicago, Illinois with her husband and three kids. She loves
coffee, Halloween, Disney World and things that go bump in the night! She is the
author of The Peculiar Incident on Shady Street and Scritch Scratch. Visit her online at
lindsaycurrie.com.
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Sourcebooks Young Readers
9781728247885
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$7.99
Trade Paperback

384 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Pencilvania
Stephanie Watson, Sofia Moore

Key Selling Points:
• Feel of a classic: The beautiful writing and unique premise makes this a future
classic reminiscent of The Phantom Tollbooth

• Fantastic writing: Stephanie's Watson's prose is lovely and lyrical and hits the right
note between emotional and humorous

• Tackles tough topics for young readers: Stephanie Watson tackles grief in an
empathetic and understanding way

• Perfect for fans of graphic novels and reluctant readers: The internals feature
the character's line drawings that suffuse the story

• Author/story location: The story takes place in a fictional fantasy world as well as
Pittsburgh and Minnesota, Stephanie Watson is from Minneapolis, Minnesota

Summary
In this illustrated, modern take on The Phantom Tollbooth meets Harold and
the Purple Crayon, author Stephanie Watson beautifully explores grief and
creativity through an unforgettable fantasy world

Ever since she first learned to hold a crayon, Zora Webb has been unstoppable. Her
drawings fill sketchbooks and cover the walls of the happy home she shares with
Frankie and their mother.

But when Zora's mom is diagnosed with leukemia, everything changes. After months of
watching her mom grow weaker, a frustrated Zora draws her mother's portrait in an
attempt to force her to face the truth—that she might not get better. When her mother
dies the next day, Zora blames herself and her art.

Desperate to escape the pain, Zora scribbles out her artwork. Her dark, furious
scribbles lift off the page and yank Zora and Frankie into Pencilvania, a magical world
that's home to everything Zora has ever drawn. And one drawing—a scribbled-out
horse named Viscardi—is determined to finish the destruction Zora started.

Viscardi kidnaps Frankie, promising to scribble out her and all of Pencilvania at sunrise.
Zora sets out to rescue her sister, venturing deep into Pencilvania—a place crawling
with old mem...

Contributor Bio
STEPHANIE WATSON is a children's book author based in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Visit
her online at stephanie-watson.com.

SOFIA MOORE is a Ukrainian-American artist and illustrator based in Las Vegas,
Nevada.
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Sourcebooks Young Readers
9781728215907
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$16.99
Hardcover

352 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Pencilvania
Stephanie Watson, Sofia Moore

Key Selling Points:
• Feel of a classic: The beautiful writing and unique premise makes this a future
classic reminiscent of The Phantom Tollbooth

• Fantastic writing: Stephanie's Watson's prose is lovely and lyrical and hits the right
note between emotional and humorous

• Tackles tough topics for young readers: Stephanie Watson tackles grief in an
empathetic and understanding way

• Perfect for fans of graphic novels and reluctant readers: The internals feature
the character's line drawings that suffuse the story

• Author/story location: The story takes place in a fictional fantasy world as well as
Pittsburgh and Minnesota, Stephanie Watson is from Minneapolis, Minnesota

Summary
In this illustrated, modern take on The Phantom Tollbooth meets Harold and
the Purple Crayon, author Stephanie Watson beautifully explores grief and
creativity through an unforgettable fantasy world

Ever since she first learned to hold a crayon, Zora Webb has been unstoppable. Her
drawings fill sketchbooks and cover the walls of the happy home she shares with
Frankie and their mother.

But when Zora's mom is diagnosed with leukemia, everything changes. After months of
watching her mom grow weaker, a frustrated Zora draws her mother's portrait in an
attempt to force her to face the truth—that she might not get better. When her mother
dies the next day, Zora blames herself and her art.

Desperate to escape the pain, Zora scribbles out her artwork. Her dark, furious
scribbles lift off the page and yank Zora and Frankie into Pencilvania, a magical world
that's home to everything Zora has ever drawn. And one drawing—a scribbled-out
horse named Viscardi—is determined to finish the destruction Zora started.

Viscardi kidnaps Frankie, promising to scribble out her and all of Pencilvania at sunrise.
Zora sets out to rescue her sister, venturing deep into Pencilvania—a place crawling
with old mem...

Contributor Bio
STEPHANIE WATSON is a children's book author based in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Visit
her online at stephanie-watson.com.

SOFIA MOORE is a Ukrainian-American artist and illustrator based in Las Vegas,
Nevada.
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Sourcebooks Young Readers
9781728231495
Pub Date: 10/19/2021
On Sale Date: 10/19/2021
$16.99
Hardcover

352 Pages
Ages 8 to 11, Grades 3 to 6
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000
Series: Wishes and Wellingtons

7.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Crime and Carpetbags
Julie Berry

Key Selling Points:
• Follow up to the acclaimed first book in the series: Wishes and Wellingtons was selected for
the December Amazon Prime Box, is a JLG pick, and received 2.7k reviews on
Goodreads

• A winning combination: The Wishes and Wellingtons series has a commercial concept
with strong, critically acclaimed writing

• Prestige author: Julie Berry is a New York Times and Printz Honor Award-winning author
with a large fan base

• Author/story location: Julie Berry lives in southern California, and Crime and Carpetbags
takes place in London

Summary
The second book of the bestselling Wishes and Wellingtons series, three
friends embark on an adventure full of magic and danger to rescue Tommy's
father and the djinni they've grown to love

Having three wishes might not be a dream come true ...

Now that Maeve Merritt has surrendered Mermeros, the djinni she found in a sardine
can, she expects her life in London will be dull as dirt. Mermeros, however, has other
plans. Maeve's friend Tommy, the former orphan, has been adopted by Mermeros's
newest owner. When Tommy's father tries to use one of his wishes, he and Mermeros
go missing--and without a guardian, Tommy will be forced back to the orphanage.
Maeve, Tommy, and their best friend Alice embark on an adventure full of magic,
danger, and flying carpetbags to rescue Tommy's father and the djinni they've grown to
love. But will the children come to their rescue before Mermeros's fabled wishes fall
into the wrong hands?

Contributor Bio
JULIE BERRY has written multiple award-winning novels for children and young adults,
including Printz Honor winner The Passion of Dolssa and Odyssey Honor winner The
Scandalous Sisterhood of Prickwillow Place. She holds an MFA in writing from Vermont
College, and she now lives in southern California with her husband and four sons.
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Sourcebooks Young Readers
9781728243139
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
On Sale Date: 9/7/2021
$7.99
Trade Paperback

384 Pages
Ages 8 to 11, Grades 3 to 6
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000

7.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Wishes and Wellingtons
Julie Berry, Chloe Bristol

Key Selling Points:
• Award-winning and best-selling author: Julie Berry is a Printz Honor and New
York Times bestselling author and #1 indie bestselling author with a strong fanbase

• Already an audio sensation: Successful audio publication of Wishes and
Wellingtons has over 16,000 5-star reviews after one year on the market

• Delicious writing: Highly commercial concept combined with fantastic writing from
a prestige author

• Author/story location: Julie Berry lives in southern California, and Wishes and
Wellingtons takes place in London

Summary
From New York Times bestselling and award-winning author Julie Berry
comes a middle-grade fantasy adventure full of humor, heart, and
magic—Now in Paperback!

Maeve Merritt detests the rigid rules at her London boarding school for "upright young
ladies." When punishment forces her to sort through the trash, she finds a sardine tin
that houses a foul-tempered djinni who has no intention of submitting to a schoolgirl
as his master.

Soon an orphan boy, a mysterious man in ginger whiskers, a disgruntled school worker,
and a take-no-prisoners business tycoon are in hot pursuit of Maeve and her magical
discovery. It'll take all of her quick thinking and sass to set matters right. Maeve
Merritt is one feisty heroine you won't soon forget.

Contributor Bio
JULIE BERRY has written multiple award-winning novels for children and young adults,
including Printz Honor winner The Passion of Dolssa and Odyssey Honor winner The
Scandalous Sisterhood of Prickwillow Place. She holds an MFA in writing from Vermont
College, and she now lives in southern California with her husband and four sons.
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9781728215372
Pub Date: 1/11/2022
On Sale Date: 1/11/2022
$16.99
Hardcover

288 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 8
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000
Series: The Nightmare Thief

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Dream Spies
Nicole Lesperance, Federica Fenna

Key Selling Points:
• Exciting hook: This second installment in The Nightmare Thief series expands on the
terrific hook of its predecessor, with a fun, compelling family-ensemble cast of dream
investigators determined to protect the innocent

• Captivating prose: Nicole Lesperance's lyrical writing creates an atmospheric read that
will keep middle-grade readers intrigued throughout the entirety of the book

• Series information: The Nightmare Thief series is ideal for middle-grade readers who
crave suspenseful stories which feature creative protagonists who fight to right the
wrongs of others. This series is meant to be read in order.

• Author location/story location: Nicole Lesperance lives in Boston, Massachusetts, and The
Dream Spies takes place in a fictional world

Summary
In this exciting sequel to The Nightmare Thief, follow Maren as she
investigates a sleepaway camp where dreams are more dangerous than
they've ever been!

Maren's life has finally gone back to normal. Her sister, Hallie, is recovering from her
coma, she's still allowed to work in her family's dream shop, and there's been no sign
of Obscura, the evil nightmare thief.

But when Lishta, Maren's grandmother, finds an ad for a sleepaway camp designed for
dreamers, alarm bells start to ring. Lishta's never heard of these camp directors, which
worries her, and prompts Maren to begin an investigation.

Almost right away something seems terribly off. Campers awake humming the same
song, a whole bunk of girls does their hair the exact same way, and everyone seems to
be having identical dreams. Things quickly go from bad to worse when Maren discovers
that most of the campers are chronic sleepwalkers.

Maren will have to uncover who's really responsible for this camp, and stop them from
turning more dreamers into sleepwalking zombies, before it's too late!

Contributor Bio
NICOLE LESPERANCE lives near Boston, Massachusetts with her husband and two small
children. Nicole copy-edits and writes middle grade and YA, and she is the proud owner
of two cats. She is also the author of The Nightmare Thief. Visit her online at
nicolelesperance.com.
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Sourcebooks Young Readers
9781728239118
Pub Date: 12/7/2021
On Sale Date: 12/7/2021
$7.99
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000
Series: The Nightmare Thief

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Nightmare Thief
Nicole Lesperance

Key Selling Points:
• Excellent hook: The Nightmare Thief uses all the tried and true motifs of the
middle-grade space—a creative underdog, a treacherous villian, and a choice between
one's family and their community—making for an ultra-compelling read

• Magical realism: "Lesperance has crafted a wonderfully original world... The
delightfully descriptive text sets a cozy scene, but there is also real danger and a
deliciously disconcerting villain. There is magic and mayhem, horror and hope, and the
thread of family and friendship weaving it all together."—Booklist, STARRED Review

• Captivating prose: The writing is as lyrical as it is atmospheric, making for an
unputdownable book

• Series information: The Nightmare Thief series is ideal for middle-grade readers
who crave suspenseful stories which feature creative protagonists who fight to right the
wrongs of others.

• Author/story location: Nicole Lesperance lives in Boston, Massachusetts, and The
Nightmare Thief takes place in a fictional seaside town

Summary
In the tradition of Natalie Lloyd and Ingrid Law comes a duology about a girl,
her family's dream shop, and a nightmare thief determined to change the
course of her life as she knows it

Maren Partridge loves working in her family's dream shop where she can hand-craft
any dream imaginable. The shop has only one rule. Dreams cannot be given to a
person without their consent. Maren has no problem with this — until her sister, Hallie,
has an accident that leaves her in a coma. Maren's certain she can cure Hallie with a
few well-chosen dreams. And when no one is watching, she slips her a flying dream.

But a strange new customer from the shop has been following Maren and knows what
she did. Now she's laid the perfect trap to blackmail Maren into creating custom
nightmares for a dark and terrible purpose. As Maren gets drawn further into the
sinister scheme, she must make a choice: to protect her family or to protect the town
from her family's magic.

Contributor Bio
NICOLE LESPERANCE lives near Boston, Massachusetts with her husband and two small
children. Nicole copy-edits and writes middle grade and YA, and she is the proud owner
of two cats. Visit her online at nicolelesperance.com.
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9781492651345
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$16.99/£11.99 UK
Hardcover

336 Pages
Ages 10 to 13, Grades 4 to 8
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fairy Tales &
Folklore
JUV012040
Series: Royal Academy Rebels

7.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Heroes
Jen Calonita

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Jen Calonita's novels have sold a combined 475,000 copies

• Built in fan-base: Heroes includes characters from the author's successful Fairy Tale
Reform School series, attracting fans of those books as well as new readers

• Incorporates the popular topic of fractured fairytales: Heroes puts fun twists on popular
characters like Little Red Riding Hood, Snow White, and Beauty's Beast

• Author/story location: The author is located in New York, the story takes place in a
fictional world

Summary
The crowning conclusion to the Royal Academy Rebels series from bestselling
author Jen Calonita... with a crossover to the beloved Fairy Tale Reform
School series

Princess Devin didn't come to Royal Academy for fame, glory, or a crown. All she's ever
wanted is to be a Magical Creature Caretaker. Just when Devin gets up the courage to
ask about following her passion, disaster strikes. The evil Rumplestiltskin and Alva cast
a curse that nearly destroys Enchantasia, a new villain is on the rise, and the students
of Royal Academy find they now have to share their castle with the delinquents from
the notorious Fairy Tale Reform School. Devin feels stuck—how can she think about
going her own way when her kingdom clearly needs her now more than ever?

Contributor Bio
JEN CALONITA has interviewed everyone from Reese Witherspoon to Justin Timberlake,
but the only person she's ever wanted to trade places with is Disney's Cinderella. She's
the award-winning author of the Royal Academy Rebels and Fairy Tale Reform School
series. Jen lives in Merrick, New York with her husband, two sons, and their two
Chihuahuas, Captain Jack Sparrow and Ben Kenobi. Visit jencalonit...
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Sourcebooks Young Readers
9781728249490
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fairy Tales &
Folklore
JUV012040
Series: Royal Academy Rebels

7.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.6 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Outlaws
Jen Calonita

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: The Fairy Tale Reform School series has sold over 250,000
copies

• Continuation of a popular subgenre: Continues the madcap world of fractured
fairy tales found in Fairy Tale Reform School with a fun new cast of reluctant royals

• Perfect for readers who love FTRS, and readers new to Jen Calonita: Royal
Academy Rebels can be enjoyed by readers new to the world of Enchantasia and loyal
Fairy Tale Reform School fans alike

Summary
The second installment in a brand-new series from Jen Calonita, set in the
world of Fairy Tale Reform School! Not everyone born royal is meant to rule…

Things are not looking great for Princess Devin Nile. In the past twenty-four hours, she
and her four best friends have gotten kicked out of school, banished to the Hollow
Woods, and declared outlaws. (That's what happens when you accuse the headmistress
of Royal Academy of being in league with the villains.)

But Devin's not about to go down without a fight. Step one: find the famous Red Riding
Hood and her vigilante friends for backup. Step two: come up with a plan to expose
the truth about Headmistress Olivina to all of Enchantasia...or risk their homeland
falling under villainous rule.

Contributor Bio
JEN CALONITA has interviewed everyone from Reese Witherspoon to Justin Timberlake,
but the only person she's ever wanted to trade places with is Disney's Cinderella. She's
the award-winning author of the Royal Academy Rebels and Fairy Tale Reform School
series. Jen lives in Merrick, New York with her husband, two sons, and their two
Chihuahuas, Captain Jack Sparrow and Ben Kenobi. Visit jencalonit...
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9781728230429
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$7.99/£5.99 UK
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Ages 8 to 14, Grades 3 to 9
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000
Series: Hollow Dolls

8 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Lost Island
MarcyKate Connolly

Key Selling Points:
• More action: This sequel has incredible action and adventure, as well as a satisfying
ending to Simone's story that readers will appreciate

• Superstar author: Bestselling Shadow Weaver was a Junior Library Guild pick, a Texas
Bluebonnet nominee, and earned two starred reviews

• Wonderful characters: Simone and Sebastian, the two protagonists, are fascinating
characters and easy to root for

• Author/story location: MarcyKate Connolly lives outside Boston, and Lost Island takes
place in a fictional fantasy land

Summary
This thrilling conclusion to the Hollow Dolls duology continues Simone's story
as she sets out with her friends to stop the body walker once and for all

Simone is still reeling from learning the truth about her mother, Maeve. But she knows
she has to stop her before she finds what she's looking for and ends up hurting her
friends in the process.

When Simone stumbles across an old legend about a handful of folks with rare and
powerful talents who fled to a secret island haven, she wonders if the soul summoner
Maeve seeks could be there. So she and Sebastian set off to find it, hoping to get to
there before Maeve does.

But as Simone and her traveling party draw closer to the island, it becomes clearer
that Maeve will do anything to get what she wants. And if her evil isn't stopped once
and for all, it could mean terrible consequences for everyone Simone loves.

Contributor Bio
MARCYKATE CONNOLLY is a New York Times bestselling children's book author and
nonprofit administrator who lives in New England with her family and a grumble of
pugs. She graduated from Hampshire College (a magical place where they don't give
you grades) where she wrote an opera sequel to Hamlet as the equivalent of senior
thesis. It was also there that she first fell in love with plotting and has ...
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9781492688228
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$16.99/£12.99 UK
Hardcover

208 Pages
Ages 8 to 14, Grades 3 to 9
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000
Series: Hollow Dolls

8 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Lost Island
MarcyKate Connolly

Key Selling Points:
• Action-packed: This sequel has incredible action and adventure, as well as a satisfying
ending to Simone's story that readers will appreciate

• Superstar author: Bestselling Shadow Weaver was a Junior Library Guild pick, a Texas
Bluebonnet nominee, and earned two starred reviews

• Wonderful characters: Simone and Sebastian, the two protagonists, are fascinating
characters and easy to root for

• Author location/story location: MarcyKate Connolly lives outside Boston, and Lost Island
takes place in a fictional fantasy land

Summary
The thrilling conclusion to the Hollow Dolls duology continues Simone's story
as she sets out with her friends to stop the body walker Lady Aisling once and
for all

Simone is still reeling from learning the truth about her mother, Maeve. But she knows
she has to stop her before she finds what she's looking for and ends up hurting her
friends in the process.

When Simone stumbles across an old legend about a handful of folks with rare and
powerful talents who fled to a secret island haven, she wonders if the soul summoner
Maeve seeks could be there. So she and Sebastian set off to find it, hoping to get to
there before Maeve does.

But as Simone and her traveling party draw closer to the island, it becomes clearer
that Maeve will do anything to get what she wants. And if her evil isn't stopped once
and for all, it could mean terrible consequences for everyone Simone loves.

Contributor Bio
MARCYKATE CONNOLLY is a New York Times bestselling children's book author and
nonprofit administrator who lives in New England with her family and a grumble of
pugs. She graduated from Hampshire College (a magical place where they don't give
you grades) where she wrote an opera sequel to Hamlet as the equivalent of a senior
thesis. It was also there that she first fell in love with plotting and ha...
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9781728237282
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
On Sale Date: 9/7/2021
$7.99
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 4 to 8
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000
Series: Knights and Bikes

7.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Knights and Bikes
Quest of the Spit Sisters
Gabrielle Kent

Key Selling Points:
• Stellar reviews: New York Times bestelling author Eoin Colfer praised the series, saying
"Gabrielle Kent has created the fantasy world we have been waiting for" and The Week
said the books are "full of heart, as well as a huge amount of fun"

• A recognizable brand: The Knights and Bikes series is based on an award-winning video
game now available for Nintendo Switch

• Chock full of humor, heart, and strong girls: This laugh-out-loud funny series features
empowered girl characters

• Striking illustrations: Black and white illustrations bring the world of the series to life,
based on the stunning hand-painted original illustrations

• Author location: Gabrielle Kent lives in the North East of England, Quest of the Spit
Sisters is set on a British Island in the 1980s

Summary
Their friendship will warm your heart. Their bravery will make them legends.
Don't miss the first in a thrilling three-book illustrated series based on the
award-winning video game featuring adventure, friendship, quirky characters,
island mischief, and tons of humor!

Welcome to the sleepy island of Penfurzy, where nothing exciting ever really happens.
Or does it? Adventure awaits Demelza and her new best friend in the whole world,
Nessa, as they explore the island and uncover the mysteries of the Penfurzy Knights.
With a honking pet goose sidekick, quirky islanders and a legendary treasure to find,
it's up to Nessa and Demelza to ride their bikes, solve the puzzles before them, and
face down danger with frisbees, water-balloons, feathers .... and a toilet plunger.

Contributor Bio
GABRIELLE KENT's first job was in videogames working on games for PC, Playstation
and XBox, before spending sixteen years as a university lecturer teaching students how
to make videogames. She currently lives in the North East of England with her
husband, daughter, and Bengal cat, Kali—Destroyer of Sofas.
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9781728236889
Pub Date: 5/4/2021
On Sale Date: 5/4/2021
$6.99
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
Juvenile Fiction  /  Mermaids
JUV066000
Series: Sea Keepers

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: ACTIVE

The Mermaid's Dolphin
Coral Ripley

Key Selling Points:
• Young readers love mermaids: mermaids are an evergreen interest for kids, and
the buzz surrounding the live-action The Little Mermaid will exponentially increase the
demand for mermaid-related content

• An illustrated series starter: features full black-and-white line drawings, perfect
for reluctant readers and fans of visual storytelling/graphic novels

• Promotes environmentalism: contains backmatter with specific suggestions to
help the environment such as planting trees, reusing rather than recycling, planting
bee-friendly plants, and volunteering for neighborhood clean-ups

• Author location: Coral Ripley (pseudonym) lives in London

Summary
Can Emily, Grace, and Layla use their new mermaid talents to save a special
cove? The first book in an exciting, illustrated chapter book series that
promotes environmentalism for kids

Dive into a dolphin adventure! The first book in a magical new mermaid chapter book
series.

When Emily, Grace, and Layla rescue a dolphin from a fishing net, they get swept away
on a magical mermaid adventure! The girls are chosen to become Sea Keepers-
guardians of the underwater world. The oceans desperately need their help, and not
just because of pollution.

A storm is brewing and an evil mermaid named Effluvia is stirring up trouble. Can the
Sea Keepers stop her by finding the magic pearl and saving the beautiful cove for all
the creatures who live there?

Contributor Bio
CORAL RIPLEY is the pseudonym for an author of numerous bestselling children's
books. She lives in London.
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9781728236919
Pub Date: 5/4/2021
On Sale Date: 5/4/2021
$6.99
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
Juvenile Fiction  /  Mermaids
JUV066000
Series: Sea Keepers

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 0.3 in T
Status: ACTIVE

The Sea Unicorn
Coral Ripley

Key Selling Points:
• A winning combination: mermaids + a narwhal = oceans of fun! Mermaids are an
evergreen interest for kids, and the buzz surrounding the live-action The Little Mermaid
will exponentially increase the demand for mermaid-related content

• An illustrated series: features full black and white line drawings, perfect for reluctant
readers and fans of visual storytelling/graphic novels

• Promotes environmentalism: contains backmatter with specific suggestions to help the
environment such as planting trees, reusing rather than recycling, planting bee-friendly
plants, and volunteering for neighborhood clean-ups

• Author location: Coral Ripley (pseudonym) lives in London

Summary
Narwhal to the rescue! The Sea Keepers set off on an icy adventure in the
second action-packed adventure in the illustrated Mermaid Magic chapter
book series

The Arctic mermaids urgently need the Sea Keepers' help! Evil mermaid Effluvia is back
and she has used her bad magic to melt their ice palace. If Emily, Grace, and Layla
can't fix it, the animals the mermaids look after will be in danger. The Sea Keepers are
determined to save the sea animal sanctuary, but Effluvia has enchanted a pod of
orcas to stop them. Can a friendly narwhal help them find the magic pearl and save the
ice palace?

Contributor Bio
CORAL RIPLEY is the pseudonym for an author of numerous bestselling children's
books. She lives in London, England.
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9781728236940
Pub Date: 6/1/2021
On Sale Date: 6/1/2021
$6.99
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
Juvenile Fiction  /  Mermaids
JUV066000
Series: Sea Keepers

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 0.3 in T
Status: ACTIVE

Coral Reef Rescue
Coral Ripley

Key Selling Points:
Young readers love mermaids: mermaids are an evergreen interest for kids, and the buzz surrounding the live-action THE LITTLE
MERMAID will exponentially increase the demand for mermaid-related content

An illustrated series: features full black and white line drawings, perfect for reluctant readers and fans of visual storytelling/graphic novels

Promotes environmentalism: contains backmatter with specific suggestions to help the environment such as planting trees, reusing rather
than recycling, planting bee-friendly plants, and volunteering for neighborhood clean-ups

Author location: Coral Ripley (pseudonym) lives in London

Summary
Something's fishy at a Down Under talent show and the Sea Keepers are called in to help in this third installment in the Mermaid Magic series

The Sea Keepers are off to Australia to help their mates, the Oceania mermaids! Divers are threatening their beautiful coral
reef and evil siren Effluvia has bewitched a dangerous shark to spoil the mermaids' tropical talent show. Now all the fish who
live there are in danger! Can Emily, Grace, and Layla find the magical pearl to save the show and protect the reef without
becoming a shark's snack?

Contributor Bio
CORAL RIPLEY is the pseudonym for an author of numerous bestselling children's
books. She lives in London.
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9781728236971
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$6.99
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
Juvenile Fiction  /  Mermaids
JUV066000
Series: Sea Keepers

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Sea Turtle School
Coral Ripley

Key Selling Points:
• Young readers love mermaids: mermaids are an evergreen interest for kids, and
the buzz surrounding the live-action THE LITTLE MERMAID will exponentially increase
the demand for mermaid-related content

• A timely opportunity: World Sea Turtle Day is June 16 which gives us an
opportunity for promotion to young, future environmentalists and introducing ocean
animal lovers to the series

• An illustrated series: features full black and white line drawings, perfect for
reluctant readers and fans of visual storytelling/graphic novels

• Promotes environmentalism: contains backmatter with specific suggestions to
help the environment such as planting trees, reusing rather than recycling, planting
bee-friendly plants, and volunteering for neighborhood clean-ups

• Author location: Coral Ripley (pseudonym) lives in London

Summary
Help the Sea Keepers save baby sea turtles in the fourth installment in the
illustrated chapter book series, Mermaid Magic.

It's baby sea turtle season, but the beach is covered in trash! The Sea Keepers need to
act fast to clean up the sand before the eggs hatch. But not everyone wants to help the
baby sea turtles . . . Evil siren Effluvia has sent vicious ghost crabs to gobble them up!
Can Emily, Grace, and Layla find the magic pearl to get the hatchlings safely to Sea
Turtle School? Or will Effluvia beat them to it?

Contributor Bio
CORAL RIPLEY is the pseudonym for an author of numerous bestselling children's
books. She lives in London, England.
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9781728237008
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$6.99
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
Juvenile Fiction  /  Mermaids
JUV066000
Series: Sea Keepers

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Penguin Island
Coral Ripley

Key Selling Points:
• A winning combination of engaging storytelling and endangered animal
education: introduce young readers to a little-known endangered animal, the
Galápagos penguin with a fun series

• Young readers love mermaids: mermaids are an evergreen interest for kids, and
the buzz surrounding the live-action THE LITTLE MERMAID will exponentially increase
the demand for mermaid-related content

• An illustrated series: features full black and white line drawings, perfect for
reluctant readers and fans of visual storytelling/graphic novels

• Promotes environmentalism: contains backmatter with specific suggestions to
help the environment such as planting trees, reusing rather than recycling, planting
bee-friendly plants, and volunteering for neighborhood clean-ups

• Author location: Coral Ripley (pseudonym) lives in London

Summary
The Sea Keepers to the rescue as they stake out the Galapagos Islands to
shield their penguin pals from the evil mermaid's spell

Emily, Grace, and Layla go to the Galapagos Islands, where the local mermaids need
help teaching baby penguins to swim. But when evil mermaid Effluvia uses her bad
magic to spoil the penguins' paddling pool, the Sea Keepers must follow a pirate
treasure map to a secret lagoon and find the magic pearl to help their penguin pals.

Contributor Bio
CORAL RIPLEY is the pseudonym for an author of numerous bestselling children's
books. She lives in London, England.
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Unleashed
Amy McCulloch

Key Selling Points:
• Great author buzz: Jinxed, the first book in the duology, was a BEA Buzz pick and
earned a starred review from Publishers Weekly

• STEM subject-matter: While STEM books are on the rise, and STEM titles geared
towards girls are especially of interest, this book pairs STEM with high-paced
adventure, all from the perspectives of a young female protagonist

• Great Pacing: Unleashed is action-packed and picks up immediately where the
cliffhanger of book one ended

• Series information: A perfect middle-grade pick for fans of STEM, stories told from
a female perspective, and no-holds-barred adventure. This series is ideally read in
order.

• Author/story location: Amy McCulloch lives in the United Kingdom, and Unleashed
takes place in Toronto, Canada

Summary
The Golden Compass for the digital age in this sequel and conclusion to the
Jinxed duology that follows Lacey and her friends as they attempt a rescue
mission deep in the heart of an evil corporation

When Lacey Chu wakes up in a hospital room with no memory of how she got there,
she knows something went really wrong. And with her cat baku, Jinx, missing in action
and MONCHA, the company behind the invention of the robot pet, threatening her
family, she isn't sure who to turn to for answers.

When Lacey is expelled and her mom starts acting strangely after the latest update
from MONCHA, Lacey and her friends work together to get to the bottom of it and
discover a sinister plot at the heart of the corporation.

Lacey must use all her skills if she has a chance of stopping MONCHA from carrying out
their plans. But can she take on the biggest tech company in North America armed
with only a level 1 robot beetle and her friends at her side?

Contributor Bio
AMY MCCULLOCH was born in the UK, raised in Canada, and currently lives in London.
She is the author of the Jinxed duology as well as The Oathbreaker's Shadow duology
and The Potion Diaries series. She loves traveling the world, researching extraordinary
settings and intriguing stories for future books. Find her online at amymcculloch.net.
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Why We Fly
Kimberly Jones, Gilly Segal

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling track record: The authors' debut I'm Not Dying with You Tonight spent three
weeks on the New York Times bestseller list

• Author Kimberly Jones is a viral sensation: Her video "How Can We Win" has been viewed
over 2,000,000 times and has turned her into a sought-after voice for the Black Lives
Matter movement

• Timely and perfect for both teens and adults: Anti-racist works have been heavily sought out
by both teens and adults, and this is a perfect addition to a high-traffic category

• Author/story location: Kimberly and Gilly both live in Atlanta, Georgia, and the story
takes place in Atlanta, Georgia

Summary
From the New York Times bestselling authors of I'm Not Dying with You
Tonight comes a heartfelt story about two teen girls—one black, one
white—whose friendship is tested by an act of rebellion against systemic
racism

With challenges undermining their friendship, Eleanor and Chanel must navigate their
senior year in a time of uncertainty. When the cheer squad decides to take a knee at
the season's first football game, their act of rebellion has disastrous consequences.
Chanel, who is black, is singled out as the ringleader and is the only student suspended
from school. Eleanor, however, starts a relationship with star quarterback Three, who
may or may not have her back as other students protest their school's actions. A
bittersweet, sometime humorous, but always compelling look at issues of friendship,
privilege, sports, and race.

Contributor Bio
KIM JONES is the former manager of the bookstore Little Shop of Stories. She
currently works in the entertainment industry in Atlanta, Georgia.

GILLY SEGAL spent her college years in Israel and served in the IDF. She is currently a
lawyer for an advertising agency and lives in Atlanta Georgia.

Marketing Plans
Marketing Plans

Preorder Campaign
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I'm Not Dying with You Tonight
Kimberly Jones, Gilly Segal

Key Selling Points:
• New York Times besteller: The hardcover edition of I'm Not Dying with You Tonight
spent three weeks on the New York Times bestseller list

• Critically acclaimed: Trade publications have called this debut "relevant and discussion-
worthy" (School Library Journal) and "an eye-opening read" (Booklist), and New York
Times bestselling authors have called it a "vital addition to the YA race-relations canon"
(Nic Stone) and a "compelling and powerful novel that is sure to make an impact"
(Angie Thomas)

• Timely and perfect for both teens and adults: Anti-racist works have been heavily sought out
by both teens and adults, and this is a perfect addition to a high-traffic category

• A page-turning thriller: Set over the course of one night with alternating perspectives,
I'm Not Dying with You Tonight will keep readers on the edges of their seats as events
escalate

• Author/story location: Kimberly and Gilly both live in Atlanta, Georgia, where I'm Not
Dying With You Tonight also takes place

Summary
The New York Times bestseller about two teenage girls—one black, one
white—who only have each other to get through the violent race riots
enveloping their city

Lena has her killer style, her awesome boyfriend, and a plan. She knows she's going to
make it big. Campbell, on the other hand, is just trying to keep her head down and get
through the year at her new school. When both girls attend the Friday-night football
game, what neither expects is for everything to descend into sudden chaos. Chaos
born from violence and hate. Chaos that unexpectedly throws them together. They
aren't friends. They hardly understand the other's point of view. But none of that
matters when the city goes up in flames, and they only have each other to rely on if
they're going to survive the night.

Contributor Bio
KIM JONES is the former manager of the bookstore Little Shop of Stories and currently
works in the entertainment industry. She lives in Atlanta, Georgia.

GILLY SEGAL spent her college years in Israel and served in the IDF. She is currently a
lawyer for an advertising agency. She lives in Atlanta, Georgia. Visit gillysegal.com.
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When the Night Comes
Marieke Nijkamp

Key Selling Points:
• #1 New York Times bestselling author: Marieke's first book, This is Where it Ends, is a
#1 New York Times bestseller that spent 72 weeks on the list; her previous three
books have sold more than 400,000 copies

• Timely hook: The pandemic narrative explores what happens to individuals who are
disenfranchised during a national crisis and will appeal to fans of thrillers, dystopian,
and post-apocalyptic books

• Page-turner: With three diverse narrators, life-or-death stakes, and heart-pounding
decisions on every page, this book has a locomotive pace which makes it
unputdownable

• Author location: Marieke lives in the Netherlands, and When the Night Comes takes
place in a juvenile detention center in the rural U.S.

Summary
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of This Is Where It Ends
comes an emotional and timely story of incarcerated teens fighting to stay
alive amidst a deadly pandemic

The Hope Juvenile Treatment Center is ironically named. No one has hope for the
teenagers who have been exiled there; the world barely scknowledges that they exist.

Then the guards at Hope start acting strange. And one day...they don't show up. At
first, the teens are thrilled. But when they band together to make a break from the
facility, they encounter soldiers outside the gates. There's a rapidly spreading
infectious disease outside, and no one can leave their houses or travel without a
permit. Which means that they're stuck at Hope for good. And this time, no one is
watching out for them at all.

As supplies quickly dwindle and the plague passes through their ranks, the group has
to decide whom among them they can trust and figure out how they can survive in a
world that has never seemed to want them.

Contributor Bio
MARIEKE NIJKAMP is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of This Is Where It
Ends, Before I Let Go, and Even If We Break. She lives in the Netherlands. Visit her at
mariekenijkamp.com.
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Survive the Dome
Kosoko Jackson

Key Selling Points:
• Timely subject matter: Amidst the Black Lives Matter movement and the growing call to
view racism as a pandemic which has plagued the U.S. for centuries, Survive the Dome
is an eye-opening story we need now more than ever

• A new #OwnVoices star: Kosoko's unique voice and compelling storytelling will appeal to
readers who are in search of diverse protagonists that band together in order to
overcome injustice

• Thrilling read: An action packed survival narrative that will keep readers on the edge of
their seats

• Author/story location: Kosoko Jackson lives in New York City, and Survive the Dome
takes place in Baltimore, Maryland

Summary
Black Lives Matter meets Attack the Block with a dash of Under the Dome in
this stunning story of teens using their talents to liberate a city from unjust
police occupation

High school junior Marshall Lawson loves taking photos, especially when he can make a
difference. So, when a police brutality protest breaks out in Baltimore over a Black man
who was killed by the police, he's the first to participate, camera in tow.

But when the protests get out of hand, the city of Baltimore enters a new kind of lock
down. A dome surrounds the city, forcing those within to subscribe to a total militarized
shutdown.

Alone in a strange place, Marshall doesn't know where to turn...until he meets hacker
Marco, who knows more than he lets on, and Catherine, an AWOL basic-training
graduate.

As unrest inside of Baltimore grows throughout the weekend-long lockdown, Marco,
Catherine, and Marshall take the fight directly to the chief of police.

Contributor Bio
Born and raised in the DC Metro, area and currently living in Brooklyn, KOSOKO
JACKSON is a digital media strategist for nonprofit organizations which enables his
Twitter obsession. Occasionally, his personal essays have been featured on Medium,
Thought Catalog, and The Advocate. When not searching for an extra hour in the day,
he can be found obsessing over movies, drinking his (umpteenth) London...
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The Pick-Up
Miranda Kenneally

Key Selling Points:
• A standalone, high-concept romance: The concept of a romance in the back of a rideshare
is compelling and unique in the YA marketplace

• Accessible, bingeable format: A trade paperback original makes this a quick, ultra-
bingeable read at a wallet-friendly price point

• A relatable, timely hook: Many teens use rideshare services, fantasize about seeing their
favorite musician perform live, and can imagine how exciting, awkward, and adorable it
would be to develop a crush while sharing a ride to a concert

• Author/story location: The author lives in Washington, DC, the story is set in Chicago, IL

Summary
Sometimes love finds you where you least expect it

When Mari hails a Ryde to a music festival, the last thing she expects is for the car to
pick up a gorgeous guy along the way. Mari doesn't believe in dating—it can only end
with a broken heart, like it did for her parents. Besides, she's only staying at her dad's
house in Chicago for the weekend. How close can you get to a guy in three days?

TJ wants to study art in college, but his family's expectations cast a long shadow over
his dreams. When he meets Mari in the back of a rideshare, he feels alive for the first
time in a long time.

Mari and TJ enter the festival together and share an electric moment but get separated
in a crowd with seemingly no way to find each other. When fate reunites them (with a
little help from a viral hashtag), they'll have to decide: was it love at first sight, or the
start of nothing more than a weekend fling?

Contributor Bio
Growing up in Tennessee, MIRANDA KENNEALLY dreamed of becoming an Atlanta
Brave, a country singer (cliché!), or a UN interpreter. Instead, she writes and works for
the State Department in Washington, DC, where George W. Bush once used her
shoulder as an armrest. Miranda loves Twitter, Star Trek, and her husband. Visit
mirandakenneally.com
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Seven Dirty Secrets
Natalie D. Richards

Key Selling Points:
• Hits on a classic thriller hook: A game, secrets, possible murder and a tight timeline give
this a broad, classic appeal

• Critically acclaimed track record: School Library Journal called Natalie's latest, Five Total
Strangers, a "page-turning thriller that will keep readers guessing until the very end"

• A+ author: Natalie D. Richards is one of the highest-performing YA thriller authors in
the market, with over 210K+ units sold

• Author/story location: Natalie D. Richards lives in Ohio, and Seven Dirty Secrets takes
place in Columbus, Ohio

Summary
Two friends embark on a scavenger hunt...only to discover that they're the
ones being hunted, in an pulse-pounding new YA thriller from New York Times
bestselling author Natalie D. Richards

On her eighteenth birthday, Cleo receives a mysterious invitation to a scavenger hunt.
She's sure her best friend Hope or her brother Connor is behind it, but no one
confesses. And as Cleo and Hope embark on the hunt, the seemingly random locations
and clues begin to feel familiar.

In fact, all of the clues seem to be about Cleo's dead boyfriend, Cyrus, who drowned
on a group rafting trip exactly a year ago. A bracelet she bought him. A song he loved.
A photo of the rafting group, taken just before Cyrus drowned. And then the phone
calls start, Cyrus's voice taunting Cleo with a cryptic question: You ready?

As the clock on the scavenger hunt ticks down, it becomes clear that someone knows
what really happened to Cyrus. And that person will stop at nothing to make sure Cleo
and her friends pay. Can they solve the hunt before someone else winds up dead?

Contributor Bio
NATALIE D. RICHARDS writes books that will keep you up way past your bedtime. She
lives with her family in Columbus, Ohio, and when she's not writing or reading, you can
probably find her wrangling Wookiee, her enormous dustmop of a dog. Visit her on
Twitter @natdrichards or at nataliedrichards.com.
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The Grimrose Girls
Laura Pohl

Key Selling Points:
• Commercial appeal: This has broad commercial appeal. It's perfect for readers
aging out of The Descendants series

• Fantastic author: Laura is a dedicated author and recently won the 21st Annual
International Latino Book Award

• Great setting: Boarding school settings work well in this space

• Author/story location: The story takes place in Switzerland. The author is from
Brazil

Summary
Four troubled friends,
One murdered girl…
and a dark fate that may leave them all doomed.

After the mysterious death of their best friend, Ella, Yuki, and Rory are the talk of their
elite school, Grimrose Academy. The police ruled it a suicide, but the trio are
determined to find out what really happened.

When Nani Esvez arrives as their newest roommate, it sets into motion a series of
events they couldn't have imagined. As the girls retrace their friend's last steps, they
uncover dark secrets about themselves and their destinies, discovering they're all
cursed to repeat the brutal and gruesome endings to their stories until they can break
the cycle.

This contemporary take on classic fairytales reimagines heroines as friends attending
the same school. While investigating the murder of their best friend, they uncover
connections to their ancient fairytale curses and attempt to forge their own fate before
it's too late.

Contributor Bio
LAURA POHL is a Brazilian writer who lives in São Paulo. She likes writing messages in
caps lock, quoting Hamilton, and obsessing about Star Wars. When not taking pictures
of her dog, she can be found discussing alien conspiracy theories. She has not crashed
any cars or spaceships-yet. She is the author of The Last 8 and The First 7. Visit her
online at onlybylaura.com.
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The Girl Who Knew Too Much
Tiffany Brooks

Key Selling Points:
• A perfect fit in a popular category from a leader in the space: compelling storytelling and the
vivid setting make this a must-read for fans of mystery and suspense, from a leading
YA mystery/thriller publisher in the space

• Relatable protagonist: Riley is a strong, capable, yet vulnerable heroine

• Diverse cast of characters: the cast of characters is rich, diverse, multidimensional, and
skillfully drawn

• Story location: The story takes place on an island off the coast of Brazil and the author
lives in San Francisco

Summary
Survivor meets Lord of the Flies in this fast-paced reality-TV style mystery
about twenty teens dropped on a deserted island to compete for a cash
prize...but the hidden treasure is the one they will stop at nothing to find.

You think it's a game. Think again.

Survivor meets Lord of the Flies in this fast-paced adventure with fascinating
characters and pulse-pounding tension. Twenty teens are dropped off on a deserted
island to compete for a cash prize. But Riley is looking for a vast treasure rumored to
be hidden on the island. Only it turns out others also want the cache of riches and will
stop at nothing to find it.

Contributor Bio
TIFFANY BROOKS has written a number of books for adults and teens. She lives in San
Francisco.
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Blame It on the Mistletoe
Beth Garrod

Key Selling Points:
• Fills a gap in the market: Readers are looking for charming, bingeable Christmas YA

• Huge media opportunities: The holiday rom-com space for teens is booming, with
Hallmark Christmas movies now targeting teens and Netflix holiday-themed rom-coms
dominating the streaming service

• A heartwarming, fun read: Entertaining and fresh with distinct characters

• Hits on the beloved, escapist life-swap trope: The character switch and alternating between
the US and UK echoes the evergreen Kate Winslet movie The Holiday

• Author/story location: The story takes place in both New York and London. The author
lives in London.

Summary
A funny holiday rom-com about two girls who swap places for Christmas and
get more than they could have ever bargained for.

In this funny holiday rom-com, two very different girls swap lives for a Christmas
adventure.

Elle is a social medial star with the #DreamLife...or so it seems. Determined to shake
up her content and gain new followers, she's on a mission: can she find a British fan to
swap with for Christmas?

Holly loves everything about Christmas. But after a mortifying mistletoe disaster with
her ex, her perfect plans unravel like a bad Christmas sweater. Can Holly save the
holidays when she switches places with favorite social media influencer?

Elle gets more than she bargained for when she meets the cute boy from across the
street. And Holly wasn't expecting Elle to have a handsome twin brother. This holiday is
full of surprises.

Contributor Bio
After getting a degree in Biology, BETH GARROD became a TV producer before writing
for teens. She lives in London.
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The New Girl
Jesse Q. Sutanto

Key Selling Points:
• Sourcebooks is the #1 publisher of trade paper YA thrillers: Sourcebooks has a robust thriller
catalog including bestselling authors like Natasha Preston and Natalie D. Richards, and
will utilize this genre expertise to launch Lies We Know by Heart

• Trending subcategory of YA thriller space: School-based thrillers like The Similars, They
Wish They Were Us, and One of Us Is Lying are trending upwards, and Lies We Know
by Heart fits perfectly into this tradition

• Emerging author: Jesse Sutanto is a rising star in both the adult and children's spaces

• Author location/story location: Jesse Sutanto lives in Indonesia and The Lies We Know by
Heart takes place in California

Summary
The author of The Obsession creates a deadly game of cat and mouse set in
the halls of a school that is hiding more than secrets within its walls

Lia Setiawan has never really fit in. And when she wins a full ride to the prestigious
Draycott Academy on a track scholarship, she's determined to make it work even
though she's never felt more out of place.

But on her first day there she witnesses a girl being forcefully carried away by campus
security. Her new schoolmates and teachers seem unphased, but it leaves her unsure
of what she's gotten herself into.

And as she uncovers the secrets of Draycott, complete with a corrupt teacher, a golden
boy who isn't what he seems, and a blackmailer determined to get her thrown out,
she's not sure if she can trust anyone...especially when the threats against her take a
deadly turn.

Contributor Bio
JESSE Q SUTANTO grew up shuttling back and forth between Indonesia, Singapore,
and Oxford, and considers all three places her home. She has a master's from Oxford
University, but has yet to figure out how to say that without sounding obnoxious. She
has forty-two first cousins and thirty aunties and uncles, many of whom live just down
the road. When she's not writing, she's gaming with her husband ...
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The Last Beautiful Girl
Nina Laurin

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Nina Laurin is a bestselling author of adult thrillers, and her YA debut
has great crossover potential

• Popular category: From Wilder Girls to Darcy Coates, horror is an increasingly strong
category in YA and adult fiction

• Timely topic: The Last Beautiful Girl explores the toxicity of beauty in the digital age in
a horrifying, thrilling, relatable way

• Author/story location: The author is located in Montreal, Canada, and the story is set in a
college town in Massachusetts

Summary
Black Mirror meets Darcy Coates in a chilling YA debut novel from bestselling
adult author Nina Laurin

When Izzy moves to a tiny town for her parents' job, she's not thrilled. The silver lining
is their gorgeous old mansion, the former home of an artist's muse who died in a fire.
But the house has quirks: whole floors are closed, paintings are covered, and cell
reception is nonexistent.

Izzy starts an Instagram account where she models in the gowns and jewels she finds
hidden upstairs. She looks perfect in the pics—almost unnatural—and they quickly go
viral. Soon she's got a new best friend, a potential boyfriend, and is surrounded by
girls who want the photoshoots and IG fame for themselves. But there's a darkness in
the house, and in Izzy, too. When girls start dying, it's clear that something—or
someone—in the house has deadly intentions.

Contributor Bio
NINA LAURIN studied Creative Writing at Concordia University in Montreal, where she
currently lives. She arrived there at twelve years old, and she speaks and reads in
Russian, French, and English. She is the bestselling author of the adult suspense
novels Girl Last Seen, What My Sister Knew, and The Starter Wife.
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The Midnight Girls
Alicia Jasinska

Key Selling Points:
• Critically acclaimed author: Alicia's debut, The Dark Tide, earned two starred reviews and
was called "delightfully queer" and "thrillingly romantic while exploring the
intersections between love, sacrifice, and duty" by Booklist

• Incredible hook and builds a strong author brand: Like Alicia's debut, The Midnight Girls
follows two women who fall for one another and features witches and incredibly lush
worldbuilding

• An #ownvoices story: An LGBTQ fantasy, this story will appeal to a wide audience

• Author location/story location: Alicia Jasinska lives in Australia and The Midnight Girls
takes place in a fictional fantastical Poland

Summary
From the author of The Dark Tide comes a standalone LGBTQ YA fantasy set in
the snow-cloaked Kingdom of Polva, where witches are burned and two
enchantresses secretly compete for the heart of a prince, only to discover that
they might be falling for each other

It's Karnawal season in the snow-cloaked Kingdom of Polva, a time marked by wintry
balls, glittery disguises, and cavalcades of nightly torch-lit "kuligi" sleigh-parties.

And two wicked enchantresses join the merrymaking. Zosia and Marynka are caught up
in all the icy glitz of Karnawal. They find themselves setting their sights on the same
crown prince. Zosia wants his heart to use it's magic to earn her freedom, and Marynka
it to prove her worth to the witch she serves.

When neither will sacrifice their ambitions for the other, the festivities turn into a
magical contest. But their magic does not go unnoticed, and this is a country that
enjoys watching witches burn. Zosia and Marynka's escalating rivalry might cost them
not just their love for each other, but both their lives.

Contributor Bio
ALICIA JASINSKA works as a library technician and is an aerialist in her spare time.
She hails from Sydney, Australia. She is also the author of The Dark Tide. Visit her
online at aliciajasinska.com
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Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Ages 14 to 18, Grades 8 to 12
Young Adult Fiction  /  Thrillers &
Suspense
YAF062000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Violent Season
Sara Walters

Key Selling Points:
• Tour-de-force: The original and raw voice makes this book an unputdownable roller-
coaster ride that readers will fly through in a single sitting

• Sharp transitions: The fast-paced plot development will leave readers feeling like they
have been transported to Wolf Ridge and they won't want to leave until they uncover
the truth

• Fantastic hook: The stakes are immediately high as life and death teeter at the edges of
every page

• Author/story location: Sara Walters lives in Tennessee, and The Violent Season takes
place in the fictional town of Wolf Ridge, located in Vermont

Summary
Every November, Wolf Ridge's residents are overcome with a thirst for
violence: one so powerful and insidious, it can turn the best of friends into the
worst of enemies

Every November, the people in Wolf Ridge are overwhelmed with a hunger for
violence—at least that's the town rumor. Last fall Wyatt Green's mother was brutally
murdered, adding another name to a long list of November deaths, and convincing
Wyatt that this yearning isn't a morbid urban legend but rather a palpable force
infecting her neighbors.

This year, Wyatt fears the call of violence has spread to her best friend Cash—who also
happens to be the guy she can't stop wanting no matter how much he hurts her. At the
same time, she's drawn to Cash's nemesis, Porter. When Wyatt pulls away from Cash
and spends more time with Porter, she learns secrets about both of them she can't
forget.

And as the truth about her mother's death begins to emerge from the shadows, Wyatt
is faced with a series of hard realities about the people she trusts the most, rethinking
everything she believes about what makes people decide to hurt each other.

Contributor Bio
SARA WALTERS works as an advocate for victims and survivors of domestic and sexual
violence in central Pennsylvania. Previously, she worked as a reproductive rights
advocate and a college instructor. She earned her MFA in Creative Writing at the
University of South Florida and studied children's and young adult literature while
earning her doctorate in education at the University of Tennessee. She...
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416 Pages
Ages 14 to 18, Grades 8 to 12
Young Adult Fiction  /  Fantasy
YAF019020
Series: The Beast Charmer

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Shattered Crown
Maxym M. Martineau

Key Selling Points:
• Major buzz for series: The mass market edition of the first book in the series,
Kingdom of Exiles, was a Publishers Weekly Best Book of Summer 2019, received a
Publishers Weekly starred review, was a June 2019 LibraryReads pick, a Bookish Staff
pick, and was called "lush and sweeping" by the New York Times

• Narrative that captures the reader from the first page: Through its compelling
character movements and immediately accessible storyline, the third installment in The
Beast Charmer series will capture any and all romance and YA high fantasy readers
who pick it up

• Fantastical setting: The clever world-building results in a rich, fully envisioned
fantasy world which is as arresting as it is affecting

• Series information: A perfect trilogy for YA high fantasy fans, especially those who
enjoy immaculate world-building alongside fast-paced plot development. This series is
best read in order.

• Author/story location: Maxym lives in Arizona and The Shattered Crown takes
place in a fictional fantasy world

Summary
Serpent & Dove meets A Curse So Dark and Lonely in this vividly arresting
addition to the The Beast Charmer series!

Leena Edenfrell never dreamed of igniting a war, and her pair bond, Noc Feyreigner,
never wanted to set foot on a battlefield again. But when their enemies combine
forces, they have no choice but to fight. While Noc makes moves to reclaim his throne,
Leena acts as the new Crown of the Charmer's Council, searching for a way to stop the
enemy from raising an ancient dragon destined to burn their world to ash.

But no matter how hard Noc and Leena fight, the odds are stacked against them, and
soon a winged shadow reigns over Lendria. It's then they learn the true price of
victory: in order to tame the terrifying beast, Leena will have to sacrifice her own
heart...and perhaps lose herself in the process.

Contributor Bio
MAXYM M. MARTINEAU is an article and social media writer by day and a fantasy
author by night. She earned her bachelor's degree in English literature from Arizona
State University and lives with her husband in Arizona. Connect with her at
MaxymMartineau.com or through Twitter and Instagram @maxymmckay.
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368 Pages
Ages 14 to 18, Grades 8 to 12
Young Adult Fiction  /  Mysteries &
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8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.9 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Good Girls Die First
Kathryn Foxfield

Key Selling Points:
• Poised for success: Kathryn Foxfield is the fastest selling 2020 debut from the
United Kingdom, and she is poised for a major release in the United States

• Perfect for the YA thriller space: A gripping and suspenseful mystery that
features a fresh take on horror with its supernatural twist

• Reimagines the "locked room" subgenre: Ideal for fans of The Last Witness, this
book takes the mystery and horror of the locked room subgenre and reinvigorates it
with a group of secretive teens who have been transported to another dimension

• Author/story location: Kathryn lives in Oxford, England, and Good Girls Die First is
set in an abandoned amusement park that has been transported to an alternative
dimension

Summary
It meets Lord of the Flies in this speculative teen horror novel! Something evil
knows their darkest secrets. Something dark lured them to the abandoned
amusement park. Something ancient only needs one to survive...

Blackmail lures sixteen-year-old Ava to the derelict carnival on Portgrave Pier. She is
one of ten teenagers, all with secrets they intend to protect, whatever the cost. When
fog and magic swallow the pier, the group find themselves cut off from the real world
and from their morals. As the teenagers turn on each other, Ava will have to face up to
the secret that brought her to the pier and decide how far she is willing to go to
survive.

Contributor Bio
KATHRYN FOXFIELD is a germ-loving scientist turned writer. She is the author of a
popular science book about tuberculosis but her first love is children's literature. She
lives in Oxford, England.
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320 Pages
Ages 14 to 17, Grades 8 to 12
Young Adult Nonfiction  /  LGBTQ+
YAN032000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

This Book Is Gay (2nd Edition, Revised)

Juno Dawson, David Levithan

Key Selling Points:
• A revised edition of the highly praised bestseller: "The book every LGBT person would have
killed for as a teenager, told in the voice of a wise best friend. Frank, warm, funny,
USEFUL."―Patrick Ness, New York Times bestselling author

• Timely: revised and updated to reflect the current LGBTQIA+ world

• An engaging and accessible format: filled with humorous and poignant illustrations as well
as personal stories from real teens

• A-level author: Juno is an excellent role model, has a great social media presence, and
is a key voice in the LGBTQIA+ community

• Author location: Juno Dawson lives in London

Summary
A new and updated edition of the bestselling nonfiction book on sexuality and
gender from international bestselling author Juno Dawson.

Lesbian. Gay. Bisexual. Transgender. Queer. Straight. Curious. This book is for
everyone, regardless of gender or sexual preference. This book is for anyone who's
ever dared to wonder. This book is for YOU.

This candid, funny, and uncensored exploration of sexuality and what it's like to grow
up LGBTQ also includes real stories from people across the gender and sexual
spectrums, not to mention hilarious illustrations.

Contributor Bio
JUNO DAWSON is the international bestselling author of fiction and nonfiction for young
adults. She is a columnist at Glamour UK, Attitude Magazine, and a key LGBTQ activist
with Stonewall. A former teacher specializing in behavior studies, Juno now writes full
time and lives in South London.
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320 Pages
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8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Even If We Break
Marieke Nijkamp

Key Selling Points:
• A propulsive, page-turning read: With 5 POVs, a condensed 24-hour timeline, and an
incredible pace, this is an unputdownable read

• An important conversation starter: The POVs are diverse and authentic, and the story
addresses important topics such as disability, gender identity, sexuality, poverty, and
friendships changing over the course of high school

• New York Times bestselling author: Marieke's previous three books have sold a
combined total of 400,000+ units on Bookscan, and This is Where It Ends and Before I
Let Go are New York Times bestsellers

• Author/story location: Marieke Nijkamp is based in the Netherlands, and Even If We
Break takes place in the United States

Summary
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Marieke Nijkamp comes a
pulsepounding thriller about five friends who go to a cabin for a weekend and
get caught in a deadly game—now in paperback!

FIVE friends go to a cabin.

FOUR of them are hiding secrets.

THREE years of history bind them.

TWO are doomed from the start.

ONE person wants to end this.

NO ONE IS SAFE.

Are you ready to play?

Contributor Bio
MARIEKE NIJKAMP is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of This Is Where It
Ends and Before I Let Go. She holds degrees in philosophy, history, and medieval
studies, and served as an executive member of We Need Diverse Books. She founded
DiversifYA in 2013. Visit her at mariekenijkamp.com
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608 Pages
Ages 14 to 18, Grades 8 to 12
Young Adult Fiction  /  Fantasy
YAF019020
Series: The Empirium Trilogy

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Lightbringer
Claire Legrand

Key Selling Points:
• Epic finale: This is the incredible conclusion to the Empirium trilogy and answers all
remaining questions readers have and are dying to know!

• Critically acclaimed series: Furyborn has twelve blurbs from New York Times bestselling
fantasy authors including Kendare Blake and Laini Taylor, and Furyborn and Kingsbane
were critically acclaimed by trade publications and made multiple "best of" lists,
including Buzzfeed and Bustle

• Follow up to two instant New York Times bestsellers: Furyborn and Kingsbane, the first
two books in the series, were both instant New York Times bestsellers

• Author/story location: Claire Legrand lives in New Jersey and Lightbringer takes place in
a fictional fantasy world

Summary
The third and final book in the epic New York Times bestselling Empirium
Trilogy follows two young women, Rielle and Eliana, as they fight to either
save their world or doom it. Now in paperback!

Queen Rielle, pushed away from everything she loves, turns to Corien and his promises
of glory. Meanwhile, whispers from the empirium slowly drive her mad, urging her to
open the Gate. Separated from Audric and Ludivine, she embraces the role of Blood
Queen and her place by Corien's side, determined to become the monster the world
believes her to be.

In the future, Eliana arrives in the Empire's capital as a broken shell of herself.
Betrayed and alone, she fights to keep her power at bay—and away from Corien, who
will stop at nothing to travel back in time to Rielle, even if that means destroying her
daughter.

But when the mysterious Prophet reveals themself at last, everything changes, giving
Rielle and Eliana a second chance for salvation—or the destruction their world has been
dreading.

Contributor Bio
CLAIRE LEGRAND is the author of several novels for children and young adults, most
notably The Cavendish Home for Boys and Girls, Some Kind of Happiness, Winterspell,
and The Empirium Trilogy. Claire lives in New Jersey. Visit clairelegrand.com.
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Trade Paperback

432 Pages
Ages 14 to 18, Grades 8 to 12
Young Adult Fiction  /  Fantasy
YAF019010
Series: A Hundred Names for
Magic

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Wicked As You Wish
Rin Chupeco

Key Selling Points:
• A unique story in a crowded space: Critics have called the world of Wicked as You Wish
"truly original" and "glorious," and it stands out in a crowded fantasy market

• Critically acclaimed author: Wicked as You Wish earned two starred reviews from Kirkus
and Publishers Weekly, and Rin's previous books have consistently earned starred
reviews, been Junior Library Guild picks, Best Books of the Month, and more

• Stunning new packaging: The paperback will have a brand new cover and additional
material that will expand on the world of the A Hundred Names for Magic trilogy

• Author/story location: Rin Chupeco lives in the Phillipines, Wicked as You Wish takes
place in a fictional Arizona and a fictional fantasy world

Summary
From acclaimed author Rin Chupeco (The Bone Witch trilogy) comes a truly
original series starter that blends fairytales with the contemporary world.
Now in paperback!

What if every story you'd ever heard was true? Jack killed the giants. Red slayed the
wolf. Rapunzel fled the tower. But the greatest one of all had yet to be told.

Once upon a time, the magical Kingdom of Avalon was left to wither and die after the
Snow Queen encased it in ice. Its former citizens are now refugees. Which is why
crown prince Alex and his protectors are stuck in...Arizona.

Tala Makiling has lived her life as an outsider. Her family curse, the one that's doomed
her to be a spellbreaker, someone who destroys magic, hasn't won her too many
friends. Except Alex, who trusts her and her family to keep his royal identity a secret.
And then one night, a famous creature of legend, the Firebird, appears in their tiny

town, reigniting hope for their abandoned homeland. Alex and Tala team up with a
ragtag group of new friends to journey back to Avalon.

Their path is filled with danger—from deadly prophecies, to terrifying ice wolves, a
traitor among them, and the Snow Queen herself....

Contributor Bio
Despite uncanny resemblances to Japanese revenants, RIN CHUPECO has always
maintained her sense of humor. Raised in Manila, Philippines, she keeps four pets: a
dog, two birds, and a husband. She's been a technical writer and a travel blogger but
now makes things up for a living. She is the author of The Girl from the Well, The
Suffering, The Bone Witch trilogy, and the A Hundred Named for Magic tr...
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304 Pages
Ages 14 to 18, Grades 8 to 12
Young Adult Fiction  /  LGBTQ+
YAF031000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Yesterday is History
Kosoko Jackson

Key Selling Points:
• Unique voice: Kosoko's prose features a unique writing style and a completely original
voice that will appeal to readers looking for diverse protagonists who are working
through tough issues

• Compelling hook: Perfect for fans of Adam Silvera and the queer romance genre, this
unique premise will draw in readers from all genres

• Epic romance: With two captivating love stories, this book is full of tender moments and
playful banter that will keep readers swooning until the final page

• Author/story location: Kosoko Jackson lives in New York City, and Yesterday Is History
takes place in Boston, circa 1969 and present day

Summary
A romantic, heart-felt, and whimsical novel about letting go of the past,
figuring out what you want in your future, and staying in the moment before
it passes you by. Now in paperback!

Andre Cobb is ready for his life to finally begin. Weeks ago he received a much-needed
liver transplant and now he can focus on his future. Except one night he starts to feel
shaky and ill, passes out, and wakes up somewhere totally unexpected...the past.

Apparently, Andre's new liver came with a side effect, specifically of the time travel
variety. His new ability transports him to 1969 where he connects with a boy named
Michael. And then just as suddenly as he arrived, he slips through time to present-
day—where the family of his liver donor is waiting to explain the ins and outs of time
travel. They task their youngest son, Blake, with teaching Andre how to use his
unexpected gift.

Andre splits his time bouncing between Michael and Blake. Michael is everything Andre
wishes he could be and Blake, still reeling from the death of his brother, Andre's donor,
keeps him at arm's length, despite their obvious attraction to one another.

Torn between two boys, one in the past and one in the p...

Contributor Bio
Born and raised in the DC Metro area, and currently living in Brooklyn, KOSOKO
JACKSTON is a digital media strategist for nonprofit organizations, which enables his
Twitter obsession. Occasionally, his personal essays have been featured on Medium,
Thought Catalog, and The Advocate. Yesterday Is History is his debut novel. Visit him
at kosokojackson.com.
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400 Pages
Ages 14 to 18, Grades 8 to 12
Young Adult Fiction  /  Social
Themes
YAF058050

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Castle School (for Troubled Girls)
Alyssa Sheinmel

Key Selling Points:
• Strong reviews: Kirkus called The Castle School "mental health awareness wrapped in a
captivating storyline," and School Library Journal called it "complex and layered...
[with] wide appeal."

• Poignant issues for teen readers: A deeply emotional read which touches on complex and
important issues like grief, mental health, eating disorders, and self-harm

• Deliciously dark read: Set in a gothic castle turned boarding school where danger and
mystery lurk around around every corner, this book will envelop any and all who read it

• Author/story location: Alyssa Sheinmel lives in New York City, and The Castle School for
Troubled Girls takes place at an all-girls and an all-boys boarding school

Summary
From New York Times bestselling author Alyssa Sheinmel comes the
emotional story of a grieving teenager sent to a boarding school that is
nothing like she expected. Now in paperback!

When Moira Dreyfuss's parents announce that they're sending her to an all-girls
boarding school deep in the Maine woods, Moira isn't fooled. She knows her parents
are punishing her; she's been too much trouble since her best friend, Nathan, died?and
for a while before that. At the Castle School, isolated from the rest of the world, Moira
will be expected to pour her heart out to the odd headmaster, Dr. Prince. But she isn't
interested in getting over Nathan's death or befriending her fellow students.

On her first night there, Moira hears distant music. On her second, she discovers the
lock on her window is broken. On her third, she and her roommate venture
outside...and learn that they're not so isolated after all. There's another, very different,
Castle School nearby?this one filled with boys whose parents sent them away, too.

Moira is convinced that the Castle Schools and the doctors who run them are hiding
something. But exploring the schools will force Moira to confront her overwhe...

Contributor Bio
ALYSSA SHEINMEL is the bestselling author of several novels for young adults,
including A Danger to Herself and Others and What Kind of Girl. Alyssa currently lives
and writes in New York. Follow Alyssa on Instagram and Twitter @AlyssaSheinmel or
visit her online at alyssasheinmel.com.
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768 Pages
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027020
Series: Fifty Shades of Grey Series

8 in H | 5.2 in W | 1.9 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Freed
Fifty Shades Freed as Told by Christian
E L James

Key Selling Points:
• E L James's books have been published in fifty languages and have sold more than
165 million copies worldwide.

• E L James has been recognized as one of Time magazine's "Most Influential People in
the World" and Publishers Weekly's "Person of the Year." Fifty Shades of Grey stayed
on the New York Times Best Seller List for 133 consecutive weeks.

• EL James was a producer on each of the three Fifty Shades movies, which made
more than a billion dollars at the box office.

Summary
A thrilling new chapter in the #1 New York Times bestselling Fifty Shades
series as told by Christian Grey.

Relive the sensuality, the romance, and the drama of Fifty Shades Freed
through the thoughts, reflections, and dreams of Christian Grey.

E L James revisits the world of Fifty Shades with a deeper and darker take on
the love story that has enthralled millions of readers around the globe.

You are cordially invited to the wedding of the decade, when Christian Grey will make
Anastasia Steele his wife. But is he really husband material? His dad is unsure, his
brother wants to organize one helluva bachelor party, and his fiancée won't vow to
obey...

And marriage brings its own challenges. Their passion for each other burns hotter and
deeper than ever, but Ana's defiant spirit continues to stir Christian's darkest fears and
tests his need for control. As old rivalries and resentments endanger them both, one
misjudgment threatens to tear them apart.

Can Christian overcome the nightmares of his childhood and the torments of his youth,
and save himself? And once he's discovered the truth of his orig...

Contributor Bio
E L James is an incurable romantic and a self-confessed fangirl. After twenty-five years
of working in television, she decided to pursue a childhood dream and write stories
that readers could take to their hearts. The result was the controversial and sensuous
romance Fifty Shades of Grey and its two sequels, Fifty Shades Darker and Fifty
Shades Freed. In 2015, she published the #1 bestseller Grey,...
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352 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Biography & Autobiography  / 
Survival
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8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.9 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Auschwitz Photographer
The Forgotten Story of the WWII Prisoner Who Documented Thousands of
Lost Souls
Luca Crippa, Maurizio Onnis, Jennifer Higgins

Key Selling Points:
• Established genre: Books which dive deeply into WWII history are beloved by readers far
and wide, with titles that focus primarily on the Holocaust also appealing to
cross-genre readers interested in human rights

• Includes Wilhelm Brasse's actual photographs: These harrowing photos provide readers with
an undeniably realistic perspective of one of the world's most unsettling atrocities

• New perspective: This fascinating story reveals the humanity behind some of the
best-known and most widely publicized photos of WWII

• Modern resonance: With Holocaust-deniers on the rise, survivors passing away, and
multiple migratory crises occurring across the world, it's important that we remember
and learn from the nightmarish atrocities of the past

• Author location: Luca Crippa and Maurizio Onnis both currently live in Italy

Summary
This eye-opening nonfiction narrative focuses on Wilhelm Brasse, the brave
photographer forced to record the horrors of Auschwitz. Despite orders to
destroy his photos, he saved them so we might never forget.

Wilhelm Brasse: "I looked death in the eyes. I did it fifty thousand times..."

When Germany invaded Poland in 1939, photographer Wilhelm Brasse was sent to
Auschwitz. His inability to condone the Third Reich and swear allegiance to Hitler
landed him at one of the deadliest concentration camps of WWII. There, he was forced
to record the camp's atrocities. From 1940-1945, Brasse took more than 50,000
photos of the nightmare that surrounded him.

Brasse's role earned him Nazi favor, but he couldn't bear to hide behind his camera. He
resisted, faking documents for prisoners and smuggling photos to the outside world.
When the war ended, he refused orders to destroy his records.

Many of the people that appeared in Brasse's photos perished, but he wouldn't discard
the memories of who they were.

A hauntingly true story of a man who made sure the world couldn't turn a blind eye to
the Holocaust, The Auschwitz Photographer honors Wilhelm Brasse, the photographer
who immortalized the horrific atro...

Contributor Bio
LUCA CRIPPA is an expert in theology and philosophy and has worked as a research
professor for many years.

MAURIZIO ONNIS has studied anthropology and history of religions and cultures.
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352 Pages
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The Auschwitz Photographer
The Forgotten Story of the WWII Prisoner Who Documented Thousands of
Lost Souls
Luca Crippa, Maurizio Onnis

Key Selling Points:
• Established genre: Books which dive deeply into WWII history are beloved by readers far
and wide, with titles that focus primarily on the Holocaust also appealing to
cross-genre readers interested in human rights

• Includes Wilhelm Brasse's actual photographs: These harrowing photos provide readers with
an undeniably realistic perspective of one of the world's most unsettling atrocities

• New perspective: This fascinating story reveals the humanity behind some of the
best-known and most widely publicized photos of WWII

• Modern resonance: With Holocaust-deniers on the rise, survivors passing away, and
multiple migratory crises occurring across the world, it's paramount that we remember
and learn from the nightmarish atrocities of the past

• Author location: Luca Crippa and Maurizio Onnis both currently live in Italy

Summary
This eye-opening nonfiction narrative focuses on Wilhelm Brasse, the brave
photographer forced to record the horrors of Auschwitz. Despite orders to
destroy his photos, he saved them so we might never forget.

Wilhelm Brasse: "I looked death in the eyes. I did it fifty thousand times..."

When Germany invaded Poland in 1939, photographer Wilhelm Brasse was sent to
Auschwitz. His inability to condone the Third Reich and swear allegiance to Hitler
landed him at one of the deadliest concentration camps of WWII. There, he was forced
to record the camp's atrocities. From 1940-1945, Brasse took more than 50,000
photos of the nightmare that surrounded him.

Brasse's role earned him Nazi favor, but he couldn't bear to hide behind his camera. He
resisted, faking documents for prisoners and smuggling photos to the outside world.
When the war ended, he refused orders to destroy his records.

Many of the people that appeared in Brasse's photos perished, but he wouldn't discard
the memories of who they were.

A hauntingly true story of a man who made sure the world couldn't turn a blind eye to
the Holocaust, The Auschwitz Photographer honors Wilhelm Brasse, the photographer
who immortalized the horrific atro...

Contributor Bio
LUCA CRIPPA is an expert in theology and philosophy and has worked as a research
professor for many years.

MAURIZIO ONNIS has studied anthropology and history of religions and cultures.
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272 Pages
Science  /  Physics
SCI005000

7 in H | 5 in W | 0.9 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Where Did the Universe Come From? And Other Cosmic
Questions
Our Universe, from the Quantum to the Cosmos
Chris Ferrie, Geraint F. Lewis

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Chris Ferrie's science books for children have sold more than a million
copies worldwide, and with this latest book he brings his straightforward explanations
to the adult market

• Fascinating subject: Perfect for readers of Neil DeGrasse Tyson and Richard Feynman,
this book unpacks the secrets of our universe through two unique scientific lenses

• Approachable science: The conversational tone makes even the most complicated
scientific principles accessible and appealing to a broad audience

• Author location: Chris Ferrie and Geraint F. Lewis both live in Australia

Summary
Unpack the secrets of the universe with award-winning physicists Chris Ferrie
and Geraint F. Lewis as they share an accessible conversation about the
biggest ideas and smallest forces in the universe. Perfect for fans of Neil
DeGrasse Tyson!

Have you ever wanted to travel to the edge of the universe? What about getting
sucked up into a black hole?

For fans of Astrophysics for People in a Hurry comes an accessible science narrative
that invites readers to eavesdrop on a conversation between two scientists as they dive
into a multidisciplinary discussion of our understanding of the universe. Explore the
depths of our universe, both known and unknown, with two award-winning physicists,
Chris Ferrie and Geraint F. Lewis, as they examine the universe through the uniquely
accessible lenses of quantum physics and cosmology, tackling questions such as:

Where did the universe come from?

Do black holes last forever?

What is left for humans to discover?

A brief but fascinating exploration of the vastness of the universe, Where Did the
Universe Come From? And Other Cosmic Questions will have armchair physicists
turning the pages until their biggest and smallest questions about the cosmos have
been answered.

Contributor Bio
CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and Senior Lecturer for Quantum
Software and Information at the University of Technology Sydney.

GERAINT F. LEWIS is an award-winning astrophysicist and Professor of Astrophysics at
the Sydney Institute for Astronomy.
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Sourcebooks
9781728244884
Pub Date: 12/7/2021
On Sale Date: 12/7/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Self-Help  /  Journaling
SEL045000
Series: 52 Books Every Book Lover
Should Read

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

52 Award Winning Titles Every Book Lover Should Read
A One Year Journal and Recommended Reading List from the American Library
Association
American Library Assocation (ALA)

Key Selling Points:
• Authoritative partner: The American Library Association is the oldest and most
recognizable library organization, both nationally and internationally.

• A book about books: In the tradition of Bibliophile and Well Read Black Girl, this series
will fit perfectly alongside the growing trend of books which are collections of other
books

• Makes a challenging task fun: This book offers a unique twist on the daunting New Year's
resolution to read more books by presenting a list of titles as a one-year challenge

• Series information: The 52 Books Ever Book Lover Should Read series is perfect for the
adult bibliophiles, returning readers, curious teen readers, or eagerly emerging little
reader in your life. This series does not need to be read in order.

Summary
From the American Library Association comes a must-read challenge for book
lovers to explore!

Formatted as an interactive recommended reading list from ALA, this one-year
challenge tasks readers with a new library read each week, all of which library award
winners. The perfect gift for all bibliophiles and library patrons, this journal is far more
than a simple list of reads. Each week, readers will find a recommended title with a
write up and review from the ALA as to what makes this book special as they prepare
to read. These titles span categories, from fantasy and graphic novel to nonfiction and
romance, but are all connected by their status as library award winners.

Contributor Bio
THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION is a nonprofit organization based in the United
States that promotes libraries and library education internationally. It is the oldest and
largest library association in the world, with more than 57,000 members.
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Sourcebooks
9781728239620
Pub Date: 12/7/2021
On Sale Date: 12/7/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Self-Help  /  Journaling
SEL045000
Series: 52 Books Every Book Lover
Should Read

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

52 YA Books Every Book Lover Should Read
A One Year Journal and Recommended Reading List from the American Library
Association
American Library Assocation (ALA)

Key Selling Points:
• Authoritative partner: The American Library Association is the oldest and most
recognizable library organization, both nationally and internationally.

• A book about books: In the tradition of Bibliophile and Well Read Black Girl, this series
will fit perfectly alongside the growing trend of books which are collections of other
books

• Makes a challenging task fun: This book offers a unique twist on the daunting New Year's
resolution to read more books by presenting a list of titles as a one-year challenge

• Series information: The 52 Books Ever Book Lover Should Read series is perfect for the
adult bibliophiles, returning readers, curious teen readers, or eagerly emerging little
reader in your life. This series does not need to be read in order.

Summary
From the American Library Association comes a must-read challenge for fans
of YA!

A recommended reading list from ALA, this one-year challenge tasks readers with a
new library read each week. The perfect gift for all bibliophiles and library patrons, this
journal is far more than a simple list of reads. Each week, readers will find a
recommended title with a write up and review from the ALA as to what makes this
book special as they prepare to read. These titles span categories, from fantasy and
graphic novel to nonfiction and romance, but are all within the YA genre.

Contributor Bio
THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION is a nonprofit organization based in the United
States that promotes libraries and library education internationally. It is the oldest and
largest library association in the world, with more than 57,000 members.
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Sourcebooks
9781728244853
Pub Date: 12/7/2021
On Sale Date: 12/7/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Self-Help  /  Journaling
SEL045000
Series: 52 Books Every Book Lover
Should Read

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

52 Diverse Titles Every Book Lover Should Read
A One Year Journal and Recommended Reading List from the American Library
Association
American Library Assocation (ALA)

Key Selling Points:
• Authoritative partner: The American Library Association is the oldest and most
recognizable library organization, both nationally and internationally

• A book about books: In the tradition of Bibliophile and Well Read Black Girl, this series
will fit perfectly alongside the growing trend of books which are collections of other
books

• Makes a challenging task fun: This book offers a unique twist on the daunting New Year's
resolution to read more books by presenting a list of titles as a one-year challenge

• Series information: The 52 Books Ever Book Lover Should Read series is perfect for the
adult bibliophiles, returning readers, curious teen readers, or eagerly emerging little
reader in your life. This series does not need to be read in order.

Summary
From the American Library Association comes a must-read challenge for book
lovers to explore!

Formatted as an interactive recommended reading list from ALA, this one-year
challenge tasks readers with a new library read each week, all from BIPOC authors.
The perfect gift for all bibliophiles and library patrons, this journal is far more than a
simple list of reads. Each week, readers will find a recommended title with a write up
and review from the ALA as to what makes this book special as they prepare to read.
These titles span categories, from fantasy and graphic novel to nonfiction and
romance, but are all written by BIPOC authors.

Contributor Bio
THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION is a nonprofit organization based in the United
States that promotes libraries and library education internationally. It is the oldest and
largest library association in the world, with more than 57,000 members.
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Sourcebooks
9781728239590
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$16.99/£12.99 UK
Trade Paperback

304 Pages
Political Science  /  Corruption &
Misconduct
POL064000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Brainwashing of My Dad
How the Rise of the Right-Wing Media Changed a Father and Divided Our
Nation—And How We Can Fight Back
Jen Senko

Key Selling Points:
• Award-winning documentary: The Brainwashing of My Dad is based on an award-winning
and powerful documentary of the same name

• Relatable topic: Most Americans are experiencing divisions and turmoil when
participating in political discussions with family and friends, with many left wondering
how we became so divided and what can we do to fix it—this book offers answers

• Ongoing relevance: The country continues to be divided by party lines and partisan
thinking, making this book a crucial resource for education and socio-political healing

• Author location: Author Jen Senko lives in New York City, New York

Summary
An unnerving look at right-wing media and the affect it has on us all—on
every family level

Author Jen Senko's father went from a nonpolitical, open-minded Democrat to a
radical, angry, and intolerant right-wing devotee which eventually imploded their family
dynamic. As politics began to take precedence over anything and everything, Jen was
mystified at how these concepts began to insidiously seep into her father's mood and
mindset. How had this happened? When and why had this started? Jen began the
search for answers, and found them, in addition to an endless list of families just like
her own.

This isn't a story about just one man. It's the story of a media phenomenon that
changed a father and eventually divided a nation.

Contributor Bio
JEN SENKO lives in a tightly knit community in the Soho area of Manhattan. Formerly
an oil painter, she segued into film with her first documentary short, Road Map Warrior
Women.
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Sourcebooks
9781728242880
Pub Date: 9/28/2021
On Sale Date: 9/28/2021
$16.99/£12.99 UK
Trade Paperback

352 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Biography & Autobiography  / 
Personal Memoirs
BIO026000

8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.9 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My First Thirty Years
A Memoir
Gertrude Beasley, Marie Bennett, Nina Bennett

Key Selling Points:
• A modern read: Similar in tone to The Glass Castle and Educated.

• Exciting new front/back matter: New foreword by a women's studies/history scholar, and
an afterword by an enthusiastic reader to appeal to the general reader.

• Marketing tie-ins: September publication during Banned Books Week, followed by
promotion in October for Domestic Violence Awareness Month and in March for
Women's History Month.

• Author/story location: Getrude Beasley is from Texas, and the story takes place mostly in
Texas.

Summary
A raw coming-of-age historical memoir that was effectively suppressed and
lost to history—until now.

Originally published in Paris in 1925, My First Thirty Years is a brutally honest memoir
by Gertrude Beasley, who grew up in poverty in rural Texas and suffered unthinkable
emotional and sexual abuse at the hands of her family.

The themes in this book are still relevant to readers today, telling the story of a woman
who grew up in brutal circumstances, but who ultimately found a way out. Beasley's
memoir is one of the most raw coming-of-age historical biographies of women ever
written that was suppressed and essentially lost to history—until now.

Contributor Bio
EDNA GERTRUDE BEASLEY (1892-1955) was an American writer and memoirist. A
feminist, her controversial 1925 autobiography, My First Thirty Years, received some
favorable reviews but was also suppressed, and she soon after disappeared.
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Sourcebooks
9781728242163
Pub Date: 2/8/2022
On Sale Date: 2/8/2022
$26.99
Hardcover

320 Pages
Biography & Autobiography  / 
Personal Memoirs
BIO026000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Secrets of the Sprakkar
One Small Island Nation, the Women Who Live There, and How They Are
Changing the World
Eliza Reid

Key Selling Points:
• Nordic trend: Perfect for fans of The Little Book of Hygge, and other readers interested
in the culture of Nordic nations

• A feminist role model: In Secrets of the Sprakkar, Eliza Reid shows what gender equity
looks like in real life and how it can be achieved within a national culture

• Distinct point of view: As an immigrant to Iceland and its sitting First Lady, Eliza brings
both an insider and outsider perspective to Icelandic culture

• Author location: Eliza Reid resides in Iceland

Summary
Michelle Obama's Becoming meets Hygge in this insightful exploration of
gender equity, written by the sitting First Lady of Iceland

Canadian-born writer Eliza Reid never expected to live in Iceland at all—much less
become its First Lady. But after meeting her Icelandic husband at university, Eliza's life
transformed when he won the presidency. Her new position granted her remarkable
insight into the roles of Icelandic women in business, politics, the home, and more.
Eliza's immigrant perspective offers an uplifting examination of Iceland's reputation:
one of the best places in the world to be a woman.

The woman-focused inspiration of Michelle Obama's Becoming meets Hygge in Secrets
of the Sprakkar, exploring lessons we can all learn from the sprakkar (outstanding
women) of our Nordic neighbors as we strive for gender equity.

Contributor Bio
ELIZA REID is the co-founder of the acclaimed Iceland Writers Retreat. Eliza grew up
near Ottawa, Canada, and moved to Iceland in 2003. She is the sitting First Lady of
Iceland.
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Sourcebooks
9781728248417
Pub Date: 3/15/2022
On Sale Date: 3/15/2022
$16.99/£12.99 UK
Trade Paperback

330 Pages
History  /  Women
HIS058000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Woman Who Broke the Iron Curtain
How an American Journalist Brought the Truth About Communism to the West
Katharine Gregorio

Key Selling Points:
• Untold story of a woman who influenced history and persisted in a male-dominated
career

• Fast-paced, suspenseful narrative will interest readers of nonfiction and historical
fiction alike

• Themes of journalistic integrity, press freedom, and the search for truth will resonate
with today's readers

Summary
The untold story of a female journalist who risked her life to expose
Communism to the world.

The Woman Who Broke the Iron Curtain illuminates a remarkable chapter of the 20th
century, one that shows how an unwavering commitment to truth, justice, and freedom
of the press prevailed even in the hardest of circumstances. It is the untold story of a
woman who forged a career as a journalist, befriended a leading Communist
intellectual—and later dissident—and risked her life to smuggle his books out from
behind the Iron Curtain to expose the truth about Communism to the world.

Contributor Bio
KATHARINE GREGORIO, the great niece of Katharine Clark, holds a BA in History from
Dartmouth College, an MSc in International Relations from The London School of
Economics and Political Science, and an MBA from The University of Chicago's Booth
School of Business. She currently works in product marketing for Adobe.
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Sourcebooks
9781728247984
Pub Date: 3/8/2022
On Sale Date: 3/8/2022
$25.99
Hardcover

280 Pages
Humor  /  Topic
HUM020000

9 in H | 6.3 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Detours
Stories of Pop Culture, Humor, and Being Very Gay in a Very Small Town
Danny Pellegrino

Key Selling Points:
• Danny has a huge fan base. His podcast had over 13.5 million downloads in 2020,
and he consistently sells out arenas for his live shows.

• Danny uses his trademark humor and pop-culture savvy to tell his stories. Think
David Sedaris for anyone with a little ‘90s nostalgia.

• Danny relates to anyone who identifies as an outsider. He grew up as a closeted gay
kid in small-town, conservative Ohio. And because of that, he obviously dealt with his
fair share of bullies. He's struggled with anxiety and depression for much of his life. He
struggled to make ends meet for a long time before starting his podcast. Danny knows
what it's like being on the outside, and his stories will be a wonderful source of joy and
hope for readers who have ever felt this way.

Summary
Stories that will make you laugh, cry, and then dig up all your awkward
middle-school pictures

Growing up in small-town Ohio is not easy, particularly when you're a closeted gay kid
surrounded by... no one openly gay. Luckily, Danny Pellegrino grew up in the 90s,
coming of age when the internet opened up a whole new world for a curious kid itching
to see life outside of Midwest suburbia. With so much pop culture suddenly at his
fingertips, Danny's possibilities were endless, and he could escape the pains of growing
up by submerging himself in a sea of pop culture moments—bingeing The Nanny until
he had the confidence of Fran Fine, belting out Brandy songs until his heartaches were
healed, or watching every semi-clothed Ryan Phillippe scene known to man until his
cheeks couldn't stand the blushing anymore.

And now, as a successful podcaster interviewing the same iconic personalities that he
idolized as a kid, Danny's life has only become more entertaining and delightfully
chaotic.

Heartfelt and hilarious, Detours is a collection of real-life stories exploring Danny's
journey from...

Contributor Bio
DANNY PELLEGRINO is a comedian, screenwriter, podcast host, best-selling author, and
social media auteur. He's the host and creator of the podcast Everything Iconic with
Danny Pellegrino, a pop culture breakdown show with celebrity guests. The podcast
has been featured on People.com, E!, Entertainment Tonight, Page Six, Bustle, Fox
News, Elite Daily, Today.com, OK! Mag, IndieWire, Newsweek, and W ...

Marketing Plans
Marketing Plans

Preorder Campaign
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Sourcebooks
9781728225388
Pub Date: 3/8/2022
On Sale Date: 3/8/2022
$27.99/£20.99 UK
Hardcover

384 Pages
Travel  /  Europe
TRV009000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

In Pursuit of Jefferson
Traveling through Europe with the Most Perplexing Founding Father
Derek Baxter

Key Selling Points:
• Popular topic: This is a fresh examination of Thomas Jefferson, and founding fathers
are a perennial favorite for American history buffs

• Broad audience: An exciting combination of interrogative history and escapist travel,
this book engages a diverse readership

• Enthusiastic author: Derek Baxter's research has taken him to Europe nine times

• Author/story location: The story takes place across Europe. Derek Baxter lives in Virginia

Summary
A controversial founding father. A man in need of change. A completely
unique trip through Europe.

In 1784, travel wrenched Thomas Jefferson out of the darkest period of his life. He
sailed to France a broken man, but on the road, he rediscovered a world of hidden
beauty and penned a guide he called Hints for Americans Traveling in Europe.

During a crisis of his own, Derek Baxter dares himself to follow Jefferson's route. On a
series of journeys (piloting a Dutch canal boat, hiking the French Alps, and fishing in
the Atlantic), Baxter follows the obscure guide across six countries. But not all of his
insights into the life of the complex founding father are pleasant.

In Pursuit of Jefferson is the surprising story of one man's travels through Europe, led
by Thomas Jefferson, and the lessons he learns about history—and himself—along the
way.

Contributor Bio
DEREK BAXTER is a labor and human rights lawyer who lives in Virginia. You can follow
his adventures with Thomas Jefferson at jeffersontravels.com.
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Sourcebooks
9781728236513
Pub Date: 3/8/2022
On Sale Date: 3/8/2022
$26.99
Hardcover

320 Pages
Social Science  /  Penology
SOC030000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Uncaged
Reclaiming Life and Seeking Redemption on the Path from Inmate to Neighbor
Lauren Kessler

Key Selling Points:
• Interwoven narratives humanize a complicated topic: Uncaged puts a face to
the issue of re-integration after prison, just as Nickled and Dimed did for minimum
wage and Evicted did for evictions

• Social justice hook: More than ever, readers are concerned about social justice
issues including racism, immigration, and the American prison system

• Authoritative author: Lauren Kessler brings decades of experience as a reporter to
a hot-button topic

• Author location: Lauren Kessler is based in Seattle.

Summary
For these six people, going to prison was just the beginning

95 percent of the men and women who go to prison are eventually released. But then
what?

A gripping work of immersion reporting for readers of Evicted and Maid, Uncaged
shines a spotlight on the rollercoaster of re-entry: the exuberance of freedom, the
rules and regulations that make you feel like you're still in prison, the often dispiriting
work of looking for employment and housing, and more. Veteran reporter Lauren
Kessler follows six individuals whose diverse stories paint a portrait of the search for
redemption that many former inmates face as they fight to rebuild their lives.

Contributor Bio
LAUREN KESSLER is the author of multiple highly praised works of nonfiction, all of
which combine lively narrative with deep research to explore hidden worlds. She lives
in Seattle.
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Sourcebooks
9781728234458
Pub Date: 1/4/2022
On Sale Date: 1/4/2022
$16.99
Trade Paperback

336 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Science  /  Space Science
SCI004000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Last Stargazers
The Enduring Story of Astronomy's Vanishing Explorers
Emily Levesque

Key Selling Points:
• Phenomenol writing: Emily's narrative is commercial and accessible with an engaging,
charismatic writing voice that is perfect for fans of Lab Girl and Astrophysics for People
in a Hurry

• Award-winning woman scientist revealing fascinating topics: Emily is an award-winning woman
scientist who speaks across the nation; she is continuously excited by the opportunity
to uncover those hidden heroes responsible for our ever-expanding our universe

• Space has entered the forefront for readers: From pictures of black holes to NASA's race to
have humankind live on the moon, space and science are growing categories, with
astronomy and astrophysics being especially popular sub-genres

• Author Location: Emily Levesque lives in Seattle, Washington

Summary
From a childhood reading of A Wrinkle in Time to discovering a new species of
star, astronomer Emily Levesque has spent her life exploring the universe,
and now she wants to share that exploration with the world. Now in
paperback!

For readers of Lab Girl and Neil DeGrasse Tyson, The Last Stargazers combines the
exciting travels of award-winning astronomer Emily Levesque with the misunderstood
antics of a scrappy (and shrinking) crew of scientists working with stars and
telescopes. She dissects both the romance and the real human curiosity that is so
important to our exploration of space.

From the lonely quiet of stargazing to wild bears loose in the observatory, now in
paperback, these love stories of astronomy show how scientists are going beyond the
machines to infuse important creativity and intimate passion into the stars, inspiring
future generations to pursue the universe's secrets.

Contributor Bio
EMILY LEVESQUE is a professor at the University of Washington and lives in Seattle.
She received her SB in physics from MIT and a PhD from the University of Hawaii. She
has won the American Astronomical Society's Annie Jump Cannon Award and Newton
Lacy Pierce Prize, among other awards.
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Sourcebooks
9781728239583
Pub Date: 1/4/2022
On Sale Date: 1/4/2022
$16.99/£12.99 UK
Trade Paperback

416 Pages
History  /  Women
HIS058000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Girl Explorers
The Untold Story of the Globetrotting Women Who Trekked, Flew, and Fought
Their Way Around the World
Jayne Zanglein

Key Selling Points:
• Great hook: Women and STEM (+ art!). These women broke records, discovered new
species, and widened understanding of different cultures

• Breaking new ground: The story of these four women and the formation of the Society of
Woman Geographers organization has never been told before in trade publication

• Thoroughly researched: The author has direct contact with the explorers' families and
personal photographs and has retraced the footsteps of some of their international
travels

• Author location: Jayne Zanglein lives in North Carolina

Summary
The untold stories of women who broke the rules, trekked the globe, and
changed the world!—Now in paperback!

"Don't take women when you go exploring!"

In 1932, Roy Chapman Andrews, the president of the Explorers Club, told hundreds of
female students at Barnard College that women and exploration could never mix. He
obviously didn't know a thing about either...

The Girl Explorers is the inspirational and untold story of the women who broke apart
the stuffy men's club and founded the Society of Woman Geographers (SWG), and how
some key members—including Blair Niles, Amelia Earhart, Gloria Hollister, and Anna
Heyward Taylor—paved the way for women scientists by scaling mountains, exploring
the seas, flying across the Atlantic, and recording the world through film, sculpture,
and art.

Contributor Bio
JAYNE ZANGLEIN is a labor lawyer and law professor, and the author of four law books.
She lives in North Carolina.
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Sourcebooks
9781728242576
Pub Date: 2/22/2022
On Sale Date: 2/22/2022
$16.99
Trade Paperback

496 Pages
Biography & Autobiography  / 
Women
BIO022000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.2 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Woman They Could Not Silence
One Woman, Her Incredible Fight for Freedom, and the Men Who Tried to
Make Her Disappear
Kate Moore

Key Selling Points:
• Robust author sales: Kate Moore's first book with Sourcebooks, The Radium Girls, has
sold more than 150,000 copies in print and 129,000 in ebook

• Critical acclaim: The Radium Girls received two starred reviews and hit the New York
Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal bestseller lists

• Richly researched: Kate is a consummate researcher, and her detailed work reveals a
true story about a forgotten heroine who fought not only for justice for herself, but for
lasting change

• Author/story location: Kate Moore lives in London, and the story takes place in rural
Illinois

Summary
A fascinating new story of a woman who changed the world by Kate Moore,
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of The Radium Girls—now
in paperback!

1860: As the clash between the states rolls slowly to a boil, Elizabeth Packard,
housewife and mother of six, is facing her own battle. The enemy sits across the table
and sleeps in the next room. Threatened by Elizabeth's intellect, independence, and
outspokenness, her husband of twenty-one years is plotting against her and makes a
plan to put her back in her place. One summer morning, he has her committed to an
insane asylum.

The horrific conditions inside the Illinois State Hospital in Jacksonville, Illinois, are
overseen by Dr. Andrew McFarland, a man who will prove to be even more dangerous
to Elizabeth than her traitorous husband. But most disturbing is that Elizabeth is not
the only sane woman confined to the institution. There are many rational women on
her ward who tell the same story: they've been committed not because they need
medical treatment, but to keep them in line—conveniently labeled "crazy" so their
voices are ignored.

No one is willing to fight for their freedom and,...

Contributor Bio
KATE MOORE is the award-winning, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
of The Radium Girls. A British writer based in London, she has published numerous
Sunday Times bestsellers, writing across various genres including history, biography,
true crime, gift, and humor.
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Sourcebooks
9781728242583
Pub Date: 2/15/2022
On Sale Date: 2/15/2022
$16.99
Trade Paperback

352 Pages
History  /  African American &
Black
HIS056000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.9 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Footnotes
The Black Artists Who Rewrote the Rules of the Great White Way
Caseen Gaines

Key Selling Points:
• Important anniversary: 2021 marks the hundredth anniversary of the opening of the
Shuffle Along, the Broadway sensation this book is based on

• Great representation: This book discusses iconic figures in theater and unknown artists of
color and celebrates performers who forged a path where there wasn't one before

• Stellar research: Author Caseen Gaines has direct contact with the families and has
obtained personal photographs

• Author/story location: Caseen Gaines lives in New Jersey, and Footnotes takes place in
New York

Summary
The story of how one Broadway show changed the course of America—now in
paperback!

For readers of Hidden Figures and Something Wonderful, Footnotes is the story of New
York in the roaring twenties and the first Broadway show with an all-Black cast and
creative team to achieve success—and its impact on our popular culture.

Amidst a culture actively whitewashing, controlling, or trying to prevent their stories
from being told, these artists changed the course of American entertainment. This
groundbreaking group of performers and the creators (including composer Eubie Blake
and lyricist Noble Sissle) sowed the seeds of the Harlem jazz scene and paved the way
for people of color on stage and screen, ultimately leading to productions such as West
Side Story, Black Panther, and of course, Hamilton.

Contributor Bio
Author and journalist CASEEN GAINES has written for Rolling Stone, Vanity Fair, and
New York magazine. He holds an MA from Rutgers in American Studies, focusing on
racial representations in popular culture.
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Sourcebooks
9781728242729
Pub Date: 3/15/2022
On Sale Date: 3/15/2022
$17.99/£13.99 UK
Trade Paperback

400 Pages
History  /  Women
HIS058000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Girls Who Stepped Out of Line
Untold Stories of the Women Who Changed the Course of World War II
Mari K. Eder

Key Selling Points:
• Badass author: Mari K. Eder is a highly respected retired Army major general in addition
to being a renowned speaker and thought leader

• International appeal: From a Dutch resistance fighter to an American tennis champion,
readers will engage with women from all over the world who played a vital role in
World War II

• Author location: Mari K. Eder lives in Virginia

Summary
Experience the untold story of fifteen women who changed the course of
history as part of the Greatest Generation—now in paperback!

The Girls Who Stepped Out of Line are the heroes of the Greatest Generation that you
hardly ever hear about. These women who did extraordinary things didn't expect
thanks and shied away from medals and recognition. Despite their amazing
accomplishments, they've gone mostly unheralded and unrewarded. No longer. These
are the women of World War II who served, fought, struggled, and made things
happen—in and out of uniform.

Contributor Bio
MARI K. EDER is a retired U.S. Army major general, a renowned speaker and author,
and a thought leader on strategic communication and leadership. General Eder is the
former Commanding General of the U.S. Army Reserve Joint and Special Troops
Support Command, former Deputy Chief of the Army Reserve and former Deputy Chief
of Public Affairs for the U.S. Army.
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Sourcebooks
9781728234601
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
On Sale Date: 11/1/2021
$16.99/£12.99 UK
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Health & Fitness  /  Yoga
HEA025000

8 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Rage Yoga
Unleash Your Inner Badass
Lindsay Istace

Key Selling Points:
Cheeky charms readers: The market continues to respond to edgy, authentic self-help voices

Yoga hybrids: From goat and puppy yoga to yoga raves, millennials are flocking to yoga hybrids

Media exposure: Featured in Shape, Self, Cosmopolitan, GQ, Live! with Kelly & Michael, The Doctors, and Yoga Journal

Author location: Lindsay Istace lives in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Summary
An irreverent and hilarious guide to becoming Zen as f*ck from the creator of Rage Yoga

From the creator of the international viral sensation Rage Yoga comes a book that will empower readers to crush their
bullsh*t, unleash their inner most Badass Self, and become Zen as f*ck. Rage Yoga is taught by certified instructors and
done while blasting heavy music, loudly cursing like a sailor, and extending middle fingers (a.k.a. "fist unicorns") high into
the sky. Rage Yoga embraces the misfits of the yoga world, pairs well with a cold beer, and is often done in alternative
venues such as pubs and breweries. This book will explore how and why Rage Yoga came to be and how to create a regular
practice through breath work, positional exercises, and mindfulness, along with two seven day programs.

Contributor Bio
An award-winning circus artist, LINDSAY ISTACE performs contortion, sword swallowing, comedy-variety acts, and fire arts.
They have trained contortion and extreme flexibility with top coaches in Beijing, Las Vegas, and San Francisco. Their keen
interest in flexibility ended up bringing them into the world of yoga and taking them on a deeper and more Badass path.
They became a certified yoga instru...
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Sourcebooks
9781728234687
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
On Sale Date: 1/1/2022
$16.99
Hardcover

48 Pages
Humor  /  Topic
HUM011000

8 in H | 5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Married AF
A Funny Marriage Guide for the Newlywed or Bride
Jen Marie Wiggins

Key Selling Points:
• Trending topic: Humor gift books on topics such as parenthood are rising in
popularity, but there are currently no such books on marriage

• Diverse and inclusive: the Artwork included in the book will portray couples of all
types, backgrounds, and races to appeal to a broad audience

• HUGE Market opportunity: 2021 will be a BIG year for weddings and bridal
celebrations as couples postpone their 2020 weddings due to coronavirus

• Author location: Jen Wiggins lives in Savannah, Georgia

Summary
A hilarious gift book tapping into what's aggravating and ridiculous—yet still
endearing—about marriage

Married AF: A Funny Marriage Guide for the Newlywed or Bride is the perfect gift for
brides who live in the real world, where the realities of marriage are irritating,
exasperating, and infuriatingly funny.

Contributor Bio
JEN MARIE WIGGINS is a freelance writer and blogger, a chronic bridesmaid and an
eventual bride. She's written on weddings, marriage, love and parenting and currently
freelances for Lowcountry Coastal Weddings Magazine, Savannah Magazine, and
Savannah Homes. In 2018, she was a semi-finalist for the William Faulkner Short Story
Competition.
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Sourcebooks
9781728234441
Pub Date: 12/1/2021
On Sale Date: 12/1/2021
$17.99/£13.99 UK
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Self-Help  /  Journaling
SEL045000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.6 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Hello, Fears Challenge
A 100-Day Journal for Self-Discovery
Michelle Poler

Key Selling Points:
• Major media hits: Michelle has been featured in major media outlets including: CBS,
Buzz Feed, ELLE, CNN, Bustle, and Cosmopolitan

• Great author buzz: Michelle is an absolute force of nature who created a movement that
immediately captured the attention of the digital world and went viral

• Future developments: Hello, Fears currently has a TV series in production

• Author location: Michelle currently lives in Aventura, Florida

Summary
A guided, interactive journal that's perfect for anyone who wants to overcome
fear and embrace the brave movement. The perfect companion to Michelle
Poler's Hello, Fears!

Michelle has always had a problem with the word fearless. Facing your demons doesn't
mean you're fearless; it means you fear them, but you do it anyway! So for one
hundred days, she faced one hundred of her fears, and the message went viral.

Written in Michelle's hilarious, honest voice and driven through storytelling, expert
interviews, and practical tools, Hello, Fears conveys the lessons she learned from
facing each fear and inspires readers to make the right choice—the brave choice.

Contributor Bio
As the founder of Hello, Fears, MICHELLE POLER has created a social movement
empowering millions to step outside of their comfort zone and tap into their full
potential. She has inspired some of the world's most influential organizations, including
Google, Facebook, Microsoft, and many more.
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Sourcebooks
9781728236674
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
On Sale Date: 3/1/2022
$14.99
Calendar

176 Pages
Self-Help  /  Personal Growth
SEL031000

8.4 in H | 6 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Hello You! Undated Planner
52-week empowerment organizer to help inspire your brightest life
Marianne Richmond

Key Selling Points:
• Beloved, bestselling author: Marianne Richmond has touched millions of lives with
her bestselling products for both children and adults

• Unique combination: Focusing on the bestselling guided journal space for women
with this planner format in a gorgeous, artistic package will stand out on shelf

• Year round opportunity: Undated planners are a new space to expand for us with
the ability to make once and sell in perpetuity!

Summary
Get inspired to live your brightest life with this joyful empowerment planner
from Marianne Richmond!

From bestselling author and illustrator Marianne Richmond comes an inspiring,
empowerment planner to embrace self-love and live your brightest life! This beautiful
art organizer is a blue ocean combination of bestselling guided self-realization journals
with an undated planner format, featuring weekly reflection prompts, inspirational
themes, goal setting pages, stickers, and more. Connect with yourself and others, get
creative and organized, and discover your full potential this year!

Contributor Bio
Beloved author and illustrator MARIANNE RICHMOND has touched the lives of millions
for two decades through her award winning books, greeting cards, and other gift
products that offer people the most heartfelt way to connect with each other. She lives
in the Nashville area. Visit www.mariannerichmond.com.
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Sourcebooks
9781728252230
Pub Date: 12/1/2021
On Sale Date: 12/1/2021
$19.99
Hardcover

208 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Self-Help  /  Journaling
SEL045000

8.5 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Big F*cking Dreams
A Journal for Building Your Brightest Damn Future
D.A. Sarac

Key Selling Points:
• Manifestation is a huge trend: It's a buzzy keyword, and it's ready for it's sweary, no-BS
comeuppance that'll redefine the movement to actually help readers who are ready to
take control of their futures

• Bright, engaging package: A full, fun, four-color design makes this a must-have
interactive package with prompts that are both helpful and trend-centric (with lots of
F-bombs)

• Sweary self-help is HUGE and this is a highly-giftable concept: Consumers love sweary
self-help, and the success of I Am F*cking Radiant (selling strongly week-over-week)
proves readers are searching for this type of content

Summary
An irreverent manifestation journal to teach readers how to dream bigger
than they ever f*cking believed

Ah, manifestation. Crystal balls, tarot cards, and star signs. F*ck that.

Manifestation is not about woo-woo wishes and puting out good vibes. It's about being
grateful for the sh*t you have, attracting the sh*t you want, and dreaming bigger than
you ever f*cking believed. It's for the high achievers, the goal-setters, the ones who
want to carpe the f*ck out of every diem. It's drawing up the plans, growing through
our mistakes, and actually reaching for the damn stars.

So, throw out the horoscopes, grab your schematics, and let's build those BIG
F*CKING DREAMS!

Contributor Bio
D.A. SARAC is a fiction editor, author, and playwright. Works include Dream Big,
Princess; The Newest Avenger; (Your Child) Saves the Day, and My Monster Friends
and Me available from PutMeInTheStory and Sourcebooks. Her all-time favorite gig is
being a mom to a beautiful, witty, and talented daughter. You can find her wearing a
Radiant hat and alphabetizing newly learned curse words at TheEditing...
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Sourcebooks
9781728252247
Pub Date: 12/1/2021
On Sale Date: 12/1/2021
$19.99
Hardcover

208 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Self-Help  /  Journaling
SEL045000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Love This F*cking Journey for Me
A Self-Discovery Journal to Drop the Imposter Syndrome and Celebrate Your
Damn Self
D.A. Sarac

Key Selling Points:
• Self-Discovery is huge in the journal space: And a sweary journal is the perfect way to
capture this audience and stand out from the shelf with content that touches on big
self-help trends (self-love, confidence, growth mindset, and more!)

• Bright, engaging package: A full, fun, four-color design makes this a must-have
interactive package with prompts that are both helpful and trend-centric (with lots of
F-bombs)

• Sweary self-help is HUGE and this is a highly-giftable concept: Consumers love sweary
self-help, and the success of I Am F*cking Radiant (selling strongly week-over-week)
proves readers are searching for this type of content

Summary
An irreverent self-discovery journal to scrap the damn imposter syndrome,
reflect on your inner brilliance, and celebrate your own damn self

Oh, hello you. Yes, you! Have you told yourself how much of a bad*ss you are today?
No? Have you stood on the tallest elevated surface you can find and yelled to the world
how amazing you are? Because look at all the incredible things that have made you,
YOU. Honestly, where's the parade for your brilliance? Let's throw one right the f*ck
now.

Celebrating who you are isn't selfish. It isn't self-indulgent or arrogant—it's f*cking
empowering! We've all been in situations where our imposter syndrome tells us we're
not good enough, where other people start to define us. No more! It's time to
understand who we are, where we've been, and reconnect with our own inner
badassery.

So let's get back to our roots and bask in the fucking self-discovery sunshine!

Contributor Bio
D.A. SARAC is a fiction editor, author, and playwright. Works include Dream Big,
Princess; The Newest Avenger; (Your Child) Saves the Day, and My Monster Friends
and Me available from PutMeInTheStory and Sourcebooks. Her all-time favorite gig is
being a mom to a beautiful, witty, and talented daughter. You can find her wearing a
Radiant hat and alphabetizing newly learned curse words at TheEditing...
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Sourcebooks Fire
9781728246482
Pub Date: 2/1/2022
On Sale Date: 2/1/2022
$15.99
Trade Paperback

Ages 12 to 18, Grades 7 to 12
Young Adult Nonfiction  / 
Inspirational & Personal Growth
YAN029000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Cool Girl's Guide to Courage
Fierce Quotes and Journal Prompts for Facing Your Fears and Finding Your
Confidence
Candace Doby

Key Selling Points:
• Super star author: Media savvy and incredibly inspiring speaker with huge star potential

• Opportunity for special events and bulk sales: Author has connections with high-profile
national organizations: American Camp Association (12,000+ members), YMCA, Boys
& Girls Club

Summary
An inspirational quote book and journal for teen girls to find their courage and
live without fear.

The Essential Courage-Boosting Self-Esteem Journal for Girls is an inspirational quote
book and journal that encourages teens and young adults to stand up for themselves,
take more risks, and amplify their empowering and encouraging internal voices so that
fear isn't the only thing they hear.

Contributor Bio
CANDACE DOBY is a national speaker, mentor, and author. She works with universities
and organizations across the U.S. to help youth build courage in themselves. Candace
combines a decade of research on courage with her experiences leading marketing
teams at a global brand and solo traveling to more than 20 countries. She holds
bachelor's and master's degrees from the University of North Carolina a...
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Sourcebooks Landmark
9781728250502
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
On Sale Date: 3/1/2022
$16.99
Trade Paperback

400 Pages

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Hostage
A Novel
Clare Mackintosh

Key Selling Points:
• Beloved author with more than two million copies sold: Clare Mackintosh millions of books
worldwide and has spent more than fifty weeks on the Sunday Times bestseller list;
she has also hit the New York Times bestseller list, with novels translated into forty
languages

• Outstanding reviews: Clare has received critical acclaim from major media outlets
("Genuinely shocking."—New York Times) and she is also beloved by major thriller
authors ("Fiendishly clever."—Lisa Gardner. "Felt like watching a blockbuster
movie."—Lisa Jewell.)

• Huge reader community: Clare has developed a huge fan base and newsletter list, and
she has amassed thousands of five-star reviews

• Author/Story Location: Clare lives in the United Kingdom, and the story takes place in
London and in the skies from London to Sydney

Summary
The explosively addictive locked-room thriller from New York Times bestseller
Clare Mackintosh! A lot can happen in twenty hours when you're at 38,000
feet...

A claustrophobic thriller set over twenty hours on one airplane flight, with the heart-
stopping tension of The Last Flight and the wrenching emotional intensity of Room,
Hostage takes us on board the inaugural nonstop flight from London to Sydney.

Mina is trying to focus on her job as a flight attendant, not the problems of her
five-year-old daughter back home, or the fissures in her marriage. But the plane has
barely taken off when Mina receives a chilling note from an anonymous passenger,
someone intent on ensuring the plane never reaches its destination. Someone who
needs Mina's assistance and who knows exactly how to make her comply. It's twenty
hours to landing. A lot can happen in twenty hours...

Contributor Bio
CLARE MACKINTOSH is an award-winning New York Times and international bestselling
author. She spent twelve years on the police force in England and has written for
Guardian, Good Housekeeping, and other publications. Translated into forty languages,
her books have sold more than two million copies worldwide. Clare lives in North Wales
with her husband and their three children. She can be found at ...
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Sourcebooks Landmark
9781728245522
Pub Date: 6/22/2021
On Sale Date: 6/22/2021
$26.99
Hardcover

368 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Fiction  /  Thrillers
FIC030000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.2 in T
Status: ACTIVE

Hostage
A Novel
Clare Mackintosh

Key Selling Points:
• Beloved author with more than two million copies sold: Clare Mackintosh millions of books
worldwide and has spent more than fifty weeks on the Sunday Times bestseller list;
she has also hit the New York Times bestseller list, with novels translated into forty
languages

• Outstanding reviews: Clare has received critical acclaim from major media outlets
("Genuinely shocking."—New York Times) and she is also beloved by major thriller
authors ("No one writes a twist like Clare Mackintosh."—Paula Hawkins and "I can't
stop thinking about it."—Liane Moriarty).

• Huge reader community: Clare has developed a huge fan base and newsletter list, and
she has amassed thousands of five-star reviews

• Author/Story Location: Clare lives in the United Kingdom, and the story takes place in
London and in the skies from London to Sydney

Summary
The explosively addictive locked-room thriller from New York Times bestseller
Clare Mackintosh! A lot can happen in twenty hours when you're at 38,000
feet...

A claustrophobic thriller set over twenty hours on one airplane flight, with the heart-
stopping tension of The Last Flight and the wrenching emotional intensity of Room,
Hostage takes us on board the inaugural nonstop flight from London to Sydney.

Mina is trying to focus on her job as a flight attendant, not the problems of her
five-year-old daughter back home, or the fissures in her marriage. But the plane has
barely taken off when Mina receives a chilling note from an anonymous passenger,
someone intent on ensuring the plane never reaches its destination. Someone who
needs Mina's assistance and who knows exactly how to make her comply. It's twenty
hours to landing. A lot can happen in twenty hours...

Contributor Bio
CLARE MACKINTOSH is an award-winning New York Times and international bestselling
author. She spent twelve years on the police force in England and has written for
Guardian, Good Housekeeping, and other publications. Translated into forty languages,
her books have sold more than two million copies worldwide. Clare lives in North Wales
with her husband and their three children. She can be found at ...
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Sourcebooks Landmark
9781492650164
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$16.99
Trade Paperback

464 Pages
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027050
Series: The Scottish series

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.2 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Vanished Days
Susanna Kearsley

Key Selling Points:
• Award-winning and bestselling author: Susanna Kearsley's writing has been compared to
Mary Stewart and Daphne Du Maurier

• Bestselling books: The Winter Sea is one of Susanna Kearsley's most beloved novels—it's
sold more than 355,000 units, and Susanna's books have sold nearly 1 million copies

• Multiple markets appeal: Kearsley sells well in all markets—mass retailers, trade, and
digital. Her books have been nominated for Britain's Romantic Novel of the Year Award,
RT Reviewers Choice, and RWA National Readers Choice Award

Summary
The long-awaited new novel from New York Times bestselling author Susanna
Kearsley is a sweeping story set in Scotland and a companion novel to
bestseller The Winter Sea

In the autumn of 1707, old enemies from the Highlands to the Borders are finding
common ground as they join to protest the new Union with England, the French are
preparing to launch an invasion to carry the young exiled Jacobite king back to
Scotland to reclaim his throne, and in Edinburgh the streets are filled with discontent
and danger.

Queen Anne's commissioners have begun settling the losses and wages owed to those
Scots who took part in the disastrous Darien expedition eight years earlier. When
young widow Lily Aitcheson comes forward to collect her husband's wages, her claim is
challenged. Adam Williamson, one of the men who's assigned to investigate Lily's case,
has only days to decide if she's honest...or whether he's being used as a pawn in a
treacherous game.

Told in two timelines that interweave the troubled weeks in Edinburgh in 1707 with the
tales of a woman who lived through the Killing Times, a revolution, and Scotland's loss
of a colony in the Americas, this is a story...

Contributor Bio
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author SUSANNA KEARSLEY's lush writing
has been likened to that of to Daphne du Maurier and Mary Stewart. Her books have
been published in more than twenty countries and have won numerous awards. She
lives in Canada, near the shores of Lake Ontario.

Marketing Plans
Marketing Plans

Preorder Campaign
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Sourcebooks Landmark
9781728249582
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
On Sale Date: 10/5/2021
$26.99
Hardcover

448 Pages
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027050
Series: The Scottish series

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Vanished Days
Susanna Kearsley

Key Selling Points:
• Award-winning and bestselling author: Susanna Kearsley's writing has been compared to
Mary Stewart and Daphne Du Maurier

• Bestselling books: The Winter Sea is one of Susanna Kearsley's most beloved novels—it's
sold more than 355,000 units, and Susanna's books have sold nearly 1 million copies

• Multiple markets appeal: Kearsley sells well in all markets—mass retailers, trade, and
digital. Her books have been nominated for Britain's Romantic Novel of the Year Award,
RT Reviewers Choice, and RWA National Readers Choice Award

Summary
The long-awaited new novel from New York Times bestselling author Susanna
Kearsley is a sweeping story set in Scotland and a companion novel to
bestsller The Winter Sea

In the autumn of 1707, old enemies from the Highlands to the Borders are finding
common ground as they join to protest the new Union with England, the French are
preparing to launch an invasion to carry the young exiled Jacobite king back to
Scotland to reclaim his throne, and in Edinburgh the streets are filled with discontent
and danger.

Queen Anne's commissioners have begun settling the losses and wages owed to those
Scots who took part in the disastrous Darien expedition eight years earlier. When
young widow Lily Aitcheson comes forward to collect her husband's wages, her claim is
challenged. Adam Williamson, one of the men who's assigned to investigate Lily's case,
has only days to decide if she's honest...or whether he's being used as a pawn in a
treacherous game.

Told in two timelines that interweave the troubled weeks in Edinburgh in 1707 with the
tales of a woman who lived through the Killing Times, a revolution, and Scotland's loss
of a colony in the Americas, this is a story...

Contributor Bio
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author SUSANNA KEARSLEY's lush writing
has been likened to that of to Daphne du Maurier and Mary Stewart. Her books have
been published in more than twenty countries and have won numerous awards. She
lives in Canada, near the shores of Lake Ontario.
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Sourcebooks Landmark
9781728240381
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
On Sale Date: 9/7/2021
$26.99/£20.99 UK
Hardcover

416 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Fiction  /  African American & Black
FIC049020

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.3 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

In Every Mirror She's Black
A Novel
Lolá Ákínmádé Åkerström

Key Selling Points:
• #OwnVoices accessible read: Accessible upmarket read by a Nigerian American author that
features the very timely social issues of racism, immigration, classicism, fetishization of
Black women, and sexism

• Iteration on BIPOC success: Demand for commercial/literary fiction by and about BIPOC is
a societal priority right now; perfect for fans of Girl, Woman, Other and Luster

• Award-winning and established author: Lọlá Ákínmáde ́A ̊kerström is a TEDx speaker, a
photographer, and an author who has been featured in numerous publications and has
been recognized with multiple awards for her work; she has a large social media
platform (20K+ Twitter followers) and was recently named one of the top 25 most
influential Black traveler bloggers in the world

• Author/story location: Lọlá lives in Stockholm, Sweden, and the story takes place in
modern-day Sweden, the U.S., and the UK

Summary
Three Black women—a powerhouse executive, a former model, and a Somali
refugee—are linked in unexpected ways to the same influential white man in
Stockholm

Three Black women are linked in unexpected ways to the same influential white man in
Stockholm.

Executive Kemi Adeyemi is lured from the U.S. to Sweden by Johan von Lundin, CEO
of a large marketing firm, to help fix a PR nightmare. A killer at work, but a failure at
romance, Kemi's move is a last-ditch effort to jump-start her love life.

A chance meeting with von Lundin in business class en route to the U.S. propels former
model Brittany-Rae Johnson into a life of privilege and luxury as the object of his
obsession.

And Somali refugee Muna Saheed, who cleans von Lundin's toilets, only wants to find
a family after losing everything.

Contributor Bio
Nigerian American and based in Sweden, LOLA AKINMADE ÅKERSTRÖM is an award-
winning author, speaker, and photographer. Her work has appeared in National
Geographic Traveler, BBC, CNN, The Guardian, Sunday Times Travel, The Telegraph,
New York Times, Travel + Leisure, Slate, Travel Channel, Adventure Magazine, Lonely
Planet, amongst others. In Every Mirror She's Black is Lola's debut novel.

Marketing Plans
Marketing Plans

Preorder Campaign
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Sourcebooks Landmark
9781728229843
Pub Date: 9/14/2021
On Sale Date: 9/14/2021
$26.99/£20.99 UK
Hardcover

416 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Fiction  /  Thrillers
FIC030000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.3 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Dark Things I Adore
A Novel
Katie Lattari

Key Selling Points:
• Evocative novel from debut author: In the vein of Long Bright River, this is an evocative,
atmospheric, and meticulously crafted story of suspense with brutally flawed characters
and a gripping voice

• Cinematic setting: The camp setting, with an arts twist, is the perfect entry for readers,
and the present-day narration unfolding over one weekend in October makes for the
ideal haunting, fast-paced fall read

• Feminist reckoning: The novel delves into the effects of manipulation, abuse, and how
one woman decides to serve her own justice when everyone else has turned a blind
eye

• Author/story setting: Katie Lattari is from Maine, where the story takes place

Summary
One little camper went to the fireside. One little camper stood alone. One did
a dreadful thing, and made sure another never made it back home

1988. A group of outcasts gather at an arts camp in the Maine woods. They're the
painters, bright and teeming with potential. But secrets and dark ambitions rise like
smoke from a campfire, and the truths they tell will come back to haunt them in ways
more deadly than they dreamed.

2018. Art professor Max Durant arrives at his protégé's remote home to view her
graduate thesis collection. What he doesn't know is that Audra has engineered every
aspect of their weekend together. Audra has woven the perfect web.

Because only Audra knows what happened that summer in 1988. Max's secret, and the
dark things that followed. And even though it won't be easy, Audra knows someone
must pay.

Dark Things I Adore unravels the realities behind campfire legends?the horrors that
happen in the dark, the girls who become cautionary tales, and the guilty who go
unpunished. Until now.

Contributor Bio
KATIE LATTARI holds a bachelor of arts and an masters of arts in English from the
University of Maine and an masters of fine arts in fiction writing/prose from the
University of Notre Dame. Dark Things I Adore is her debut novel.
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Sourcebooks Landmark
9781728229393
Pub Date: 1/25/2022
On Sale Date: 1/25/2022
$26.99
Hardcover

304 Pages
Fiction  /  Historical
FIC014000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Her Hidden Genius
A Novel
Marie Benedict

Key Selling Points:
• A beloved, bestselling author: Marie Benedict's novels have debuted on the New York
Times bestseller list, and they have been Indie Next, LibraryReads, and Junior Library
Guild selections

• Devoted fan base: Benedict's first novel, The Other Einstein, sold more than 130,000
copies, and her readers are always anxiously awaiting her next novel

• Women in STEM: Readers respond to female representation in STEM fields, and
Rosalind Franklin's discoveries were crucial in the development of modern genetic
theories

• Author/story location: Marie Benedict resides in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, area and
the story is set in England

Summary
New from New York Times bestselling author Marie Benedict—the story of a
woman who unlocked the secrets of DNA only to die in anonymity

Rosalind Franklin knows if she just takes one more X-ray picture—one more after
thousands—she can unlock the building blocks of life. Never again will she have to
listen to her colleagues complain about her, especially Maurice Wilkins who'd rather
conspire about genetics with James Watson and Francis Crick than work alongside her.
Then it finally happens—the double helix structure of DNA reveals itself to her with
perfect clarity. But what happens next, Rosalind could have never predicted.

Marie Benedict's next powerful novel shines a light on a woman who died to discover
our very DNA, a woman whose contributions were suppressed by the men around her
but whose relentless drive advanced our understanding of humankind.

Contributor Bio
MARIE BENEDICT is a graduate of Boston College, with a focus in history and art
history, and the Boston University School of Law. Marie, author of The Other Einstein,
Carnegie's Maid, The Only Woman in the Room, and Lady Clementine, views herself as
an archaeologist, telling the untold stories of women. She is a lawyer in Pittsburgh,
where she lives with her family.

Marketing Plans
Marketing Plans

Preorder Campaign
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Sourcebooks Landmark
9781728240732
Pub Date: 1/18/2022
On Sale Date: 1/18/2022
$16.99
Trade Paperback

336 Pages
Fiction  /  Women
FIC044000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Must Love Books
Shauna Robinson

Key Selling Points:
• #OwnVoices story set in the publishing industry: Unpacking a timely look at our far too white
industry and what it means to be the only Black woman fighting for her place at the
table from a debut BIPOC author

• Fantastic book about books: Engaging hook that's reminiscent of The Storied Life of AJ
Fikry that pulls back the curtain on publishing and delves into the books that save us
and the life of a young editor trying to figure out her path

• Huge crossover potential: A fresh millennial voice that pulls in both general fiction readers
who adored The Bookish Life of Nina Hill and the women's fiction and romance
readership that devoured Beach Read and The Hating Game

• Author/story location: Shauna lives in Virginia and the story is set in San Francisco.

Summary
Nora Hughes—the overworked, underpaid, last assistant standing. At least for
now

When Nora landed an editorial assistant position at Parson's Press, it was her first step
towards "The Dream Job". But after five years of lunch orders, finicky authors, and per
my last emails, Nora has come to one grand conclusion: dream jobs do not exist.

With her life spiraling and the Parson's staff sinking, Nora gets hit with even worse
news. Parson's is cutting her already unlivable salary. Unable to afford her rent, Nora
decides to moonlight for a rival publisher...and maybe poach some Parson's authors
along the way.

But when Andrew Santos, a bestselling Parson's author no one can afford to lose is
thrown into the mix, Nora has to decide where her loyalties lie. Her new dream job,
ever-optimistic Andrew, or...herself and her future.

Contributor Bio
SHAUNA ROBINSON has a bachelor's degree in English from UC Berkeley, and she
spent the first several years of her career working in publishing. She currently lives in
Virginia. This is her debut.
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Where I Can't Follow
A Novel
Ashley Blooms

Key Selling Points:
• Acclaimed author: Blooms's debut novel, Every Bone a Prayer, received stunning
reviews, including an NPR review calling it "haunting and hopeful"; Good Housekeeping
also featured Every Bone a Prayer on its best of 2020 list

• Southern fiction perfect for fans of Where the Crawdads Sing: Gorgeous writing with an
Appalachian setting that comes alive, this novel will appeal to readers of Southern
fiction titles such as The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek and If the Creek Don't
Rise

• Lyrical take on tough topics: Poetically regards issues of addiction, privilege and poverty,
generational inheritance, and geographical identity

• Author/story location: Ashley Blooms lives in Berea, Kentucky, and Where I Can't Follow
is set in Appalachia

Summary
Walk through the door and escape the life you've dreamed of leaving
behind...but you'll never come back. You'll never see your loved ones again.
Will you go through?

Maren Walker dreams of finding her own little door. The doors have appeared to the
people in her mountain town for as long as anyone can remember, though no one
knows where they lead. Maren's mother was the last to go through, leaving
nine-year-old Maren behind.

Now living with her grandmother, Maren deals prescription medication to pay their bills
and nurture her dream of becoming a nurse. When she faces the possibility of escaping
her struggles or good, Maren must choose just what kind of future she wants to build.

From critically acclaimed author Ashley Blooms, Where I Can't Follow explores the
forces that hold people in place, and how they adapt, survive, and struggle to love a
place that doesn't always love them back.

Contributor Bio
ASHLEY BLOOMS is the author of Every Bone a Prayer. She is a graduate of the Clarion
Writer's Workshop and the Tin House Winter Workshop and received her MFA as a John
and Renee Grisham fellow from the University of Mississippi. She was raised in Cutshin,
Kentucky, and now lives in Berea, Kentucky.
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The Next Ship Home
A Novel of Ellis Island
Heather Webb

Key Selling Points:
• Female-driven historical fiction: As proven by the success of Marie Benedict and Hazel
Gaynor, among others, readers are hungry for stories of historical women

• Modern resonance on timely topics: Immigration issues and reform are as topical now as
they were a hundred years ago, and will provide a starting point for book clubs to
discuss what it means to be an American

• An immersive history: This novel examines the very human impact of Teddy Roosevelt's
immigration reforms

• Author/story location: Heather Webb lives in New England and the story takes place on
and around Ellis Island

Summary
Ellis Island, 1902: Two women band together to hold America to its promise:
"Give me your tired, your poor..."

Ellis Island, 1902. Francesca arrives on the shores of America, her sights set on a
better life than the one she left in Italy. That same day, aspiring linguist Alma reports
to her first day of work at the immigrant processing center. Ellis, though, is not the
refuge it first appears thanks to President Roosevelt's attempts to deter crime.
Francesca and Alma will have to rely on each other to escape its corruption and claim
the American dreams they were promised.

A thoughtful historical inspired by true events, this novel probes America's history of
prejudice and exclusion—when entry at Ellis Island promised a better life but often
delivered something drastically different, immigrants needed strength, resilience, and
friendship to fight for their futures.

Contributor Bio
HEATHER WEBB is the bestselling and award-winning author of seven historical novels.
Her latest, Meet Me in Monaco, cowritten with Hazel Gaynor, was a finalist for the 2020
Goldsboro RNA Award in the UK, and the 2019 Digital Book World's fiction prize. She
lives in New England with her family and one feisty rabbit.
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True Crime Story
A Novel
Joseph Knox

Key Selling Points:
• Well-connected author: Joseph Knox was formerly a crime buyer for Waterstone's and is
very well-connected in the space

• Inventive story structure: Combining a Daisy Jones-esque oral history and the best of the
missing-girl thrillers, pulling the author into the novel in a mind-blowing way

• Bestselling author praise: The author has been praised by such luminaries as Jane Harper,
Ian Rankin, and Lee Child

• Author and story location: The novel is set in Manchester, United Kingdom, in both 2011
and present day

Summary
A thrilling mashup of a missing-girl mystery, incomplete files that a now-dead
author left behind, and the unsettling wonder of what's real

A strikingly original novel in the vein of Daisy Jones and the Six meets Riley Sager,
True Crime Story twists together transcripts, emails, and documents into an
investigation of a missing college girl, also weaving in the mysteries of how the
narrator "Joseph Knox" came to be in possession of these files and what fate befell the
original author, as well as why Knox might not be telling us everything he knows. True
Crime Story is an ambitious, sharp exploration of our obsession with all things true
crime, from a former crime bookseller.

Contributor Bio
JOSEPH KNOX is the author of the Aidan Waits crime series and a former bookseller in
the UK. His novels have been translated into 14 languages.
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The Secret Next Door
A Novel
Rebecca Taylor

Key Selling Points:
• Trending hook: In the vein of Big Little Lies and Little Fires Everywhere, The Secret
Next Door unravels a seemingly perfect community full of secrets and grudges

• Perfect for book clubs: An entertaining, fast-paced read with memorable characters who
are driven by intricate webs of secrets and ambitions

• Engaging writing that commands attention: Rebecca's writing has been called "compelling,"
"engrossing," and "compulsively readable"

• Author/story location: Rebecca Taylor lives in Colorado, and the story takes place in
Denver, Colorado

Summary
When a community is perfect, one little change can ruin everything

Alyson Tinsdale is finally moving her young family into The Enclave, one of Denver's
most prestigious neighborhoods, and she's desperate to prove herself worthy. Bonnie
Sloan, The Enclave's matriarch, has just begun pursuing her political ambitions, but the
secrets in her home are stalling her plans.

When the open lot behind The Enclave gets slated for development, the community
suddenly erupts with old grudges. Tensions simmer more every day, but when Bonne's
son is found dead, those conflicts boil over into panic.

The Secret Next Door is fast-paced women's fiction that dives into the lives behind the
facades of a coveted neighborhood, where grievances and secrets threaten to destroy a
perfect little community.

Contributor Bio
REBECCA TAYLOR lives in sunny Colorado with her husband, two teens, and two
tragically spoiled dogs.
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The Ones We Keep
A Novel
Bobbie Jean Huff

Key Selling Points:
• Emotional hook: This story tugs the heartstrings in the best way possible; after a tragic
heartbreak shatters life as they know it, a family undergoes years of pain and
confusion to eventually find hope and healing.

• Thought-provoking plot: This story explores the human ability to manipulate reality,
create our truths, and hide from grief

• Commercial setting: Moving between the bustling streets of Manhattan and a quiet
cottage on the lake, every reader will find themselves fully immersed in the setting

• Author/story location: Bobbie lives in New Jersey, and The Ones We Keep takes place in
New York, New Jersey, and Vermont from 1971 to 2002

Summary
A mother's grief-fueled decision shatters her family, sending them on a
journey for healing and hope

An idyllic lakeside resort seems like the perfect family vacation for Olivia and Harry
Somerville and their three young boys. That is until, returning from a solo hike one
morning, Olivia learns that one of her sons has drowned—but not which one. In that
moment, she makes a decision that affects her family for the rest of their lives: she
runs.

Olivia begins a new life in a quiet town, hiding in a lie she tells herself every day: "I
have three children." If she never learns which son drowned, can she convince herself
that none of them did?

A deep meditation on the nature of loss and the gift of recovery, The Ones We Keep
follows the next three decades as a fragmented family picks up the pieces and fights
for a future free of grief and full of hope.

Contributor Bio
BOBBIE HUFF is a Canadian American currently living in New Jersey. She has published
stories, poems, and humorous essays in Quarry, Event, Athos, New Ohio Review, and
The Globe and Mail.
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The Mystery of Mrs. Christie
A Novel
Marie Benedict

Key Selling Points:
• A beloved, bestselling author: Marie Benedict's novels have debuted on the New York
Times bestseller list and been Indie Next, LibraryReads, and the Junior Library Guild
selections

• Devoted fan base: Benedict's first novel, The Other Einstein, sold more than 130,000
copies, and her readers are always anxiously awaiting her next novel

• Fantastic literary hook: This story of a woman in the shadows of history will appeal to
book club and mystery readers alike, featuring facts from the real vanishing of Agatha
Christie

• Author/story location: Marie Benedict resides in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania area, and
The Mystery of Mrs. Christie is set in England

Summary
Beloved New York Times bestselling author Marie Benedict uncovers the
untold story of Agatha Christie's mysterious eleven day disappearance. Now
in paperback!

December 1926: England unleashes the largest manhunt in its history. The object of
the search is not an escaped convict or a war criminal, but the missing wife of a WWI
hero, up-and-coming mystery author Agatha Christie.

When her car is found wrecked, empty, and abandoned near a natural spring, the
country is in a frenzy. Eleven days later, Agatha reappears, claiming amnesia. She
provides no answers for her disappearance. That is...until she writes a very strange
book about a missing woman, a murderous husband, and a plan to expose the truth.
What role did her unfaithful husband play? And what was he not telling investigators?

The Mystery of Mrs. Christie explores one strong woman's successful endeavor to write
her own narrative and take her history into her own hands.

Contributor Bio
MARIE BENEDICT is a graduate of Boston College, with a focus in history and art
history, and the Boston University School of Law. Marie, author of The Other Einstein,
Carnegie's Maid, The Only Woman in the Room, and Lady Clementine, views herself as
an archaeologist, telling the untold stories of women. She is a lawyer in Pittsburgh,
where she lives with her family.
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Black Widows
A Novel
Cate Quinn

Key Selling Points:
• Addictive read with a killer hook: Everyone always suspects the spouse, but what happens
when there are three?

• Paperback edition of a buzzy book: Foreign sales in Italy, France, and Slovenia; film option
picked up by Blumhouse Productions; strong bookseller praise: "Past and present
collide in an explosive conclusion that will leave readers saying ‘I never saw that
coming.' Holy moly!" —Pamela Klinger-Horn, Exclesior Bay Books; as well as
bestselling author praise: "Absolutely thrilling... I devoured it over a weekend, unable
to put it down. Highly recommended." —Alex Michaelides, author of #1 New York
Times bestseller The Silent Patient

• Female-driven suspense: In a category that's not slowing down, this is a completely fresh
angle from a prolific author

• Author/story location: Cate Quinn resides in the United Kingdom and Black Widows takes
place in Utah (rural and Salt Lake City) and Las Vegas

Summary
Three sister wives. One dead husband. Did his wife kill him? If so, which one?
Now in tradepaper!

"I had the right husband—and the wrong wives." —one of Blake Nelson's widows

The Dry meets The Handmaid's Tale in this fascinating story of wife and death. Against
the wishes of his family and the laws of the elders of the Mormon church, Blake Nelson
has adopted the old polygamous ways and lives alone with his three wives, miles from
anywhere, in rural Utah. Blake and his wives kept to themselves—and kept most folks
out. That is, until his dead body is discovered.

Black Widows is told in the three voices of Blake's very different wives, who hate each
other, and who sometimes hated their husband.

Contributor Bio
CATE QUINN is a bestselling historical thriller novelist in the UK under the name C. S.
Quinn—her Charlie Tuesday series for Thomas & Mercer UK sold over 350,000 copies
across four books, and 35,000 ebooks in the U.S. She is also a travel and lifestyle
journalist for The Times, The Guardian, and The Mirror, alongside many magazines.
This is her first novel as Cate Quinn.
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The War Nurse
A Novel
Tracey Enerson Wood

Key Selling Points:
• Relevant and timely: Publishing on the heels of a modern pandemic, this book's
examination of the 1918 Spanish flu will invite meaningful discussion

• Historical fiction about unknown women by an international bestselling
author: This kind of historical fiction is perfect for readers of successes such as Marie
Benedict, Kate Quinn, and Martha Hall Kelly

• An immersive history: This book showcases a woman ahead of her time and
features appearances by real historical figures such as Marie Curie

• Author and story location: Tracey lives in Florida and the story takes place in
Rouen, France, during World War I

Summary
A stunning tale—based on a true story—of one nurse in France during World
War I who must battle the 1918 Spanish Flu pandemic. Now in paperback!

Superintendent of Nurses Julia Stimson and sixty-five inexperienced young nurses
arrive on the front lines of World War I to find chaos. With 1,300 soldiers stuffed into a
facility built for five-hundred, providing even the most basic care is challenging—and
Julia quickly learns that male doctors see her as a threat to their authority.

Based on a true story, The War Nurse follows Julia through World War I in France, while
the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic overwhelms medical resources. Julia must confront an
unthinkable choice—to challenge her profession and risk her hard-won career, or to let
the people she loves die in her arms.

Contributor Bio
TRACEY ENERSON WOOD is a published playwright whose family is steeped in military
tradition. This is her second novel, following The Engineer's Wife.
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The Department of Rare Books and Special Collections
A Novel
Eva Jurczyk

Key Selling Points:
• Debut book about books: Fascinating "book about books" with a dark yet quirky edge by a
promising debut author

• Stunning, commercial writing: Compelling writing and character development make this
an unforgettable read that will appeal to a wide commercial audience

• Author/story region: Author lives in Toronto, and the story takes place in Toronto

Summary
What holds more secrets in the library: the ancient books shelved in the
stacks or the people who preserve them?

Liesl Weiss has been (mostly) happy working in the rare books department of a large
university, managing details and working behind the scenes to make the head of the
department look good. But when her boss has a stroke and she's left to run things, she
discovers that the library's most prized manuscript is missing.

Liesl tries to sound the alarm and inform the police about the missing priceless book
but is told repeatedly to keep quiet to keep the doors open and the donors happy. But
then a librarian goes missing as well. Liesl must investigate both disappearances,
unspooling her colleagues' pasts like the threads of a rare book binding as it becomes
clear that someone in the department must be responsible for the theft. What Liesl
discovers about the dusty manuscripts she has worked among for so long—and about
the people who preserve and revere them—shakes the very foundation on which she
has built her life.

Contributor Bio
EVA JURCZYK is a writer and librarian living in Toronto. She has written for Jezebel,
The Awl, The Rumpus, and Publishers Weekly. This is her first novel.
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The Department of Rare Books and Special Collections
A Novel
Eva Jurczyk

Key Selling Points:
• Book about books: Fascinating "book about books" with a dark yet quirky edge, by a
promising debut author

• Stunning writing: The elegant writing and character development make this an
unforgettable read that will appeal to a wide commercial audience

• Regional sales: Canadian author and setting

• Author/story region: Author lives in Toronto, Canada, and the story takes place in
Toronto

Summary
There are darks secrets lurking between the stacks of these dusty books...

Liesl Weiss has been (mostly) happy working in the rare books department of a large
university, managing details and working behind the scenes to make the head of the
department look good. But when her boss has a stroke and she's left to run things, she
discovers that the library's most prized manuscript is missing.

Liesl tries to sound the alarm and inform the police about the missing priceless book,
but is told repeatedly to keep quiet, to keep the doors open and the donors happy. But
then a librarian goes missing as well. Liesl must investigate both disappearances,
unspooling her colleagues' pasts like the threads of a rare book binding as it becomes
clear that someone in the department must be responsible for the theft. What Liesl
discovers about the dusty manuscripts she has worked among for so long—and about
the people who preserve and revere them—shakes the very foundation on which she
has built her life.

Contributor Bio
EVA JURCZYK is a writer and librarian living in Toronto. She has written for Jezebel,
The Awl, The Rumpus, and Publishers Weekly. This is her first novel.
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The Haunting of Leigh Harker
Darcy Coates

Key Selling Points:
• Beloved, bestselling author: Darcy Coates is a USA Today bestselling author with an
extensive, bingeable backlist; once readers devour their first Darcy Coates book, they'll
be back for more!

• Compelling read: Classically scary and atmospheric with unforgettable characters and a
spooky twist readers will love

• Perfect YA crossover: Darcy's content is appropriate for teens who love horror and are
looking for their next favorite author

• Fresh new voice: Coates often appears on media roundups of fresh new voices

• Author/story location: Darcy Coates lives in Australia, and the story is set in an
undisclosed suburb

Summary
A chilling ghost story from USA Today bestselling author and rising queen of
horror Darcy Coates

Leigh Harker is certain her house is haunted. Curtains open by themselves. Radios turn
off and on. And a dark figure looms outside her bedroom door at night, watching
her...waiting for her to finally let down her guard and fall asleep.

Despite appearances, despite all logic, Leigh knows she's no longer alone.

Pushed to her limits but unwilling to abandon her beloved home, Leigh's determined to
find answers. But the more she digs, the more she begins to suspect that her house is
keeping troubling secrets...and some of them could be deadly.

Contributor Bio
DARCY COATES is the USA Today bestselling author of Hunted, The Haunting of
Ashburn House, Craven Manor, and more than a dozen horror and suspense titles. She
lives on the Central Coast of Australia with her family, cats, and a garden full of herbs
and vegetables.
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The Ravenous Dead
Darcy Coates

Key Selling Points:
• Beloved, bestselling author: Darcy Coates is a USA Today bestseller with a strong digital
fanbase primed to break into print

• Fresh new voice: Coates often appears on media roundups of fresh new voices. Craven
Manor was a 2018 Goodreads Choice Award Nominee for Best Horror Novel

• Haunting prose: Her books are classically scary and atmospheric, with unforgettable
characters

• Author/story location: Darcy Coates resides near Sydney, Australia

Summary
Second in the chilling Gravekeeper series by USA Today bestselling author
Darcy Coates

When Keira woke in a strange forest, she remembered only two things: she can see
ghosts, and strange, mask-wearing men were hunting her. She thought she would be
forever haunted, but now, with the help of unexpected new allies, she's coming into
her own.

Yet the dead still whisper to Keira at night, and soon she'll be faced with an insatiable
darkness—a powerful ghost fueled by rage and a dreadful, dangerous hunger that can
never be quenched.

Contributor Bio
DARCY COATES is the USA Today bestselling author of Hunted, The Haunting of
Ashburn House, Craven Manor, and more than a dozen horror and suspense titles. She
lives on the Central Coast of Australia with her family, cats, and a garden full of herbs
and vegetables.
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The Texas Job
Reavis Z. Wortham

Key Selling Points:
• Award-winning author: Reavis won the Spur Award in 2019, as well as awards from True
West Magazine and the Will Rogers Memorial Award

• Exceptional reviews: Author consistently receives starred reviews; Library Journal stated
"C. J. Box fans would like this title [The Right Side of Wrong]"

• Fast-paced storytelling: The evocative writing hooks readers from the first page and holds
them until the last

• Author/story location: Reavis Wortham lives in Northeast Texas, and the story takes
place in Northeast Texas

Summary
Texas Ranger Tom Bell lands in a community rife with murder and corruption,
controlled by a consortium so powerful that even a Texas Ranger is
expendable if he gets in their way

Texas Ranger Tom Bell is tracking a fugitive killer when he rides into Pine Top, a hastily
erected shanty-town crawling with rough and desperate men-oil drillers, come by the
thousands in search of work.

It soon becomes apparent that the lawman's poking around has irritated the wrong
people, and when two failed attempts are made on his life, Bell knows that he's getting
closer to finding out who is responsible for cheating and murdering the local
landowners in order to access the rich oil fields flowing beneath their farms. When they
ambush him for a third time while he's out with a local woman he's fallen for, they
make the deadly mistake of killing her and leaving him alive.

Contributor Bio
REAVIS Z. WORTHAM is the critically acclaimed author of the Texas Red River Mysteries
set in rural Northeast Texas in the 1960s. He is also the author of a thriller series
featuring Texas Ranger Sonny Hawke. He teaches writing at a wide variety of venues,
including local libraries and writers' conferences. Wortham has been a newspaper
columnist and magazine writer since 1988, and has been the Humo...
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Murder Most Festive
A Cozy Christmas Mystery
Ada Moncrieff

Key Selling Points:
• Christmas-themed mysteries are a trend on the rise, and Murder Most Festive checks
all the cozy holiday boxes

• Historical setting and country house location make this mystery perfect for fans of
Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers, and other classic authors

• Unexpected twists and turns make this an uputdownable books that readers will want
to puzzle through

• The story is set in England and the author lives in England

Summary
Imagine being stuck indoors with your family, waiting for something to
happen... and then disaster strikes.

Christmas 1938. The Westbury family and assorted friends have gathered together for
another legendary Christmas at their Sussex mansion. As family tensions simmer on
Christmas Eve, the champagne flows, the silver sparkles and upstairs the bedrooms
are made up ready for their occupants. But one bed will lie empty that night...

Come Christmas morning, guest David Campbell-Scott is found lying dead in the snow,
with only a hunting rifle lying beside him and one set of footprints leading to the body.
But something doesn't seem right to amateur sleuth Hugh Gaveston. Campbell-Scott
had just returned from the East with untold wealth—why would he kill himself? Hugh
sets out to investigate...

Contributor Bio
ADA MONCRIEFF was born in London. She studied English at Cambridge University, and
has worked in theatre, publishing and as a teacher. Murder Most Festive is her first
novel.
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Ghost Stories of an Antiquary
M. R. James, Leslie S. Klinger, Eric J. Guignard

Key Selling Points:
• Haunted Library of Horror Classics: A new addition to the acclaimed series

• Must-have horror story: The stories in this collection are described by a reader as
"among the best tales of ghostly terror ever written."

• Originator of the antiquarian ghost story: Author Montague Rhodes James (1862-1936) is
known as the originator of the "antiquarian ghost story"

• Series information: Classic horror stories. Lesser-known classics and supplemental
information for well-known stories. Currated by Leslie S. Klinger and Eric Guignard. Not
necessary to read in order

Summary
Dive into this collection of exquisite horror stories—just make sure to have
the lights on and the doors locked

First published in 1904, Ghost Stories of an Antiquary contains eight tales of
supernatural horror by genre master M. R. James. Highly regarded as a masterwork of
horror, this collection is a must-have for fans of the frightful.

The stories in this collection include: "Canon Alberic's Scrap-Book," "Lost Hearts," "The
Mezzotint," "The Ash-Tree," "Number 13," "Count Magnus," "Oh, Whistle and I'll Come
to You, My Lad," and "The Treasure of Abbot Thomas."

Contributor Bio
MONTAGUE RHOSES JAMES (1862-1936) was an English author, medievalist scholar,
and provost of Rhodes College and Eton College. He is known as the originator of the
"antiquarian ghost story."
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781464215377
Pub Date: 1/11/2022
On Sale Date: 1/11/2022
$14.99/£11.99 UK
Trade Paperback

272 Pages
Fiction  /  Horror
FIC015000
Series: Haunted Library Horror
Classics

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Gothic Classics: The Castle of Otranto and The Old
English Baron
Horace Walpole, Clara Reeve, Leslie S. Klinger, Eric J. Guignard

Key Selling Points:
• Haunted Library of Horror Classics: A new addition to the acclaimed series!

• Must-have horror: This book established the horror story as a literary movement.
Readers will enjoy tracing Walpole's influences in the horror genre--from Edgar Allan
Poe to Stephen King

• Horror is trending: Horror is hot, and fans will love these classic (and timeless) tales

• Series information: Acclaimed series of re-issued classic horror stories by masters and
trailblazers of the genre. Not necessary to read in order.

Summary
The newest addition to the highly acclaimed Haunted Library of Horror
Classics series—something haunts this castle, and it won't stop until justice is
served...

Manfred, the lord of the castle of Otranto, has long lived in dread of an ancient
prophecy: it's foretold that when his family line ends, the true owner of the castle will
appear and claim it. In a desperate bid to keep the castle, Manfred plans to coerce a
young woman named Isabella into marrying him.

But Isabella isn't having it and refuses to yield to Manfred's reprehensible plan. She
successfully escapes into the depths of the castle, but it quickly becomes clear that
Manfred isn't the only threat. As Isabella loses herself in the seemingly endless
hallways below, voices reverberate from the walls and specters wander through the
dungeons. It would appear Otranto is alive and seeking revenge for the sins of the
past...

Contributor Bio
HORACE WALPOLE (1717-1897) was an English writer, art historian, man of letters,
and collector known for his novel The Castle of Otranto.
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781464215407
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
On Sale Date: 9/7/2021
$14.99
Trade Paperback

272 Pages
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022020
Series: British Library Crime
Classics

8 in H | 5.3 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Port of London Murders
Josephine Bell

Key Selling Points:
• Contemporary edge: This gritty addition to the British Library Crime Classics
highlights issues of poverty, smuggling, and illegal drugs

• Acclaimed series: The British Library Crime Classics, with reviews by the New York
Times and Washington Post, have received twenty-nine starred reviews to date!

• Highly collectible: The beautiful covers and cohesive, curated look are prized by
collectors and readers alike

• Series information: For fans of Golden Age crime fiction and traditional mysteries.
Series aims to uncover and revitalize classics and reintroduce British authors, novels,
and short stories long forgotten. Curated by award-winning crime writer Martin
Edwards. Not necessary to read in order.

• Story location: The story is set in London's Docklands

Summary
A suicide, a derelict barge, and floating pink chiffon nightdresses…

When the San Angelo drifts into port in the Pool of London, telephones begin to ring
across the capital and an intricate series of events is set in motion. Beset by dreadful
storms in the Bay of Biscay, the ship, along with the "mixed cargo" it carries, is late.

Unaware of the machinations of avaricious importers, wayward captains, and
unscrupulous traders, docklands residents Harry Reed and June Harvey are thrust
together by a riverside accident, before being swept into the current of a dark plot
developing on the harborside.

First published in 1938, this early novel from one of the great Golden Age mystery
writers skillfully delivers a compelling tale of murder set against a gritty portrayal of life
alongside the Thames.

This edition also includes an Introduction by series editor CWA Diamond Dagger-Award
winning author Martin Edwards.

Contributor Bio
JOSEPHINE BELL (1897-1987) was the pseudonym of Doris Bell Collier, an English
physician and author of more than sixty novels. She is best known for her series
detective Dr. David Wintringham. Bell was instrumental in the founding of the Crime
Writers' Association and served as chair from 1959 to 1960.
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781464214813
Pub Date: 10/12/2021
On Sale Date: 10/12/2021
$14.99
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022050
Series: British Library Crime
Classics

8 in H | 5.3 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Surprise for Christmas and Other Seasonal Mysteries
Martin Edwards

Key Selling Points:
• Highly acclaimed series: The British Library Crime Classics, with reviews by the
New York Times and Washington Post, have received twenty-nine starred reviews to
date!

• Seasonal appeal: Christmas mysteries are perennial favorites that appeal to
mystery and non-mystery readers alike

• Highly collectible: The beautiful covers and cohesive, curated look are prized by
collectors and readers alike

• Series information: For fans of Golden Age crime fiction and traditional mysteries.
Series aims to uncover and revitalize classics and reintroduce British authors, novels,
and short stories long forgotten. Curated by award-winning crime writer Martin
Edwards. Not necessary to read in order

• Story location: The stories take place across Britain

Summary
A postman murdered while delivering cards on Christmas morning. A
Christmas pine growing over a forgotten homicide. A Yuletide heist gone
horribly wrong…

When there's as much murder as magic in the air and the facts seem to point to the
impossible, it's up to the detective's trained eye to unwrap the clues and neatly tie
together an explanation (preferably with a bow on top).

Martin Edwards has once again gathered the best of these seasonal stories into a
stellar anthology brimming with rare tales, fresh as fallen snow, and classics from the
likes of Julian Symons, Margery Allingham, Anthony Gilbert, and Cyril Hare. A most
welcome surprise indeed, and perfect to be shared between super-sleuths by the fire
on a cold winter's night.

Contributor Bio
MARTIN EDWARDS is an award-winning crime writer, a well-known crime fiction critic,
and series consultant to the British Library's Crime Classics. He has edited thirty-seven
anthologies and published diverse nonfiction books. He was the recipient of the CWA
Diamond Dagger Award in 2020. Edwards was elected president of the Detection Club
in 2015 and serves as chair of the Crime Writers, Associatio...
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781464215438
Pub Date: 11/9/2021
On Sale Date: 11/9/2021
$14.99
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022020
Series: British Library Crime
Classics

8 in H | 5.3 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Corpse in the Waxworks
A Paris Mystery
John Dickson Carr

Key Selling Points:
• Includes bonus material: Contains a rare, locked-room mystery story "The Murder in
Number Four"

• Acclaimed series: The British Library Crime Classics, with reviews by the New York Times
and Washington Post, have received twenty-nine starred reviews to date!

• Highly collectible: The beautiful covers and cohesive, curated look are prized by
collectors and readers alike

• Series information: For fans of Golden Age crime fiction and traditional mysteries. Series
aims to uncover and revitalize classics and reintroduce British authors, novels, and
short stories long forgotten. Curated by award-winning crime writer Martin Edwards.
Not necessary to read in order

• Story location: The story takes place in Paris

Summary
"The purpose, the illusion, the spirit of a waxworks. It is an atmosphere of
death. It is soundless and motionless... Do you see?"

Last night Mademoiselle DuchÃªne was seen heading into the Gallery of Horrors at the
Musée Augustin waxworks, alive. Today she was found in the Seine, murdered. The
museum's proprietor, long perturbed by the unnatural vitality of his figures, claims that
he saw one of them following the victim into the dark--a lead that Henri Bencolin, head
of the Paris police and expert of 'impossible' crimes, cannot possibly resist.

Surrounded by the eerie noises of the night, Bencolin prepares to enter the ill-fated
waxworks, his associate Jeff Marle and the victim's fiancé in tow. Waiting within,
beneath the glass-eyed gaze of a leering waxen satyr, is a gruesome discovery and the
first clues of a twisted and ingenious mystery.

First published in 1932 at the height of crime fiction's Golden Age, this macabre and
atmospheric dive into the murky underground of Parisian society presents an intelligent
puzzle delivered at a stunning pace. This new edition also includes the rare Inspector
Bencolin short...

Contributor Bio
JOHN DICKSON CARR (1906â€“1977) was a hugely popular and prolific author of crime
fiction, regarded as one of the finest writers of Golden Age mysteries. He was one of
only two Americans ever admitted to the Detection Club, a prestigious honor among
writers.
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781464215490
Pub Date: 12/7/2021
On Sale Date: 12/7/2021
$14.99
Trade Paperback

304 Pages
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022060
Series: British Library Crime
Classics

8 in H | 5.3 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Murder's a Swine
A Second World War Mystery
Nap Lombard

Key Selling Points:
• Exceptional writing: The original New York Times review on September 12, 1943,
called the sleuthing newlyweds in this mystery "...an amusing pair, and not bad sleuths
either"

• Acclaimed series: The British Library Crime Classics, with reviews by the New York
Times and Washington Post, have received twenty-nine starred reviews to date!

• Highly collectible: The beautiful covers and cohesive, curated look are prized by
collectors and readers alike

• Series information: For fans of Golden Age crime fiction and traditional mysteries.
Series aims to uncover and revitalize classics and reintroduce British authors, novels,
and short stories long forgotten. Curated by award-winning crime writer Martin
Edwards. Not necessary to read in order

• Story location: The story takes place in London, England

Summary
A murderer could be living right next door...

London. 1943. When newlyweds Agnes and Andrew Kinghof are present for the
discovery of a corpse in the air-raid shelter of their apartment building, the two set to
work on putting their amateur detective skills to work (much to the chagrin of
Andrew's uncle at Scotland Yard).

The dead man's sister, a neighbor, is nearly frightened to death by the appearance of a
grinning pig's head outside her window, and she claims to be threatened by someone
calling himself "The Pig." The newlyweds deduce that it must be someone who lives in
the same apartment building, which houses, amongst others; a medical student, a civil
servant with fascist sympathies, and a French widow.

Contributor Bio
NAP LOMBARD was the pen name of Pamela Hansford Johnson and Neil Stewart.
Johnson was a playwright and author, whose debut, This Bed Thy Centre (1935), was a
controversial success about a young couple's sexual frustration as the result of a long
engagement. Stewart was an Australian journalist and author who served in the British
Army during the Second World War. Together they cowrote two light-he...
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781464215469
Pub Date: 2/8/2022
On Sale Date: 2/8/2022
$14.99
Trade Paperback

272 Pages
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022060
Series: British Library Crime
Classics

8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.7 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Chianti Flask
Marie Belloc Lowndes

Key Selling Points:
• Collectible: The beautiful covers and cohesive, curated look of the British Library Crime
Classics series are prized by collectors and readers alike

• Highly-acclaimed series: The British Library Crime Classics have received thirty starred
reviews to date!

• Series information: Part of the British Crime Classics series. Not necessary to read in
order.

Summary
Is it true that there's no smoke without fire?

An enigmatic young woman named Laura Dousland is on trial for murder, accused of
poisoning her elderly husband, Fordish. The couple's Italian servant, Angelo Terugi,
chief witness for the prosecution, yet is on the stand and also under suspicion. At the
heart of the puzzle of Fordish Dousland's death is the Chianti flask that almost certainly
held the wine containing the poison that killed him. But the flask has disappeared, and
all attempts to trace it have come to nothing.

Marie Belloc Lowndes's novel is, in essence, a psychological study into the bitter effects
of murder and its aftermath, both on the person accused and those close to her. Only
in the closing pages is the mystery of the Chianti flask finally unraveled.

Contributor Bio
Journalist, suffragist, and best-selling novelist MARIE BELLOC LOWNDES (1868-1947)
was the only daughter of French barrister Louis Belloc and British feminist campaigner
Bessie Rayner Parkes. Many of her works were crime novels, which combined clever
plotting with psychological exploration of their protagonists, including the first
novelisation of Jack the Ripper, The Lodger, which became an early...
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781464215902
Pub Date: 2/4/2022
On Sale Date: 2/4/2022
$14.99/£11.99 UK
Trade Paperback

272 Pages
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022030
Series: Library of Congress Crime
Classics

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Metropolitan Opera Murders
Helen Traubel

Key Selling Points:
• Unique hook: Author's background as a Wagnerian soprano with the Metropolitan Opera
lends authenticity and a unique behind-the-scenes perspective to this entertaining
mystery

• Established series: Part of the acclaimed Library of Congress Crime Classics series,
introducing a new generation of readers to classic America crime fiction

• Fantastic opera humor: The tongue-in-cheek humor has broad appeal, along with many
inside jokes for opera buffs

• Series information: The Library of Congress Crime Classics series presents a rich and
diverse selection of some of the finest American crime writing. Titles are drawn from
the Library's unequaled collection of scarce and out-of-print gems, spanning the 1860s
to the 1960s

Summary
Follow Lt. Quentin as he races to uncover the Metropolitan Opera murderer
before another is slain...

When the prompter falls dead during the second act of Richard Wagner's Die Walküre
during a matinee performance at the Metropolitan Opera, as one can imagine, it causes
quite a stir, especially when it is discovered that the deceased, a one time world
famous Heldentenor has been poisoned. The detective assigned to the case, Lt.
Quentin, finds himself immersed in the back stage drama of professional opera. His
task is made more difficult when he decides that it had really been the star soprano
who had been the intended victim, and not the prompter. Will he be able to solve the
case before there is another Metropolitan Opera Murder?

Contributor Bio
HELEN FRANCESCA TRAUBEL (June 16, 1899-July 28, 1972) was an American born
soprano best known for singing Wagnerian roles such as Isolde and Brünnehilde. Born
in St. Louis, Missouri, she sang at the Metropolitan Opera in New York from 1937 to
1953. After her career in opera she also performed in musicals and films. She wrote
two mysteries: The Ptomaine Canary, a novella that appeared in serial for...
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781728239743
Pub Date: 5/4/2021
On Sale Date: 5/4/2021
$15.99
Trade Paperback

400 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022100

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 in T
Status: ACTIVE

Before She Was Helen
Caroline B. Cooney

Key Selling Points:
• International bestselling author: Caroline B. Cooney has sold more than fifteen million
books worldwide, including the breakout hit The Face on the Milk Carton

• Award Winner: Before She Was Helen is an Edgar nominee for Best Novel

• Ideal for book clubs and mystery readers: Cooney's narrative is a perfect blend of humorous
situations with the darker undertones of truly devastating secrets that mystery and
book-club fiction fans alike will devour

• A Caroline B. Cooney book for adults: Before She Was Helen will appeal to the millions of
readers who grew up with Cooney and who will clamor for the opportunity to revisit a
beloved, favorite author

• Older protagonists resonate with readers: Readers will love Clemmie's complex nature as it
draws them in while making them second-guess her intentions

• Author/story location: Caroline B. Cooney lives in South Carolina where Before She Was
Helen takes place

Summary
Her life didn't turn out the way she expected--so she made herself a new one.
But can she truly outrun her past? Now in paperback!

When Clemmie goes next door to check on her difficult and unlikeable neighbor, Dom,
he isn't there. But something else is. Something stunning, beautiful and inexplicable.
Clemmie photographs the wondrous object on her cell phone and makes the
irrevocable error of forwarding it. As the picture swirls over the internet and an
ominous man starts hounding her, Clemmie tries desperately to keep a grip on her own
personal network of secrets. Can fifty years of careful hiding under names not her own
be ruined by one careless picture?

And although what Clemmie finds is a work of art, what the police find is a body... and
she was the last person at the crime scene, where she left her fingerprints. Suddenly
thrown into the heart of a twisted investigation, Clemmie finds herself the
uncomfortable subject of intense scrutiny. And the bland, quiet life Clemmie has built
for herself in her sleepy South Carolina retirement community comes crashing down as
her dark past surges into the present.

Contributor Bio
CAROLINE B. COONEY is the bestselling author of teen suspense, mystery, and
romance novels that have sold over fifteen million copies worldwide, including The Face
on the Milk Carton. Cooney lives in South Carolina.
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781728243177
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
On Sale Date: 9/7/2021
$16.99
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Fiction  /  Thrillers
FIC031080

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Summoning
A Novel
J.P. Smith

Key Selling Points:
• Critically acclaimed author: J. P. Smith's writing has received positive critical reviews,
including a starred review from Publishers Weekly, and his previous novel, The
Discovery of Light, was a B&N Discover title

• Un-Put-Downable: Compelling hook with a "fake" medium makes The Summoning a
must-read for fans of psychological suspense

• Author/story location: Smith lives in the North Shore of Massachusetts, and the story
takes place in New York City

Summary
The séances she hosts are fake. It's just a way for her to make a somewhat
dishonest living... But what will she do when the dead start talking back?

Widow. Mother. Actor. Alone.

That's how Kit Capriol describes herself to her therapist not long after losing her
husband on 9/11. Sixteen years later, with her teenage daughter in a coma following
an accident, Kit's life has become almost unrecognizable. Her acting career never took
off, and now she scrapes by as a medium, staying just on the right side of the law and
holding séances for desperate, wealthy clients.

But after she meets an intriguing man at her neighborhood bar, things take a strange
turn. Kit's séances, which started out as pure acting, have become something far
different. Is she going crazy, or is David somehow gaslighting her? Either way, Kit soon
realizes she is dealing with forces well out of her control.

Contributor Bio
J. P. SMITH is the author of The Drowning and several other critically acclaimed novels.
He lives on the North Shore of Massachusetts.
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781464215193
Pub Date: 9/14/2021
On Sale Date: 9/14/2021
$15.99/£11.99 UK
Trade Paperback

272 Pages
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022040
Series: Lady Adelaide Mysteries

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Farewell Blues
Maggie Robinson

Key Selling Points:
• Broad audience appeal: Appeals to readers of traditional mysteries, historical fiction fans,
and the author's romance fan base

• Relatable main character: The heroine is likable and relatable, the voice is smart and
humorous, and the mystery is a satisfying romp

• Series Information: Last in series. For fans of historical cozies. Daughter of Marquess
and widow of Great War hero sleuth. Ghost of late husband. Picturesque English
setting. Detective love interest. Best read in order

• Author/story location: Maggie lives in the greater Portland, Maine, area, and the story is
set in England

Summary
The Society Scandal of the Season...

Lady Adelaide Compton had prepared herself to say goodbye forever to Detective
Inspector Devenand Hunter. It would be a welcome relief not to get mixed up in any
more murders, even if it meant never working alongside the handsome detective
again...wouldn't it?

But then Addie's prim and proper mother, Constance, the Dowager Marchioness of
Broughton, is accused of murdering her secret lover, and there can't be enough
gentlemen detectives on hand to find the truth. The dead Duke of Rufford appeared to
lead a blameless life, but appearances can be deceiving. And unless Addie and Dev
work together, Constance will hang—which is no one's idea of a happy ending.

Contributor Bio
MAGGIE ROBINSON is a former teacher, library clerk, and mother of four who woke up
in the middle of the night absolutely compelled to create the perfect man and use as
many adjectives and adverbs as possible doing so. A transplanted New Yorker, she lives
with her not-quite-perfect husband in Maine, where the cold winters are ideal for
staying indoors and writing.
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781464213458
Pub Date: 9/21/2021
On Sale Date: 9/21/2021
$15.99/£11.99 UK
Trade Paperback

384 Pages
Fiction  /  Thrillers
FIC030000
Series: Daniel Rinaldi Thrillers

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Panic Attack
Dennis Palumbo

Key Selling Points:
• Author adds authenticity to character: Author Dennis Palumbo is a practicing
board-certified therapist in Los Angeles, lending authenticity to Daniel Rinaldi's
character; Kirkus Reviews calls him "Jack Reacher with a psychology degree"

• Highly praised author: Dennis's 2018 title, Head Wounds, was well-reviewed by
trade publications, including Publishers Weekly who called it "engrossing," as well as
major mystery media like Suspense Magazine, and mystery/thriller authors, such as
Thomas Perry, Timothy Hallinan, and Joseph Finder

• Trendy setting: Pittsburgh setting is trending, with the city making the 2018-19
"best of" lists for everything from colleges, jobs, and affordable homes to sports, being
"eco-friendly," being "hipster friendly," and places to retire

• Series information: For fans of psychological suspense, police procedurals, and
psychological forensics. Male psychologist tangled up in a dangerous and political
conspiracy theory. Not necessary to read in order.

• Author/story location: Dennis Palumbo lives in Los Angeles, California, and Panic
Attack takes place in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Summary
A shooter takes deadly aim, and throws a city into panic

Psychologist Daniel Rinaldi is no stranger to trauma. A survivor of not one, but two
attempts on his life by a deranged killer, the therapist also counsels trauma patients in
his private practice, and contracts with the Pittsburgh Police to help victims of violent
crime cope with their experience. When a sports mascot is gunned down mid-field by a
sniper at a college football game he attends, Rinaldi becomes an accidental yet integral
part of the investigation. To begin with, the victim in the costume is not the person
who was supposed to be wearing it.

When the actual "Teasdale Tiger" hears the news, he suffers a crippling panic attack
and calls on Rinaldi to talk him through it. From there, Rinaldi seems to be in all the
wrong places at all the wrong times, as the sniper continues his killing spree. Meeting
with resistance from members of the Pittsburgh Police force and taking dangerous risks
in pursuit of the killer, Rinaldi puts his career and his life in harm's way as he races to
f...

Contributor Bio
Formerly a Hollywood screenwriter, DENNIS PALUMBO is now a licensed
psychotherapist in private practice. He's the author of a mystery collection, From Crime
to Crime, and his short fiction has appeared in numerous publications. Palumbo lives in
California.
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781492684091
Pub Date: 9/28/2021
On Sale Date: 9/28/2021
$8.99/£6.99 UK
Mass Market

384 Pages
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022120
Series: Stationery Shop Mystery

7 in H | 4.8 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Glitter End
Vivian Conroy

Key Selling Points:
• Praise for the series: Booklist praised the "spunky heroine," and Fresh Fiction loved the
"oh so endearing" quirky characters

• Unique small-town setting: Fantastic rural Montana setting with a police dog character and
a crafting hook that directly appeal to the cozy readership

• Series information: For fans of crafting cozies, small-town hijinks, and canine sidekicks.
Female stationery shop owner amateur sleuth. For fans of Kate Carlisle and Laura
Childs. Quirky characters drive the humor. Not necessary to read in order.

• Story location: The story is set in rural Montana

Summary
Murder, mayhem, and...miniatures? Delta's team will have to analyze every
tiny clue in this case if they want to free their friend and save face!

Delta Douglas is settling into small-town life in Tundish, Montana, and her stationery
shop is thriving. But when Delta asks well-known Montana artist Tilly Tay to display a
miniature version of a mining town in her shop, Wanted, trouble soon comes into the
fold...

Tilly is obsessed with getting everything just right before the unveiling, but when her
grand reveal showcases a tiny murder, an element Tilly swears she did not add,
confusion sweeps the crowd. That's when a body is discovered perfectly mirroring
Tilly's display. With the artist in custody and Delta's shop cast under a cloud of bad
press, Delta and her faithful Paper Posse, along with Jonas and his canine sidekick,
Spud, must crack the case and save Wanted's reputation.

Contributor Bio
VIVIAN CONROY is the author of the Cornish Castle, Country Gift Shop, and Lady
Alkmene Mystery series. Besides writing, Vivian enjoys hiking, collecting stationery,
and trying new desserts, especially if chocolate is involved.
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Poisoned Pen Press
9781492684312
Pub Date: 10/26/2021
On Sale Date: 10/26/2021
$8.99/£6.99 UK
Mass Market

336 Pages
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022130
Series: Italian Chef Mysteries

7 in H | 4.8 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Enemy You Gnocchi
Catherine Bruns

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Catherine Bruns is a USA Today bestselling author who loves to
connect with her eager audience and foster her readership

• An entire series for readers to fall in love with: The third in the series, The Enemy You
Gnocchi gives readers another peek into the charming world of Harvest Park, with
more of the characters they know and love, plus some new favorites on the way!

• Escapist read with popular cozy themes: Food-and-dessert-based cozy + holiday-themed
read = the perfect escape

• Series information: For fans of food and dessert-based cozies. For fans of holiday reads
set in a small town. Female restaurant owner amateur sleuth. Cat sidekick. For fans of
Joanne Fluke and Sally Goldenbaum. Quirky characters drive the humor. Includes
recipes. Not necessary to read in order.

• Author/Story Location: Catherine lives in New York, and the story takes place in New
York City

Summary
It's the deadliest thyme of the year in this third book in the Italian Chef cozy
mystery series!

It's the holiday season in Harvest Park, and the town is in a flurry of activity leading up
to the popular Festival of Lights display! Tessa Esposito, chef and owner of Anything's
Pastable, is keeping all things merry, bright, and delicious for everyone.

But a dark cloud looms when Mario Russo, the new proprietor of More Mocha, decides
it's thyme to sleigh his competition. Mario's new espresso bar has been stealing
customers from Java Time, owned by Tessa's beloved friend Archie.

Things go from less-than-jolly to bleak when Mario, dressed up like Santa, is found
dead in the snow during the festival with one of Archie's knives beside him. Suspicion
begins to snowball around town, and Tessa knows that it's up to her to prove her
friend's innocence—and stop a cold-blooded killer—before it becomes the deadliest
time of year...

Contributor Bio
CATHERINE BRUNS is the USA Today bestselling author of the Cookies & Chance and
Italian Chef Mysteries. She lives in New York with her very patient husband, three
sons, and several spoiled pets. Catherine has a bachelor of arts in English and is a
former newspaper reporter and press release writer.
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A Murder Like No Author
Amy Lillard

Key Selling Points:
• Established author: Amy Lillard is a successful romance author breaking into the
mystery space with an eager audience

• Fun book-to-film hook: Fun movie hook is the perfect next-in-series, with a plot setup
that picks up the threads that readers will recognize from book two

• Series information: For fans of book-themed cozies and the book-in-a-book theme or
books to movie. Movie premiere in a small town. Female bookstore owner, book club
organizer, amateur slueth. Quirky set of little old ladies. For fans of Kate Carlisle and
Denise Swanson. Small town with quirky characters

• Author and story location: Amy lives in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and the story is set in the
fictitious Sugar Springs, Mississippi

Summary
Bookstore owner Arlo and her Friday night book club sleuths are going to
have to read between the lines to solve this mystery!

It's movie time in Sugar Springs, and the whole town is pitching together to get the
historical Coliseum Theater ready for the event of the year—the local premiere of
Missing Girl, local author Wally Harrison's bestselling novel-turned-film.

Thrilled to bring tourists to Sugar Springs, the town comes together to host the late
local author's event. But when a stranger comes to town boasting he has definitive
proof that Wally didn't write Missing Girl...well, things begin to change. Mishaps start
taking place around the theater—and then the stranger is discovered dead in his room
at the Inn right before his press conference.

Can Arlo and her Friday night book club sleuth out the killer and solve the mystery
before the town's Hollywood dreams go up in smoke?

Contributor Bio
AMY LILLARD is the award-winning author of several Amish romances. She is a
member of RWA, ACFW, NINC, and the Author's Guild. She lives in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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Where There's a Will
Sulari Gentill

Key Selling Points:
• Award-winning author: Sulari Gentill is the recipient of the 2018 Ned Kelly Award for
Best Crime Fiction, and her books have been shortlisted for and won numerous Davitt
Awards

• Acclaimed Series: The Rowland Sinclair Mysteries have received glowing praise and
starred reviews, including a starred review from Library Journal saying, " Gentill works
in historical events that add verisimilitude to her story"

• Historical, fact-based mystery: Author provides a deft blend of historical fact and fiction
along with a solid mystery that will engross and entertain mystery and historical
readers alike

• Series information: For fans of international and historical mysteries. Jazz age Australian
crime fiction. For fans of Agatha Christie. Bohemian black sheep main character in
1930s. Not necessary to read in order

• Author/story location: Sulari lives in Australia, and the story is set in Boston,
Massachusetts

Summary
There are few things more dangerous than a disinherited family...

When Rowland Sinclair receives word of his friend Daniel Cartwright's death, he sets
out immediately from Singapore to Boston to honor the American millionaire's last
wishes to execute his will. He is met with the outrage and anguish of a family spurned
in favor of a missing heir about whom no one seems to have any knowledge—one Otis
Norcross.

As Rowly battles pressure from all sides to declare the mysterious heir nonexistent, he
finds evidence at Daniel's New York City apartment to suggest that Otis was his lover.
As he and his friends follow leads up and down the Eastern seaboard, they learn some
painful truths about the consequences of Daniel's sexual orientation.

Contributor Bio
After setting out to study astrophysics, graduating in law, and then abandoning her
legal career to write books, SULARI GENTILL now grows French black truffles on her
farm in the foothills of the Snowy Mountains of Australia. Sulari's A Decline in Prophets
(the second book in the series) was the winner of the Davitt Award for Best Adult
Crime Fiction 2012. She was also shortlisted for Best First B...
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Up to No Gouda
Linda Reilly

Key Selling Points:
• Accelerated pub schedule: An accelerated release to build buzz and create a bingeable
series is perfect for an eager cozy audience who devours books quickly

• Well-connected cozy author: A member of Sisters in Crime, Cat Writers' Association, and
Mystery Writers of America, Linda is a fantastic, well-connected cozy author with a
brand new hook to help build her fan base

• Fresh culinary hook: Culinary cozies are the strongest subset of the cozy mystery genre,
and a cheese series is a fresh way to bring some trendy comfort food to the space

• Series information: First in a new cheese-centered cozy. Female grilled cheese shop
owner sleuth. For fans of Joanne Fluke and Denise Swanson. Sharp culinary cozy

• Author/story location: Linda lives in New Hampshire, and the story is set in Vermont

Summary
The first in a new cozy series! There's a muenster of a problem in Balsam Dell
when a body is discovered at the Grilled Cheese Eatery

Healing from the death of her husband, Carly Hale moved home to Balsam Dell,
Vermont, to follow her dream of opening Carly's Grilled Cheese Eatery. Just five
months later, business is booming as vacationers and townspeople alike flock to lunch
on sandwiches. Except for one—Lyle Bagley, Carly's one-time high school boyfriend and
now town bully.

Lyle has just bought the building that houses the Eatery, and he wants Carly out.
Before she can even begin to fight his plans, Lyle shows up dead behind her dumpster
and now Carly has bigger cheese to grill. In order to save her Eatery, Carly must put
her nose to the rind and prove her innocence.

Contributor Bio
LINDA REILLY has previously been published by both Berkley and Kensington. A
member of Sisters in Crime, Cat Writers' Association, and Mystery Writers of America,
she lives in southern New Hampshire with her husband and her rescue cat.
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Something's Guava Give
Carrie Doyle

Key Selling Points:
• Exciting new series: A fresh cozy series with a killer tropical hook from the author of the
Hamptons Murder Mysteries

• A funny, capable heroine: Readers will love getting to know Plum Lockhart, a former
travel-magazine editor whose feisty New York style clashes hilariously with island life!

• Perfect setting: Beach settings are a popular trope within the genre that will draw in
armchair travelers

• Series information: For fans of island getaways and armchair travelers. Female villa
owner and broker transplanted from New York City. Exotic pet owner suspect. Tropical
theme with sharp humor. For fans of Denise Swanson and Bree Baker. Not necessary to
read in order

• Author and story location: Carrie lives in New York, and Something's Guava Give takes
place in the Caribbean

Summary
Villa broker and amateur sleuth Plum Lockhart must balance her new
business, quarreling neighbors, and a complicated love life on a tropical
island—all while tracking a devious killer!

Plum Lockhart went out on a limb when she ditched her corporate job in New York City
and moved to the Caribbean island of Paraiso. Now the head of her own villa broker
agency, Plum finds herself going head to head with her former boss and his evil (and
annoyingly handsome) deputy, Damian.

But when an old colleague asks her to connect with his snarky assistant, Arielle, the
sweet life turns sour—Arielle is soon found dead at the house of an eccentric tycoon,
Dieter Friederich. Known for his collection of exotic pets and success in the
acid-washed jeans market, Plum learns through the grapevine that the mulleted
millionaire is involved with some shady dealings. But he's not the only bad apple on the
island...

Once again Plum will have to fit an investigation with Juan Kevin Munoz, the steamy
director of security, into her jam-packed schedule. But there's a murderer hot on their
heels, and Plum will have to crack the case juiced in time!

Contributor Bio
A fan of mystery and crime novels and a cooking enthusiast, CARRIE DOYLE combined
all her interests to create Antonia Bingham, the star of the Hamptons Murder Mystery
series. Carrie is the author of several novels and five optioned screenplays. She splits
her time between New York City and East Hampton, New York.
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272 Pages
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
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Mysteries

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Bone Track
Sara E. Johnson

Key Selling Points:
• Critical acclaim: The first title in the series, Molten Mud Murder, received a starred
review, was named a Debut of the Month by Library Journal, has received praise from
indie booksellers, and was a hit with readers!

• Forensic appeal: Forensic investigations have ongoing appeal for readers who love
writers like Kathy Reichs and Patricia Cornwell, or the TV series Bones

• Gorgeous setting: Rugged, natural setting of the Milford Track in New Zealand is perfect
for armchair adventurers and lovers of the outdoors

• Author/story location: Sara E. Johnson lives in North Carolina, and the story takes place
in New Zealand

• Series information: For readers of international mysteries and forensic investigation
mysteries.

Summary
Something sinister lurks in the idyllic New Zealand landscape—and it's
stalking people.

American Alexa Glock, a traveling forensic investigator in New Zealand, is enjoying a
vacation hiking the majestic and remote Milford Track. Her holiday takes a sinister turn
when she encounters skeletal remains, with clear indications that the victim was
stabbed. Then a fellow hiker goes missing and later turns up dead. Her death was no
accident either, which means there's a killer lurking close by--perhaps staying in the
same lodge!

Detective Inspector Bruce Horne and Alexa's brother Charlie aid her investigation. As
she hikes "Bone Track," Alexa scrambles to survive earthquakes, landslides, and evil
that's hunting her.

Contributor Bio
SARAH E. JOHNSON lives in Durham, North Carolina. She worked as a middle school
reading specialist and local newspaper contributor before her husband lured her to New
Zealand for a year. Her first novel, Molten Mud Murder, is the result.
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The Day He Left
Frederick Weisel

Key Selling Points:
• For true-crime fans: A fascinating police procedural focusing on violent crime
investigations that will appeal to a broad mystery readership

• Gripping perspectives: Multiple POV narrative gives the reader a 360-degree view of the
various elements of the investigations

• Strong, edge-of-your-seat writing: Weisel's writing is gripping and intense, pulling the
reader right into the high-stakes world of life-and-death criminal investigation

• Author/story location: Frederick Weisel lives in Santa Rosa, California, and the story
takes place in Santa Rosa, California

• Series information: For fans of compelling police procedurals. Stoic detective haunted by
the past

Summary
Next in the Violent Crimes Investigations Team series—a middle school
teacher disappears, triggering a string of haunting and disturbing events that
makes for a disturbing game of connect-the-dots

A middle school teacher leaves home one morning and never arrives at his job. He
leaves behind his briefcase and his phone, along with photographs of some of his
female students.

Across town, a detective on Santa Rosa's Violent Crimes Investigations team joins a
colleague from the narcotics division as they investigate the killing of a dealer and local
heroin smuggling operation.

As the two cases converge in unexpected ways, secrets rise to the surface, and
everyone is a suspect.

Contributor Bio
FREDERICK WEISEL has been a writer and editor for more than thirty years, and his
articles have appeared in the Boston Globe, Washington Post, and Christian Science
Monitor. He lives with his wife in Santa Rosa, California.
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The Secret in the Wall
Ann Parker

Key Selling Points:
• Award-winning series: Silver Rush Mysteries have won several awards, including the
Willa Literary and the Colorado Gold, and have been nominated for the Agatha and the
Macavity Best Historical Novel

• Groundbreaking author: Ann Parker was one of twenty-on inaugural inductees to the
Colorado Authors Hall of Fame in 2019, along with Stephen King, Madeleine Albright,
Clive Cussler, and Louis L'Amour

• Author/story location: Ann Parker lives in the San Francisco Bay area, and the story is
set in nineteenth-century San Francisco

• Series information: An award-winning series. Pianist and music store owner amateur
sleuth.

Summary
Sometimes the past just won't stay buried

San Francisco music store owner Inez Stannert agrees to provide financial assistance
to boardinghouse proprietor Moira Krause. When the common wall of the abandoned
house adjoining Moira's is breached to expand her business, the corpse of a murdered
man tumbles out, along with a worn canvas bag holding a fortune in gold coins.

Then the locksmith who made the house's unbreakable locks is brutally slain, and the
keys vanish. Inez and private detective Wolter Roeland de Bruijn set out to uncover the
truth behind the killings..

Contributor Bio
ANN PARKER is the author of the award-winning Silver Rush historical mystery series
set in the 1880s, featuring music store owner and nineteenth-century angel investor
Inez Stannert. A science writer by day, Ann lives in the San Francisco Bay area and is a
member of Sisters in Crime, Mystery Writers of America, and Women Writing the West.
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Put Out to Pasture
Amanda Flower

Key Selling Points:
• Highly acclaimed and award-winning author: Amanda Flower is a USA Today bestselling and
an Agatha Award-winning author whose cozy Amish Quilt Shop, Amish Candy Shop,
and Magical Bookshop Mystery series are reader favorites

• Everything cozy readers love and something new: The Farm to Table Mystery series
introduces a fresh twist on the food mystery cozy trope with a focus on organic
farming, eating local, and all things that fall into the popular "modern farmhouse"
lifestyle

• Author/story location: Amanda Flower lives in Cleveland, Ohio, and Put Out to Pasture
takes place in rural Michigan

• Series information: For fans of small-town fiction and amateur sleuths. Main character
leaves corporate life for her family farm and country living. Not necessary to read in
order.

Summary
This year, the farmer's market has organic honey, tomatoes the size of your
head and...murder

Shiloh Bellamy saved her father's farm and is finally scraping by as a sustainable and
organic farmer in Michigan. Since moving back, she has reconnected with old friends,
including her best friend Kristy Brewer and Kristy's husband, Caine. Caine runs the
farmer's market with an iron fist, and no one is surprised when he's killed except for
Kristy who loved her husband despite his many faults. But when it's discovered that
Caine was having an affair, Kristy becomes the number-one suspect in the crime.

Shiloh must root out the real killer to save her best friend from prison in this cozy
mystery for fans of food, country living, and devious murder.

Contributor Bio
AMANDA FLOWER is a USA Today bestselling and Agatha Award-winning author of over
twenty cozy mystery novels. In addition to being an author, Amanda has been a
librarian for fifteen years and is starting an organic farm of her very own with her
family in Northeast Ohio.
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Grudge
Steven F. Havill

Key Selling Points:
• Exceptional, well-reviewed writing: Steven F. Havill's novels have been consistently
well-reviewed and received accolades, including True West Magazine's Best of the West
2019—One of the Top Five 20th- to 21st-Century Western Mysteries

• Strong interest for the Southwest: Regional Southwest focus provides a strong opportunity
for booksellers in that region

• Author location: Steven Havill lives in New Mexico, and the story is set in California

• Series information: Critcally acclaimed series set in the rugged Southwest. For readers of
C. J. Box. Female sheriff protagonist. Not necessary to read in order.

Summary
A good lawman makes a lot of enemies...

When a driver slams his pickup truck into a tandem bike being ridden by Carlos
Guzman and his fiance Tasha in Berkeley, California, it's more than a simple
hit-and-run; the driver clearly intended to kill them. Undersheriff Estelle Reyes Guzman
gets the call with the news of her son's near-death accident and wastes no time racing
to his side. She is greeted by police captain Eddie Mitchell, formerly of Posadas County,
who ignores jurisdiction and allows Estelle to join the search for the trucker who tried
to kill her son.

Then a witness to the attack on Carlos and Tasha is found murdered, and Estelle comes
to realize that her son was not the killer's target. He was the bait...

Contributor Bio
STEVEN F. HAVILL lives with his wife of more than forty years, Kathleen, in New
Mexico. He is the author of more than twenty novels, taught secondary schools for
twenty-five years, and recently earned an AAS degree in gunsmithing.
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Pleading the Fish
Bree Baker

Key Selling Points:
• Strong-selling series: The books in the series have performed fantastically, and an
accelerated publishing schedule will continue to drive interest and excitement

• Trending trope: Food-and-cooking-based cozies are the most popular and
bestselling trope within the genre, and the Southern beach setting adds another
appealing element

• Engaged author with devoted fan base: Bree Baker is very engaged with her
audience and makes a point to interact with them as much as possible

• Author/story location: Bree Baker lives in Cleveland, Ohio, and the story takes
place in the coastal town of Charm, North Carolina

• Series information: Delightful beachside tea shop and café setting. For fans of
Laura Childs. Not necessary to read in order.

Summary
Everly Swan just wants to take it easy on the beach—but running her iced tea
shop and tracking a killer, she can wave her relaxation goodbye!

The seventh book in the Seaside Cafe mystery series, featuring Everly Swan, the
owner of an iced tea shop and cafe on the island of Charm, North Carolina, where
suspicious deaths are nearly as abundant as seashells on the beach.

Contributor Bio
BREE BAKER is a Midwestern writer obsessed with small-town hijinks, sweet tea, and
the sea. She's been telling stories to her friends, family, and strangers for as long as
she can remember, and more often than not, those stories feature a warm ocean
breeze and a recipe she's sure to ruin. Now she's working on those fancy cooking skills
and dreaming up adventures for the Seaside Café mysteries. Bre...
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Death Threat
Michael Brandman

Key Selling Points:
• Relevant topic: Deals with the fallout of pandemic-imposed prisoner releases

• Cinematic writing: Michael Brandman is a Hollywood screenwriter who has written New
York Times bestsellers in the Robert B. Parker Jesse Stone series and screenplays for
nine films starring Tom Selleck

• Broad appeal: Attractive, relatable protagonist appeals to male and female readers, and
Brandman's pacey, cinematic style keeps all age groups engaged

• Author/story location: Michael Brandman lives in Los Angeles and the story takes place in
a small California town

Summary
Sherrif Buddy Steel engages in a deadly game of cat and mouse to trap a killer

Released from prison courtesy of a pandemic-related amnesty program, Whitaker
Maynard, a psychotic killer who had been apprehended some years back by Sheriff
Burton Steel, hires a mob-based hitman to kill the lawman responsible for his
incarceration.

Meanwhile, acting Sheriff, Buddy Steel, shoots the cherished nephew of a local
gangland kingpin, who in turn fingers Buddy for assassination. The targets loom large
on Buddy's and his father's backs, forcing him to become the aggressor in a deadly
game of cat and mouse.

Contributor Bio
MICHAEL BRANDMAN is an acclaimed motion picture and television producer,
screenwriter, and the author of the New York Times bestselling Jesse Stone series.
With his longtime business partner, Tom Selleck, he produced and co-wrote nine Jesse
Stone movies and three Westerns. He is the father of two sons and lives in Los Angeles
with his wife.
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Death Threat
Michael Brandman

Key Selling Points:
• Relevant topic: Deals with the fallout of pandemic-imposed prisoner releases

• Cinematic writing: Michael Brandman is a Hollywood screenwriter who has written New
York Times bestsellers in the Robert B. Parker Jesse Stone series and screenplays for
nine films starring Tom Selleck

• Broad appeal: Attractive, relatable protagonist appeals to male and female readers, and
Brandman's pacey, cinematic style keeps all age groups engaged

• Author/story location: Michael Brandman lives in Los Angeles, and the story takes place
in a small California town

Summary
Sherrif Buddy Steel engaes in a deadly game of cat and mouse to trap a killer

Released from prison courtesy of a pandemic-related amnesty program, Whitaker
Maynard, a psychotic killer who had been apprehended some years back by Sheriff
Burton Steel, hires a mob-based hitman to kill the lawman responsible for his
incarceration.

Meanwhile, acting Sheriff, Buddy Steel, shoots the cherished nephew of a local
gangland kingpin, who in turn fingers Buddy for assassination. The targets loom large
on Buddy's and his father's backs, forcing him to become the aggressor in a deadly
game of cat and mouse.

Contributor Bio
MICHAEL BRANDMAN is an acclaimed motion picture and television producer,
screenwriter, and the author of the New York Times bestselling Jesse Stone series.
With his longtime business partner, Tom Selleck, he produced and co-wrote nine Jesse
Stone movies and three Westerns. He is the father of two sons and lives in Los Angeles
with his wife.
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A Spot of Trouble
Teri Wilson

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling Author: Teri Wilson is a bestselling author, and three of her books have been
adapted into Hallmark Channel Original Movies by Crown Media

• Series Information: Funny romcom series featuring adorable dogs, hilarious hijinks, and
true love. First in series, not necessary to read in order

• Author Location: Teri Wilson lives in Texas, and the story is set in North Carolina

Summary
First in a sparkling new romcom series about two Dalmatian owners who
constantly butt heads, but soon realize that sometimes love isn't a walk in the
park

CONTEMPORARY ROMCOM

The arrival of a new fire marshal in the small seaside town of Turtle Beach, North
Carolina, turns the community upside down when his partner, a rescue Dalmatian
trained as a fire safety demonstration dog, accidentally gets switched with a naughty
look-a-like Dalmatian belonging to the free-spirited daughter of the local police chief.
The two Dalmatian owners constantly butt heads, but by the time the 4th of July
Fireman's Ball rolls around, they begin to realize that sometimes love is more than a
walk in the park.

Contributor Bio
TERI WILSON is a Publishers Weekly bestselling author of heartwarming, whimsical
contemporary romance. Three of Teri's books have been adapted into Hallmark
Channel Original Movies by Crown Media, including Unleashing Mr. Darcy (plus its
sequel Marrying Mr. Darcy), The Art of Us and Northern Lights of Christmas, based on
her book Sleigh Bell Sweethearts. She is also a recipient of the prestigious ...
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Witch Please
Ann Aguirre

Key Selling Points:
• Trending genre: Rom-coms are experiencing incredible popularity across various media:
literature, movies, TV, and the internet

• Pop culture connection: Witches are very much in the current zeitgeist, and we are
seeing a resurgence across literary subgenres

• Bestselling author: Ann Aguirre is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
with more than a half a million copies sold

• Series information: Practical Magic meets the Gilmore Girls in this smart and funny (and
feminist) magical rom-com featuring tech-savvy witches finding their own way in the
world. First in series

Summary
Gilmore Girls meets Practical Magic in a new witchy rom-com, where a
long-standing family feud stands in the way of true love

PARANORMAL ROMCOM

Danica Waterhouse is a fully modern witch. After a messy breakup, she makes a pact
with her cousin: they'll keep their hearts protected and have fun, without involving the
overly opinionated Waterhouse matriarchs. No need to add criticism on top of
heartache!

Titus Winnaker has family trouble of his own. After a tragic loss, all he's got is his
sister, his bakery—Sugar Daddy's—and a romantic curse that's left him doomed to be
alone.

Until he meets Danica. The sparks are instant, their attraction irresistible.For him, she's
the one. To her, he's forbidden fruit. Can a modern witch find love with an
old-fashioned mundane who refuses to settle for anything less than forever?

Contributor Bio
ANN AGUIRRE is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author. Before she
began writing, she was a clown, a voice actress, and a savior of stray kittens. Ann
writes genre fiction, with more than forty novels to date. She grew up in a yellow
house across from a cornfield, but now lives in Mexico with her family.
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384 Pages
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027230
Series: Chai Masala Club

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Love, Chai, and Other Four-Letter Words
Annika Sharma

Key Selling Points:
• #OwnVoices author: This is a diverse romance written by an Own Voices author with
universal themes and smart writing that appeals to a broad audience

• Fresh hook: Sonali Dev meets Friends in this fresh series about a group of friends
finding love in New York City

• Connected author: Author Annika Sharma is the founding co-host of the podcast The
Woke Desi, which aims to discuss issues surrounding South Asian multicultural
experiences

• Series information: Four friends of Indian heritage whose friendship has seen them
through the years, jobs, and heartbreaks to New York City, where they've all landed as
adults. First in series, not necessary to read in order.

• Author/story location: Annika Sharma lives in New York and the story takes place in New
York City

Summary
A fresh, smart series featuring besties of Indian descent who find love in the
big city. Three best friends. Three loves. Three cultural explosions waiting to
happen

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Kiran Mathur knows firsthand just how dangerous love can be. After all, her sister's
marriage in India nearly destroyed Kiran's family. So she's decided to redeem romance
herself—by not falling for anyone who might disappoint her parents. That is, until she
meets her new neighbor Nash Hawthorne...

Nash is a dedicated psychologist and determined to live a solitary life and to avoid
attachments of any kind. His family life taught him to always expect abandonment, and
he isn't ready to put his heart in harm's way. But in spending time with Annika, he
starts to believe in a love he's never felt before.

For both, love feels like a risk. But when the future only starts to make sense with each
other, it might be time to follow their hearts...

Contributor Bio
Born in Delhi and raised in central Pennsylvania, ANNIKA SHARMA attended Penn
State, graduating with two Bachelor's degrees in Biobehavioral Health and Neuro-
Psychology. Annika currently lives in New York City. annikasharma.com
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144 Pages
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7 in H | 5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Once More Upon a Time
Roshani Chokshi

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Roshani Chokshi is a well-connected New York Times bestselling YA
and middle grade author with more than 240,000 copies sold

• Highly giftable: Roshani's adult debut and will publish in a gorgeous hardcover that will
stand out on the shelf, and will create a unique, highly giftable reader experience

• Author location: Roshani lives in Atlanta, Georgia

Summary
A dazzling and wonderful fantasy stand alone romance from New York Times
bestselling author Roshani Chokshi! Would you sacrifice the love in your heart
to save your soul mate?

FANTASY ROMANCE

A fairy tale prince and princess get a second chance at getting what they truly desire in
this dazzling tale as they embark on an enchanted road trip and encounter a delightful
cast of magical characters.

Imelda and Ambrose have forgotten why they got together in the first place. After a
whirlwind courtship and a fairy-tale wedding, they embark on life together as royalty of
Loves Keep. But when Imelda is in trouble, Ambrose sacrifices their love to save her
life, little knowing that the loss of their love will jeopardize the entire kingdom...

Contributor Bio
ROSHANI CHOKSHI is a New York Times bestselling author of YA and middle grade
fantasy, writing for Disney, Macmillan, and Audible. Her work has been nominated for
the Locus and Nebula awards, and has frequently appeared on Best of The Year lists
from Barnes and Noble, Forbes, Buzzfeed and more. She lives in Atlanta, Georgia.
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272 Pages
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027250

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Hate You More
Lucy Gilmore

Key Selling Points:
• Unique hook: A former pageant queen trades in her high heels and joins the dog
show circuit; this lightheared story paired with Lucy Gilmore's smart and funny writing
creates a winning combination

• Well reviewed: Lucy is well-loved and receives rave reviews; her previous romance
novel, Puppy Christmas, received a starred review from Publishers Weekly

• For fans of: Lyssa Kay Adams and Mia Sosa readers will adore Lucy's humor mixed
with sweet, heartwarming themes

• Author location: Lucy Gilmore lives in Spokane, Washington

Summary
The Hating Game meets Best in Show in this delightfully quirky romcom by
beloved author Lucy Gilmore

ROMANTIC COMEDY

Ruby Taylor gave up pageant life the day she turned eighteen and figured she'd never
look back. She has no intention of taking the stage ever again, but when an elderly
friend begs her to help show her Golden Retriever, Wheezy, in the local dog show, Ruby
reluctantly straps on her heels and gets to work.

Too bad Wheezy is the laziest, most adorably good-for-nothing dog she's ever met.

If there's one thing veterinarian Sam Wilson knows in this world, it's dogs. Human
beings, however, are a different story. Especially gorgeous women clearly in way over
their heads. As judge for the local dog show, Sam advises Ruby to quit while she still
can, but her old fervor for winning has returned—and she wants to show the stern,
broody-eyed judge that she's more than just a pretty face.

Contributor Bio
LUCY GILMORE is a contemporary romance author with a love of puppies, rainbows,
and happily ever afters. She began her reading (and writing) career as an English
literature major and ended as a die-hard fan of romance in all forms. When she's not
rolling around with her two Akitas, she can be found hiking, biking, or with her nose
buried in a book. Visit her online at lucygilmore.com. She lives in...
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304 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027020

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Lucky Leap Day
Ann Marie Walker

Key Selling Points:
• Established author: Ann Marie Walker has published six digi-first romances and brings
her established fan base to a new set of stories

• Long-term sales potential: The TP format commands higher print and ebook prices and
has proven to sell for a longer period of time than MP format romances; there will be
annual opportunities for marketing

• Author location: Ann Marie Walker lives in Chicago, Illinois

• Series Information: Hilarious rom-com featuring popular unusual holidays that appeal to
singles; second book from Ann Marie Walker featuring quirky holidays

Summary
Leap Year meets Waking Up Married when a trip to Ireland on Leap Day
(February 29) results in a straitlaced screenwriter waking up married to a
smoking-hot Irish guy with the sexiest brogue ever!

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

A whirlwind trip to Ireland is supposed to end with a suitcase full of wool sweaters and
souvenir pint glasses, not a husband you only just met! But after one too many
whiskeys, fledgling screenwriter Cara Kennedy takes a page out of someone else's
script when she gets caught up in the Irish tradition of women proposing on Leap Day.
Waking the next morning with a hot guy in her bed and a tin foil ring on her finger was
definitely not what she expected...and then the new life they forge in LA tests her to
her limits...

Contributor Bio
ANN MARIE WALKER is the author of six novels, ranging from romantic suspense to
romantic comedy. She's a fan of fancy cocktails, anything chocolate, and '80s
rom-coms, and her superpower is connecting any situation to an episode of Friends.
Ann Marie attended the University of Notre Dame and currently lives in Chicago.
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288 Pages
Fiction  /  Family Life
FIC045000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Family She Never Met
A Novel
Caridad Pineiro

Key Selling Points:
• Caridad Pineiro is an award-winning NYT and USA Today bestselling author with over
1 million copies sold

• She was the writer for Jane the Virgin's Snow Falling (Nov 2017) under the pen name
Jane Gloriana Villanueva (87,405 p + 5,400 e = 92,805 copies sold)

• Caridad is of Cuban descent, and The Family She Never Met blends a strong family
saga story with romantic women's fiction in the vein of Kristan Higgins and Karen
White

Summary
Between two worlds, between love and loss, she finally finds her way home.

Jessica Russo knows nothing about her mother's family or Cuban culture. Every time
she's asked about it, her mother has shut down. But when the Cuban grandmother
she's never met sends her right-hand man, Luis, to offer Jessica the chance to come to
Miami and meet her estranged family, she can't help but say yes, even as she knows it
will pain her mother.

The woman that Jessica meets is nothing like what she expected. Her grandmother is
successful, intelligent, determined, and all too willing to take blame for what has
happened to cause the estrangement, and, more importantly, to try and set things
right. As Jessica spends time with her grandmother in her beautiful island home, she
learns about her family's history and what caused the schism between her mother and
grandmother.

As days with her grandmother turn to weeks, Jessica is determined to find a way to
heal her fractured family. And in the end, Jessica might just learn something about
herself and what it means to embrace the many ...

Contributor Bio
New York Times and USA Today bestseller CARIDAD PINEIRO is the author of over 50
novels/novellas and has sold over one million books worldwide. Caridad's romances in
various genres have been critically acclaimed, and she is currently spreading her wings
to embrace new themes with her women's fiction. In 2017, Caridad ghostwrote Snow
Falling, the tie-in novel to the successful Jane the Virgin telev...
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416 Pages
Fiction  /  Women
FIC044000
Series: The Lillys

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Girl with Rhythm in Her Heart
Xio Axelrod

Key Selling Points:
• Superstar #OwnVoices author: Xio is an award-winning author with a terrific platform; she
provides a cool, unique insider view of the music industry

• Authentic voice: Xio is a singer/songwriter and brings a fresh voice to the genre; she's
writing story-related songs to help promote the series

• Fan favorite tropes: Fish out of water, forbidden romance, girl band

• Series information: They're the hottest new band to hit the industry, but this all-girl
group has a hard lesson to learn about fame—and love—if they want to survive the
spotlight. Second in series, not necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Xio Axelrod lives in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Summary
One wrong note can be the difference between being famous and almost
famous ...or it could be the start of something that'll change your life forever.

A Star is Born meets Daisy Jones and the Six by way of Colleen Hoover in this unique,
sizzling series set in the high stakes world of the music industry from an author with an
insider view.

When Kayla Whitman was fifteen, the pressure to be perfect nearly broke her. Then she
picked up a pair of drumsticks, altering the entire rhythm of her life. Since then, she's
fought hard to keep her past a secret. But when she meets a man whose heart beats
the same tempo as hers, she can't help but want to share the most hidden parts of
herself. With her star on the rise and her band's reputation in the balance, can Kayla
pursue her dream without destroying everyone around her?

Contributor Bio
XIO AXELROD is an award-winning, USA Today best-selling author. Xio grew up in the
music industry and began recording at a young age. When she isn't writing, she can be
found in the studio, writing songs, or performing. She lives in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

Marketing Plans
Marketing Plans

Preorder Campaign
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336 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027020
Series: Mistletoe Romance

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Nick and Noel's Christmas Playlist
Codi Hall

Key Selling Points:
• High ratings on Audible: 4.5 star average with 2,171 ratings

• Such a fun read! Wonderful holiday escapism and friends-to-lovers trope that readers
love

• Readers love author Codi Hall! She has a 3.88 star average on Goodreads with 9,800+
ratings and 1,300+ reviews

• Story setting: Takes place in a fictional small-town of Mistletoe, Idaho.

Summary
Press play on happily ever after in this charming, heartfelt holiday rom-com.

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Nick Winters and Noel Carter have known each other their whole lives. After years of
shared family holidays and working together on the Winters' Christmas tree farm, they
wouldn't dream of crossing the line from friends to something more... But when Nick
comes home for the holidays and finds that his long-term girlfriend has decided to get
her stocking stuffed elsewhere, Noel is there to pick him up and show him he can still
have a Wonderful Christmastime.

A night on the town and an impulsive kiss later has Noel thinking that perhaps this
year they'll be Rockin' Around the Christmas Tree as a couple, but only if the ghost—er
rather—girlfriend of Nick's Christmas past doesn't decide to haunt their holiday...

Contributor Bio
CODI HALL loves writing small town romances with big feels. As a Northern California
native living in Idaho, she fell in love with the big sky, amazing people, and brisk
winters. She enjoys movie marathons with her family, snuggling with her furbabies,
creating funny TikToks to share with the world, and snuggling under a blanket with a
good book! She also writes contemporary and paranormal romance...
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320 Pages
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027250
Series: Whitman Street Cat Cafe

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

What the Cat Dragged In
Kate McMurray

Key Selling Points:
• Author receives fantastic reviews: McMurray's previous titles were reviewed by
Entertainment Weekly, which said "Her loves scenes are crackling"

• Fresh voice: The author's authentic Brooklyn voice and setting are captivating, and
introducing a cat café is a fresh angle in the rom-com space

• Broad appeal: Funny and fresh, this new series has crossover appeal to younger readers
looking for light, humorous reads

• Small-town charm, big city setting: Brings small-town romance to New York; Brooklyn has
the small-town feel that contemporary romance readers love

• Series information: At Brooklyn's Whitman Street Cat Café, visitors come for their daily
dose of caffeine and kitten cuteness; the cats are rescued by a tight-knit volunteer
network and adopted out by the café—second in series, not necessary to read in order

• Author location: Kate McMurray lives in Brooklyn, New York, and the series is set in
Brooklyn, New York

Summary
Hilarious rom-com from Kate McMurray where the kittens at the Whitman
Street Cat Cafe are on a mission to help their humans find love

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Paige Danvers has a rough track record with romance and a tendency to stumble into
drama. As her relationship drama spills over into her job at the Whitman Street Cat
Café, Paige feels like she might be on thin ice with her boss and close friend, Lauren.

Looking for a distraction, she signs up to volunteer for a feral cat organization, where
she meets a cute guy named Josh. Too late, Paige realizes that Josh is Lauren's brother
and that this could be a spectacularly awful idea. Only now they're in too deep, and
neither wants to just walk away...

Contributor Bio
KATE McMURRAY writes smart, savvy romantic fiction. She likes creating stories that
are brainy, funny, and, of course, sexy. She advocates for romance stories by and for
everyone. When she's not writing, Kate edits textbooks, watches baseball, plays violin,
crafts things out of yarn, and wears a lot of cute dresses. Kate lives in Brooklyn, NY,
with two cats and too many books.
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256 Pages
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027020
Series: Family Is Forever

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.6 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Stand by Me
Pat Simmons

Key Selling Points:
• Beloved #OwnVoices author: Pat Simmons writes emotionally poignant, romantic women's
fiction that features diverse characters

• Great premise: Family-centric series hook with universal themes and accessible writing

• Romantic women's fiction: This is a growing trend in trade paper format with a lower
price point to appeal to a broad audience

• Series information: Family is Forever series features the joys and challenges of taking
care of a loved one. Third in series, not necessary to read in order

• Author and story location: Pat Simmons lives in Florissant, Missouri, and the book
primarily takes place in Nashville, Tennessee

Summary
Romantic women's fiction from acclaimed inspirational and Christian romance
author Pat Simmons

ROMANTIC CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FICTION

When it comes to being a caregiver, Kym Knicely has been there, done that, and is
ready to move on from that lifestyle. Then she meets Hamilton Cross and soon learns
that every caregiver situation is not one size fits all. Where she was the caregiver of
her elderly aunt, Hamilton is years older and is a full-time caregiver of his seven-
year-old autistic granddaughter.

Although Kym's attraction is strong, she has to decide whether love can conquer all her
fears. At the same time, both Kym and Hamilton are exploring the limits of their faith
and their relationship to God. It's a journey with a different set of rules that Kym has
to play by if she wants Hamilton's heart. Is she in, or is she out?

Contributor Bio
PAT SIMMONS is author of more than thirty-five inspirational romances. She has
worked in various positions in radio, television, and print media for more than twenty
years. For fourteen years, she oversaw the media publicity for the RT Booklovers
Convention. She lives with her husband in Florissant, Missouri.
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8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Electric Idol
Katee Robert

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Katee Robert is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
with more than a million copies sold

• Phenomenal hook: Greek myths are fan favorites, and this super-sexy, modern retelling
will appeal to fans of both the webcomic Lore Olympus and Greek lore

• Series information: Sleek, dark, ultra-sexy, modern deconstructions of favorite Greek
myths; second in series, not necessary to read in order

• Author location: Katee Robert lives in the Pacific Northwest

Summary
Lore Olympus meets Helen Hardt in this unspeakably hot new take on our
favorite Greek myths

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

In the ultra-modern city of Olympus, there's always a price to pay. Psyche knew she'd
have to face Aphrodite's ire eventually, but she never expected her literal heart to be at
stake. Or for Aphrodite's gorgeous son to be the one ordered to strike the killing blow.

Eros has no problem shedding blood. But when it comes time to take out his latest
target...he can't do it. Confused by his reaction to Psyche, he does the only thing he
can think of to keep her safe: he marries her. Psyche vows to make Eros's life a living
hell until they find a way out of this mess. But as lines blur and loyalties shift, she
realizes he might take her heart after all...and she's not sure she can survive the loss.

Contributor Bio
KATEE ROBERT is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of contemporary
romance and romantic suspense. Entertainment Weekly calls her writing "unspeakably
hot." Her books have sold more than a million copies. She lives in the Pacific Northwest
with her husband, children, a cat who thinks he's a dog, and two Great Danes who
think they're lap dogs.
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320 Pages
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8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Time of Your Life
Sandra Kitt

Key Selling Points:
• Award-winning and bestselling author: Sandra Kitt has sold more than 2.4 million copies
and is the recipient of the Romantic Times Lifetime Achievement Award and the Zora
Neale Hurston Literary Award

• #OwnVoices trailblazer: She was the first African-American author to write romances for
Harlequin and this new series features interracial couples

• Author/story location: Sandra Kitt lives in New York and The Time of Your Life is set in
Washington DC

• Series information: Second in a contemporary romance series. Not necessary to read in
order

Summary
Sandra Kitt is back with a contemporary romance series where a sudden
windfall can be a couples downfall

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Beck Dennison doesn't know who the beautiful woman at his stepfather's funeral is,
but he's determined to find out more about her—especially exactly what her
relationship with Everett Nicholls was. Mourning the loss of her mentor, Eden Marsh is
shocked to realize she's attracted to the handsome stranger who tries to comfort her.
And that's only the beginning when Beck and Eden discover surprise inheritances are in
store for them both. Can this be the start of something wonderful, or will money and
suspicions tear them apart?

Contributor Bio
SANDRA KITT is the author of more than twenty novels, including the acclaimed and
bestselling The Color of Love. Her work has been nominated for the NAACP Image
Award and has appeared on the Essence and Blackboard bestseller lists. She is the
recipient of the Romantic Times Lifetime Achievement Award and the Zora Neale
Hurston Literary Award. She lives in New York.
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The Christmas Wish
Sharon Sala

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling and award-winning author: Sharon Sala is a New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author with more than 2 million copies sold; she is the winner of 7 RITAs
and the 2011 Nora Roberts Lifetime Achievement Award

• Winning hook: Christmas romances are popular amongst romance readers and
Hallmark movie fans, and small town contemporaries continue to be a strong selling
subgenre

• Series information: Blessings, Georgia is a small town where everybody knows
everybody. Whether you've lived here your entire life, you're returning after years of
being away, or you're new in town, you're sure to find the love you've always been
looking for. Twelfth in series, not necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Sala lives in Norman, Oklahoma, and the story is set in the fictional
town of Blessings, Georgia

Summary
Celebrate the holiday season with New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Sharon Sala's Christmas story in the bestselling Blessings, Georgia
series

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Wade Montgomery said goodbye to Blessings a long time ago, but he's never forgotten
the way his hometown embraces the Christmas spirit. People are out to help one
another in Blessings, and for the first time in his life, Wade is on the receiving end.
He's only back in town to rebuild after a devastating fire almost cost the family
business. But being back in Blessings reminds Wade of all he's been missing. And once
he lays eyes on old flame Bridgette "Birdie" Knox, he's more than ready to start fresh.
But Birdie's giving him the cold shoulder.

Birdie Knox has had more than her share of ups and downs in life, and has only just
reunited with her siblings. The family secrets that tore them apart are still raw, and
they're not sure how to handle the holiday cheer. She can't pretend she's ready to trust
again so soon, and now here's Wade back in town, re-igniting the wishes and dreams
of a much younger Birdie. Wade left Blessings once before and there are no guarantees
in...

Contributor Bio
SHARON SALA has 127 books and novellas in print. First published in 1991, she's a
RITA finalist, winner of the Janet Dailey Award, RT Career Achievement winner,
National Reader's Choice Award, Colorado Romance Writer's Award of Excellence, Heart
of Excellence Award, the Booksellers Best Award, RWA's Nora Roberts Lifetime
Achievement Award and the Centennial Award. Her books are New York Times, USA...
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336 Pages
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7 in H | 4.8 in W | 0.8 in T
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A Cowboy Christmas Legend
Linda Broday

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Broday is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Award-winning author: Linda Broday is a National Readers' Choice Award winner,
three-time Texas Gold winner, and a Holt Medallion finalist

• Series information: Lone Star Legends shows how a new generation faces the trials and
tribulations of monumental change in Texas. Second in series, not necessary to read in
order.

• Author location: Linda Broday lives in the Texas Panhandle, and the story is set in the
Texas Panhandle

Summary
It's time for a new generation to become Legend! Second in a historical
Western romance series from bestselling author Linda Broday

HISTORICAL WESTERN ROMANCE

Devastated by grief, Texas Ranger Sam Legend II tries to make a new start in the
Texas Panhandle. As a bladesmith, all he needs is a bed, a hot fire, and enough
solitude to let him heal after the death of his wife. But when fiery Cheyenne Ronan
comes blasting into his tent with accusations, he knows he won't be getting the peace
he desires.

From the moment he meets Cheyenne, Sam's quiet life is anything but. Now he's
hunting the men responsible for his wife's murder, tracking down a counterfeiting ring
with the Texas Rangers, and caring for a family who finds refuge at her ranch. And with
Christmas right around the corner, Sam's got his hands full. But with Cheyenne by his
side, he's starting to wonder whether a second chance could be the stuff of Legend.

Contributor Bio
At a young age, LINDA BRODAY discovered a love for storytelling, history, and anything
pertaining to the Old West. After years of writing romance, it's still tall rugged cowboys
that spark her imagination. A New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, Linda
has won many awards, including the prestigious National Readers' Choice Award and
the Texas Gold. She resides in the Texas Panhandle wher...
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Holidays on the Ranch
(Cowboy not included)
Carolyn Brown

Key Selling Points:
• Poised for success: Sourcebooks is reissuing Carolyn Brown's mass market cowboy
romances to great success, with more than 98,000 copies sold; the original edition of
Cowboy Boots for Christmas sold more than 49,000 copies, and is sure to capture a
new readership

• Bestselling author: Carolyn Brown's cowboy romances have sold more than a million
copies, and she is a top 10 author on several online and retail platforms

• Series information: The feuding families of Burnt Boot, Texas, are legendary. But nothing
stands between a cowboy and the love of his life... First in series.

• Author location: Carolyn Brown lives in Oklahoma, and the series takes place in Texas

Summary
Carolyn Brown is the queen of cowboy Christmas! ! All this girl wants under
the tree is a pair of cowboy boots...

CONTEMPORARY WESTERN ROMANCE

Out of the Army and looking for some peace and quiet, former sniper Finn O'Donnell
heads to the sleepy town of Burnt Boot, Texas. But Finn hasn't even spent one night at
his new ranch when an Army SUV pulls into the driveway. Finn doesn't want to go back
to his old sniper job, but he owes Callie Brewster his life...

Callie never thought she'd see Finn again, but when her nephew is the lone witness to
a crime, he's the first—and only—person she calls for help. Now there's a woman in the
house who joined the army to get away from ranching, a boy who is scared of his
shadow, and a feud going on among the other ranchers who live near Burnt Boot. And
in the midst of all the chaos, Finn is happier and more at peace than he's ever been
before...

Contributor Bio
New York Times and USA Today Bestselling author and RITA Finalist CAROLYN BROWN
has published more than seventy books. These days she is concentrating on her two
loves: women's fiction and contemporary cowboy romance. She and her husband, a
retired English teacher, make their home in southern Oklahoma.
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Jingle Bell Wolf
Terry Spear

Key Selling Points:
• Beloved author: Terry Spear is a USA Today bestseller with 748,120 copies of her
paranormal romances sold, and she has a Goodreads average rating of 4.04 with more
than 41,000 ratings

• Major author buzz: Terry Spear has received numerous awards and accolades, including
a Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year, an NPR Top Pick, and two Paranormal
Excellence Awards for Romantic Literature

• Growing sub-genre: The holiday romance sub-genre is a growing space, and with Terry's
eight previous Christmas books selling more than 112,000 copies in print and
electronic, Jingle Bell Wolf is poised to be a major hit

• Author/story location: Terry Spear lives in Spring, Texas, and Jingle Bell Wolf takes place
in a fictional resort town in Colorado

• Series information: Second in a paranormal romance series featuring the hot, powerful
Wolff brothers and their pack, with romantic suspense elements. Not necessary to read
in order

Summary
From USA Today bestseller Terry Spear comes the second book in a new
series full of holiday cheer and paranormal romance

PARANORMAL ROMANCE

It's the Christmas season and Florida gray wolf shifter veterinarian, Gabrielle Lowe, is
talked into going with her friends to a ski resort in Silver Town, Colorado. There's just
one problem: her two jaguar girlfriends are held up on a mission, which not only leaves
Gabrielle alone for the holidays but out of her element at the snowy resort. Determined
to make the best of it, Gabrielle takes a dip in the lodge's heated pool—after it's
closed, of course. She's floating in the warm water, admiring the Christmas lights and
tinsel...

Gray wolf shifter Landon Wolff is part owner of the ski lodge and he's got enough on
his plate getting the lodge ready for its annual influx of Christmas visitors. The last
thing he needs is a rebel, indulging in a midnight swim long after the pool is closed.
Just as he's about to throw the rule breaker out of the pool he realizes that Gabby is
also a wolf. Suddenly, all the rules change.

Silver Town needs a new veterinarian, and Landon just ...

Contributor Bio
USA Today bestselling author TERRY SPEAR has written over sixty romances. Heart of
the Wolf was named a Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year, and Billionaire in Wolf's
Clothing was a Romantic Times Top Pick. A retired officer of the U.S. Army Reserves,
Terry lives in Spring, Texas.
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Silver Trail Christmas
Nik James

Key Selling Points:
• Devoted fan base: This USA Today bestselling and award-winning author with proven
track record of accurate and realistic historical research done in a thoughtful way, will
be bringing their fan base to this brand-new pen name

• Beloved genre: Historical westerns are a beloved genre for many readers and continue
to be read at a high volume

• Iterations on success: Fans of Westworld, Deadwood, and The Kid will find something new
and different in James's fresh take on historical westerns

• Series information: Set in the 1870s, the series follows the adventures of a man trying
to escape his past and build a life as a rancher on the outskirts of the lawless boom
town nestled in the Rockies. Third in series, not necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Nik James lives in California

Summary
A final shootout is coming with an approaching enemy, but Caleb Marlowe
won't go down without a fight in this gritty and authentic historical western

HISTORICAL WESTERN:

Caleb Marlowe can't seem to catch a break. A series of disasters have befallen his
ranch, and now he and his partner, Henry, are treacherously close to losing everything
they've worked for.

When Frank Stubbs—a neighbor Caleb has had problems with from the moment he
arrived in the area—is found shot to death, Henry immediately becomes the top
suspect. Everyone remembers how he defended the honor of a woman that Frank
Stubbs tried to assault at the Elkhorn saloon the previous day. And Stubbs' brother, a
fanatic minister decrying the forthcoming "rapture" uses all of his influence to ensure
that Henry sees the inside of a jail cell.

With Henry in jail, Caleb stands alone. The stakes could not be higher, and the cards
appear to be stacked against him. His enemies are gunning for him, and a final
shootout is coming, but in Elkhorn no one—especially Caleb Marlowe—goes down
without a fight.

Contributor Bio
NIK JAMES is a pseudonym for award-winning, USA Today bestselling authors Nikoo
and Jim McGoldrick. They are the writing team behind over four dozen conflict-filled
historical and contemporary novels and two works of nonfiction under various
pseudonyms. They make their home in California.
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Lady Jenny's Christmas Portrait
Grace Burrowes

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling, beloved author: Grace Burrowes has sold more than 1.6 million copies of her
romance novels

• Exceptional reviews: Grace's Regencies have consistently garnered starred reviews from
Booklist and Publishers Weekly, and she has received a Publishers Weekly Best Book of
the Year and a Library Journal Best Book

• Series information: The Windham brothers have found their happily ever afters, but
there are five spirited Windham sisters looking to make their place in Regency society,
and finding love most unexpectedly along the way. Fifth in series, not necessary to
read in order.

• Author location: Grace Burrowes lives in Maryland, and the story takes place in London,
England

Summary
A gorgeous Regency Christmas romance re-issue from New York Times and
USA Today bestseller Grace Burrowes

REGENCY HOLIDAY ROMANCE

Through hard work and persistence, Elijah Harrison has become a successful
portraitist. But to gain a nomination to the prestigious Royal Academy of Artists, he has
one more painting to finish. He's accepted a commission to paint the Viscount
Rothgreb's grandchildren, and finds that their aunt, Lady Jenny Windham, has offered
to assist him.

Lady Jenny is not only beautiful, kind, and patient—she's also a talented artist in her
own right. Late nights poring over a shared sketch pad soon bring Jenny and Elijah
close, but Jenny has plans to leave London after the holidays. Can Elijah find the
courage to support her dreams if it means he'll have to give up one of his own?

Contributor Bio
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author GRACE BURROWES hit the
bestseller lists with her debut, The Heir, followed by The Soldier and Lady Maggie's
Secret Scandal. She has a Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year. Grace is a
practicing family law attorney and lives in rural Maryland.
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Pretty Little Lion
Suleikha Snyder

Key Selling Points:
• Appealing hook: Shapeshifters continue to be hot in the paranormal subgenre;
combined with a romantic suspense element and the author's snappy dialogue, this is
sure to capture paranormal romance readers

• Unique world-building: This is a truly original world with stories we haven't heard before

• History of success: Suleikha is an award-winning and bestselling #ownvoices author

• Series information: Third Shift is an elite team of operatives tasked with exposing the
gritty underbelly of New York's criminal-supernatural underworld, taking down the
worst of the worst and protecting human- and shifter-kind alike. Second in series, not
necessary to read in order.

• Author/story location: Suleikha lives in Chicago, and the Third Shift series takes place in
post-2016 election in New York City

Summary
Award-winning author Suleikha Snyder packs a punch with her elite, shifter
operatives who are bound to protect and keep the peace between humans and
shifters

PARANORMAL ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

Lion shifter and Third Shift operative Elijah Richter has an easy but vital mission:
Seduce arms dealer Emeric Aston's gorgeous girlfriend, use her as an entry point to
the organization, and find out what the global terrorist is planning.

Unfortunately, he doesn't know that Meghna Saxena-Saunders is no ordinary celebrity
influencer. She's trained as an assassin and spy, and she has her own reasons for
cozying up to Aston. She immediately clocks the mysterious stranger watching her at a
VIP party and the two fall into their lusty bed of lies. When their morning-after is
interrupted by one of Aston's goons, both of their missions are thrown into jeopardy.
Now Meghna must team up with Third Shift to cover her tracks and discover the truth.

Contributor Bio
SULEIKHA SNYDER is a best-selling and award-winning author of contemporary and
erotic romance, whose works have been showcased in Entertainment Weekly,
BuzzFeed, The Times of India, and NPR. An editor, writer, American desi and lifelong
geek, she is a passionate advocate for diversity and inclusivity in media of all kinds.
She currently lives in Chicago. Visit her website at suleikhasnyder.com and...
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Rules for Heiresses
Amalie Howard

Key Selling Points:
• Author has incredibly strong sales: Amalie's first adult historical romance, The Beast of
Beswick sold more than 35,000 copies.

• #OwnVoices author: Amalie Howard is an Own Voices Indo-Caribbean author writing
bi-racial love stories

• Series information: Action packed and unexpected historical series. Second in series, not
necessary to be read in order.

• Author location: Amalie Howard lives in Colorado

Summary
The Runaway Bride meets Belle in a dazzling Regency romance from
bestselling author Amalie Howard

REGENCY ROMANCE

Born to a life of privilege, Lady Ravenna Huntley rues the day that she must marry.
She's refused dozens of suitors and cried off multiple betrothals, but running
away—even if brash and foolhardy—is the only option she has left.

Lord Courtland Chase, the bircaial grandson of the Duke of Ashton, was forced by his
hateful stepmother to flee London. Scorned and shunned, he has made a prosperous
life for himself in Antigua and swears never to return to the land of his birth, not even
with the coveted prize of a coronet.

But when a twist of bad luck throws the rebellious heiress into the arms of the bitter
but sinfully attractive duke, and the sole alternative to ruination is wedlock, marriage
might be the only way out for both of them. The question is, will their journey end in
bliss...or ashes.

Contributor Bio
AMALIE HOWARD is the award-winning author of YA novels critically acclaimed by
Kirkus, Publishers Weekly, VOYA, School Library Journal, Booklist and Kid's Indie Next.
She is also the co-author of the #1 bestseller in Regency Romance, My Rogue, My
Ruin. She resides with her husband and three children in Colorado.
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Cowboy Crazy
Joanne Kennedy

Key Selling Points:
• Beloved author: RITA nominee Joanne Kennedy's contemporary cowboy romances have
sold more than 285,000 copies

• Amazing accolades: Joanne has received Romance Reviews Best Book of the Year
nominations and multiple Night Owl Romance Top Picks; the first book in her Decker
Ranch trilogy, How to Handle a Cowboy, was named one of Booklist's "Best Romances
of the Decade"

• Popular genre: Contemporary Western romance is an evergreen category and Joanne is
at the top of her game—she consistently gets excellent reviews and has a loyal
readership

• Author location: Joanne Kennedy lives in Wyoming

Summary
Sparks fly when Joanne Kennedy's sexy cowboys collide with determined
heroines on the lonely Wyoming range in this exciting re-issue

CONTEMPORARY WESTERN ROMANCE

Sarah Landon lost her faith in the Western way of life the day her father died. Now her
PR job at Carrigan Oil is a perfect fit, and she'll never look back. Like Sarah, her boss,
Eric Carrigan, believes the new West of oil and energy will inevitably replace the old
West of cowboys and cattle.

But Lane Carrigan is the burr in his brother's behind. When Eric wants to install oil rigs
on the famiy ranch, Lane publicly criticizes his brother, and Eric give Sarah the task of
changing Lane's mind. Sarah used to dream of making a living at riding and ranching,
but it cost her everything she loved. Is this her second chance to make her dreams
come true? Or another chance to be crushed?

Contributor Bio
JOANNE KENNEDY is the RITA-nominated author of ten contemporary Western romance
novels. The first book in her Decker Ranch trilogy, How to Handle a Cowboy, was
named one of Booklist's "Best Romances of the Decade." She lives with her retired
fighter pilot husband in a secret mountain hideout on the Wyoming border.
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An Earl to Enchant
Amelia Grey

Key Selling Points:
• Strong sales: Amelia Grey is a proven success, with more than 184,000 copies sold

• Perfect for readers of: Julie Quinn, Lisa Kelypas, and Eloisa James

• Successful reissues: Sourcebooks's Carolyn Brown, Jane Ashford, Grace Burrowes and
Joanne Kennedy reissues are selling as strongly as new books do, and are introducing
beloved authors to a new readership

• Series information: Three grandsons of the notorious Lady Elder—each a rogue and a
gentleman—are about to meet the intrepid ladies to whom they (with a great deal of
resistance, of course) lose their hearts. Third in series, not necessary to read in order

• Author location: Amelia Grey lives in Florida

Summary
In New York Times bestselling author Amelia Grey's Rogues' Dynasty series,
heroines learn that sometimes the only man you can trust with your life is a
Regency rake

REGENCY ROMANCE

Miss Arianna Sweet's beloved father discovered a formula which could be the cure for
consumption. But before he could make his discovery known, he died suddenly and
under suspicious circumstances. While determined to bring his formula to the attention
of London's prominent medical society, Arianna suffers a series of increasingly
dangerous accidents and is forced to conclude that someone is after the formula, and
her very life may be in danger.

Rushing to the countryside to her father's old friend Lady Elder, Arianna is shocked to
find that Lady Elder has passed on and she must rely on that venerable lady's
grandson, Lord Morgandale—one of society's most notorious and deadly handsome
rakes...

Contributor Bio
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author AMELIA GREY'S awards include the
RWA Booksellers Best, Aspen Gold, the Golden Quill, the RT Book Reviews Award for
Love and Laughter and the prestigious Maggie Award. Her dozens of books have sold
throughout the world. Amelia lives in northwest Florida.
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Magnolia Bay Memories
Babette de Jongh

Key Selling Points:
• Award-winning author: Babette de Jongh has won multiple writing awards and is a
Golden Heart finalist and Daphne Du Maurier Award winner

• Unique, animal perspectives: This series is full of lovable animals, and each book includes
sections from an animal's POV

• Author's authentic experience: The author is an animal communicator who helps pet
owners develop their own communication abilities

• Series information: Bayside Barn is a refuge for misfit humans and animals of all
types—but sometimes the humans need a little nudge toward love from their animal
friends. Second in series, not necessary to read in order.

• Author/story location: Babette lives in Alabama, and the series is set in Louisiana

Summary
When two people start fighting their love for each other, every man, woman,
child, and animal at the farm starts pushing them together!

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Heather Gabriel is a widowed mother struggling to overcome her grief and be there for
her children. Previously a stay-at-home mom, she takes a job at Magnolia Bay's Animal
Shelter. Caring for her family and the shelter's animals is about as much as she can
handle, so when she meets Adrian, the shelter's new business consultant, she's not
interesting in being anything more than colleagues.

But the shelter's animal communicator Reva Curtis knows there's more to Heather and
Adrian's relationship than they let on, and she's determined to bring them closer
together. With the help of Heather's three children and all the animals on the farm, the
new lovers soon realize there's a future together if they can let go of the past.

Contributor Bio
BABETTE DE JONGH is an award-winning romance author, professional animal
communicator, energy healer, and teacher...saving the world, one happy ending at a
time. Babette lives in Alabama, and you can visit her anytime at babettedejongh.com.
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Wild Cowboy Wolf
Kait Ballenger

Key Selling Points:
• Stellar hook: Cowboys plus werewolves are a unique, hot combination

• Perfect for fans of: Paige Tyler, Patricia Briggs, and Christine Feehan

• Series information: Seven shifter clans call these Montana mountains home, but violence
threatens what binds them together...and this new evil will stop at nothing to tear
them apart. Fifth in series, not necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Kait Ballenger lives in Florida

Summary
In the Seven Range Shifters series, the sexy cowboys are ranchers by day and
wolf shifters by night

PARANORMAL ROMANCE

Blaze Carter is the cowboy wolf with the most dangerous desires. One of the pack's
elite warriors, the Grey Wolf security technologist is as smart as a whip, the quickest to
joke, and the first to act on his impulses—carnal or otherwise. But this cowboy has a
dark secret he can never escape, and Blaze fears the day when his demons catch up to
him.

Dakota Cassidy has everything a she-wolf could ever want—an appointment as one of
the pack's first female elite warriors, a career as the ranch veterinarian, and an
endearing family that's equal parts loveable/trouble. There's just one thing missing
—someone to share it with. Enter: Blaze. For the first time ever, Dakota's now seeing
her best friend in a whole new light. But to act on her desires could have deadly
consequences for them both...

Contributor Bio
KAIT BALLENGER earned her B.A in English from Stetson University followed by an
M.F.A. in Writing from Spalding University. After stints in multiple careers, Kait finally
decided that her eight-year-old self knew best: she was meant to be a writer. Kait lives
with her husband and young children in Florida.
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Cowboy Heat Wave
Kim Redford

Key Selling Points:
• Strong sales: Kim Redford's Smokin' Hot Cowboys series has sold over 61,000
copies

• Well reviewed: Author received a starred Publishers Weekly review, four stars from
RT Book Reviews, and two four-star reviews from Night Owl Reviews

• Author location: Kim Redford lives in Dallas, Texas

• Series information: In Wildcat Bluff County, Texas, hot cowboy firefighters go
toe-to-toe with strong women who know just how to handle them...and steal their
hearts. Ninth in series, not necessary to read in order

Summary
The newest installment in Kim Redford's spicy cowboy firefighter series

CONTEMPORARY WESTERN ROMANCE

Audrey Oakes is desperate to help her family, but she only finds danger. When she
accidentally witnesses a mustang herd theft in Wildcat Bluff County, Texas—and the
rustlers see her—she escapes in her SUV, but they give chase. She needs a miracle,
and she might have found one in handsome cowboy firefighter Cole Murphy.

Cole Murphy hadn't planned on catching a damsel in distress. He'd been trying to catch
wild mustang rustlers. Is Audrey part of the rustler ring sent to distract him while they
steal the last of his mustang herd, or is she an innocent bystander caught up in the
heists? He only knows that there is a red-hot connection between them...and he better
keep her close until he catches the horse thieves.

Contributor Bio
KIM REDFORD is a bestselling author of contemporary Western romance novels. She
grew up in Texas with cowboys, cowgirls, horses, cattle, and rodeos. She's a rescue cat
wrangler and horseback rider—when she takes a break from her keyboard. Kim
Redford currently divides her time between homes in Oklahoma and Richardson, Texas.
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A Most Unusual Duke
Susanna Allen

Key Selling Points:
• Fresh Hook: Shapeshifters in the Regency space is a fresh hook that will appeal to a
broad audience

• Fan favorite tropes: Each book in the series features a different alpha predator shifter,
bringing new tropes and themes to this mash-up of classic subgenres

• Top-notch writing: Excellent worldbuilding and characterization make this series
impossible to put down. In addition, the first in series is garnering great trade reviews

• Series information: These dukes are shapeshifters facing eventual extinction if they don't
find true love and reverse a terrible curse. Second in series, not necessary to read in
order.

• Author location: Susanna Allen lives in Ireland

Summary
A delicious mix of Regency romance and shapeshifting adventure from author
Susanna Allen

PARANORMAL HISTORICAL ROMANCE

Bear shifter Arthur Humphries, Duke of Osborn, has no interest in marriage. His cousin
George, the Prince Regent, has other ideas and insists Arthur find a mate to ensure
their species maintain their power. He has the perfect candidate: Beatrice, the widowed
Marchioness of Castleton.

With no choice between them, Arthur and Beatrice are wed and unceremoniously
packed off to Arthur's childhood home, which has fallen into disuse over years of
neglect. As they work together to restore the house to its former glory, their white
marriage becomes more complicated when Beatrice asks him to make her dream for
her dream of having children come true. He agrees, but they'll break their pact in
name only. They won't develop finer feelings or lay themselves bare. Or will they...?

Contributor Bio
SUSANNA ALLEN is the author under the name Susan E Conley of Drama Queen and
The Fidelity Project, both published by Headline UK, and That Magic Mischief. She lives
her life by the three Rs: reading, writing, and horseback riding. She lives in Ireland.
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Fortune Favors the Duke
Kristin Vayden

Key Selling Points:
• A series to fall for: A sweet, rompy series in the vein of Ella Quinn, Jane Ashford, and
Anna Bennett, featuring all the tropes that readers love—a reluctant duke and the
woman who helps him find his way to the top of society

• Well-connected author: Kristin has published with bestselling authors Rachel Van Dyken
and Sylvia Day

• Series information: These second sons of prestigious families were destined to find their
own way in a world where the firstborn was heir to everything. But when the family
responsibilities fall on their shoulders, after the older brothers—their heirs—die in a
fire, they'll have to prove what they're capable of in life and in love. First in series.

• Author location: Kristin lives in Washington

Summary
A sparkling new Regency romance series featuring reluctant spare heirs by
author Kristin Vayden

REGENCY ROMANCE

Quinton Errington is perfectly happy to be teaching history at Cambridge. But when his
eldest brother dies in a horrible accident just before his wedding, Quinton must take
over for his brother. Left with a grieving family and the responsability of the dukedom,
Quinton has a steep learning curve ahead.

Not to mention the sticky situation of a grieving almost sister-in-law. Between learning
how to be the head of his family's estate, mourning his brother, and trying not to fall in
love with his late-brother's fiancé, Quinton will need some help—and it's a good thing
he's not alone...

Contributor Bio
KRISTIN VAYDEN has published more than a dozen titles with Blue Tulip Publishing,
New York Times bestselling author Rachel Van Dyken's publishing company. Kristin's
inspiration writing romance comes from her tall, dark, and handsome husband with
killer blue eyes. With five children to chase, she is never at a loss for someone to kiss,
something to cook, or some mess to clean but she loves every mo...
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How to Cowboy
Jennie Marts

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Jennie Marts is a USA Today bestselling author whose Cowboys of
Creedence series has sold nearly 60,000 copies

• Strong series hook: Cowboys plus horse rescue in a quintessential small Western town,
with tropes romance readers love, plus the perfect balance of heart, humor, and just
the right amount of heat

• Series information: Set in the glorious mountains of Colorado, the Creedence Horse
Rescue series combines compassionate but practical cowboys, feisty determined
women, and gentle, beautiful horses—third in series, not necessary to read in order

• Author location: Jennie Marts lives in Colorado, and the story is set in Colorado

Summary
The cowboys of Creedence, Colorado, are ready to rescue horses and steal
hearts in bestselling author Jennie Marts's new series

CONTEMPORARY WESTERN ROMANCE

Cade Callahan has given up the rodeo for a simpler life on his cousin's horse rescue
ranch. But when his estranged teenage daughter is injured in a car accident that kills
her mother, his world is flipped upside down. Now he's in charge of Allie, an angry and
sad teenager. And he certainly doesn't have time to daydream about the physical
therapist he can't keep his eyes off of.

Newly single and living out of her mother's basement, physical therapist Nora Fisher
doesn't think twice about taking a job as a traveling therapist for Cade's daughter. The
trouble is, she doesn't know anything about horses, or hunky cowboys. Now both in
way over their heads, can Cade and Nora find a way to help Allie, and trust in the
attraction building between them?

Contributor Bio
JENNIE MARTS is the USA Today bestselling author of award-winning books filled with
love, laughter, and always a happily ever after. She is living her own happily ever after
with her husband, two dogs, and a parakeet that loves to tweet to the oldies, in the
mountains of Colorado.
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Silence of the Wolf
Terry Spear

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Terry Spear is a USA Today bestselling author who has sold more
than 745,000 copies of her paranormal romances; the first edition of Silence of the
Wolf sold nearly 30,000 copies

• Bonus content: This exciting reissue will include a brand-new novella and a letter from
the author

• Series information: Silver Town is not a typical Colorado mining town; pack members will
do anything to protect each other and the secrets of their close-knit shifter society
—fourth in series, not necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Terry Spear lives in Texas

Summary
Two wolf shifters collide in this thrilling paranormal re-issue from bestselling
author Terry Spear

PARANORMAL ROMANCE

Gray werewolf Tom Silver is determined to find the wolves who have been attacking
local livestock. While tracking the pack through the Rockies, a blizzard forces him into
a remote cabin where he hears a plane crash nearby. When he discovers the sole
survivor is a beautiful female werewolf/coyote shifter mix, bound as a prisoner, he
knows it's his duty to hide her. Now, they are both at risk as a search ensues for the
missing prisoner. Will Tom be able to protect this beautiful stranger while tracking down
the wolves responsible for terrorizing the local livestock?

Contributor Bio
USA Today bestselling author TERRY SPEAR has written over sixty romances. Heart of
the Wolf was named a Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year and Billionaire in Wolf's
Clothing was a Romantic Times Top Pick. A retired officer of the U.S. Army Reserves,
Terry lives in Spring, Texas.
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Charming Texas Cowboy
Teri Anne Stanley

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect for fans of: Jennifer Ryan, Maisey Yates, Carolyn Brown, and Debbie Burns

• Suberb writing: Teri Anne Stanley writes the perfect balance of sass, heart, heat, and
humor

• Winning combination: Charming Texas Cowboy has everything readers love—cowboys,
rescue dogs, ex-military heroes, fake dating!

• Series information: For readers looking for a uplifting romance series with rescue dogs,
ex-military heroes and cowboys; third in series, not necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Teri Anne Stanley lives in northern Kentucky

Summary
Jennifer Ryan fans will love this heartwarming story of a woman turning her
life around while trying to avoid falling for the cowboy veteran next door

CONTEMPORARY WESTERN ROMANCE

After inadvertently flashing her boobs to the whole internet, lifestyle web star Jen
Green is attempting to homestead in Chance County, Texas, while she tries to out wait
her notoriety. She doesn't want—though she might just need—help from the cowboy
army veteran living a few ranches down the road.

After an accident ended his army career, the future Tanner Beauchamp planned is out
of reach. Now he'll just keep his head down and work at something he's good enough
at: keeping the books and helping with the dogs at the Big Chance Dog Rescue.

But when Tanner rescues Jen's rogue angora goat, he can't resist her, and between
Jen's escaping livestock and Tanner's meddling friends, the two find themselves
working together nearly every day—and getting closer every minute...

Contributor Bio
When TERI ANNE STANLEY isn't writing sassy, sexy, love stories from her home, she's
probably doing some sort of arsty-crafsty thing and hanging with Mr. Stanley, her three
favorite children, and the dogs. She's definitely not cooking or cleaning. Visit her online
at www.teriannestanley.com. Teri Ann lives near Sugartit, Kentucky. (Which is between
Beaver Lick and Rabbit Hash. Seriously.)
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The Best of Both Wolves
Terry Spear

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Terry Spear is a prolific USA Today bestseller with a loyal fanbase and
more than 740,000 paranormal romances sold

• Author has received amazing accolades: Terry's novels have received a Publishers Weekly
Best Book of the Year, NPR Top Pick, Best Book of the Month nomination by Long and
Short Reviews, numerous Night Owl Romance Top Picks, and two Paranormal
Excellence Awards for Romantic Literature

• Series information: These red wolf shifters are on the hunt for love. Second in series, not
necessary to read in order.

• Author location: Terry Spear lives in Texas

Summary
Hold on to your shifter police officers! The criminals in Portland are thick as
thieves, and ready to pounce...

PARANORMAL ROMANCE

Sierra Redding is eager to begin her new job as an art teacher for a red wolf pack in
Portland, when her hotel room is broken into. She is just in time to see her would-be
thief and sketch him for detective Adam Holmes, earning her a job with the police
department as a sketch artist, and bringing her closer to the handsome investigator.

Once Adam finds the culprit and puts him in jail, he hopes he'll have more time to get
to know the police department's newest member. But thieves have friends in low
places, and this one is determined to make Sierra's life miserable. With Adam by her
side, she knows she's safe, and that she'd like to stay close to the intriguing cop as
long as she can...

Contributor Bio
USA Today bestselling author TERRY SPEAR has written over sixty romances. Heart of
the Wolf was named a Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year and Billionaire in Wolf's
Clothing was a Romantic Times Top Pick. A retired officer of the U.S. Army Reserves,
Terry lives in Spring, Texas.
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The Captive Duke
Grace Burrowes

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Grace Burrowes has over 1.7 million copies sold and is a beloved
romance author

• Stellar reviews: Burrowes's Regencies have consistently garnered starred reviews from
Booklist and Publishers Weekly, and she has received a Publishers Weekly Best Book of
the Year and a Library Journal Best Book

• Series information: The first installment in a dazzling, sensual Regency romance series
from New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Grace Burrowes, featuring
tortured heroes and the women who help them heal and love. Not necessary to read in
order

Summary
A dazzling, sensual Regency romance from award-winning, New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author Grace Burrowes

REGENCY ROMANCE

Captured and tortured by the French, Christian Severn, Duke of Mercia, lost his wife,
his son, and his will to live. Back in England, Christian struggles with Society life until
Gillian, Countess of Windmere, pointedly reminds him that he has a daughter who still
needs him.

As Christian and Gilly spend more and more time together trying to heal Margaret, who
was traumatized by her mother's death, their attraction slowly begins to grow. But just
as life seems to be getting back to normal, Gilly mysteriously refuses Christian's
marriage proposal and Margaret's terrible secret threatens to tear them apart forever...

Contributor Bio
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author GRACE BURROWES hit the
bestseller lists with her debut, The Heir, followed by The Soldier and Lady Maggie's
Secret Scandal. She has a Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year and an RT
Reviewers Choice Award. Grace is a practicing family law attorney and lives in rural
Maryland.
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To Be Loved by You
Debbie Burns

Key Selling Points:
• Strong sales: The Rescue Me series has sold more than 61,000 copies and is a
consistent Bookscan Top 50 Romance bestseller with each new release

• Award-winning author: Awards include the Golden Rose Writing Contest, the Lone Star
Writing Competition and her debut was a Booklist Top 10 Romance Debut

• Series infomation: To Be Loved by You is perfect for fans of Jill Shalvis looking for a
heartwarming contemporary romance series about a no-kill animal shelter and the
humans and pets whose lives are transformed there; sixth in series, not necessary to
read in order.

• Author location: Debbie Burns lives in St. Louis, Missouri, and the story takes place in
St. Louis, Missouri

Summary
An uplifting contemporary romance about two people thrown together at an
animal shelter who learn that there's something very true to the theory that
opposites attract

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Zach Bouchard left home at nineteen and hasn't looked back. But now his father has
an offer he can't ignore—to turn the family jewelry store into a veterinary office that
will serve the beloved animal shelter that got Zach through his lonely childhood. Zach
will come back to complete the project, but he's still convinced there's no home for him
in St. Louis. When the job is done, he'll leave again.

Dr. Hana Ward, the shelter's newest vet and co-owner of the building they're
remodeling, has plenty to keep her occupied, but there's something about Zach she
can't deny, even if they seem like polar opposites. But being attracted to Zach and
realizing she's falling for a man who doesn't plan to stick around are two very different
things...

Contributor Bio
DEBBIE BRUNS has garnered a Booklist Top 10 Romance Debut of 2017, a Starred
Review from Publishers Weekly, and a Top Pick from RT Book Reviews, as well as other
awards. She lives with her family, two phenomenal rescue dogs, and a somewhat
tetchy Maine coon cat everyone loves anyway in St. Louis, Missouri
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Hot for You
Marie Harte

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Marie Harte is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Authentic voice: Marie Harte is a retired Marine—her characters are authentic and she
has a terrific voice

• Broad appeal: Fan-favorite tropes and themes paired with firefighters and animal
rescues will appeal to a wide audience. This sexy series is perfect for the high heat
Marie's fans love.

• Author location: Marie Harte lives in Oregon

• Third in a sexy, snarky contemporary romance series from New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Marie Harte. Not necessary to read in order.

Summary
Marie Harte brings the heat in the third installment of her contemporary
series featuring hunky firefighters who melt hearts and (inadvertently) set
Seattle ablaze

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Firefighter Reggie Morgan is done with love, done with relationships, and done with
complications. Or so he thought. But when Reggie responds to a hit-and-run call and
finds a butt-ugly stray puppy, a scared little girl, and an unconscious woman, his world
is flipped upside down. And not only because he can't stop thinking about that
woman...

The trouble is, the girl is six years old going on forty. The puppy is a handful. And the
girl's mother, Maggie... She might just be the woman to melt Reggie's icy heart. But
Reggie's loved and lost before, and the pain of losing his family nearly broke him. But
Maggie is ready to teach Reggie all about falling—and staying—in love.

Contributor Bio
Caffeine addict, boy referee, and romance aficionado, New York Times and USA Today
bestseller MARIE HARTE is a confessed bibliophile and devotee of action movies.
Whether biking around town, hiking, or hanging at the local tea shop, she's constantly
plotting to give everyone a happily ever after. Visit marieharte.com and fall in love.
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Turn Up the Heat
Marie Harte

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Marie Harte is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Authentic voice: Marie Harte is a retired Marine—her characters are authentic and she
has a terrific voice

• Broad appeal: Fan-favorite tropes and themes paired with firefighters and animal
rescues will appeal to a wide audience. This sexy series is perfect for the high heat
Marie's fans love.

• Author location: Marie Harte lives in Oregon

• Fourth in a sexy, snarky contemporary romance series from New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author Marie Harte. Not necessary to read in order.

Summary
CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Officer Cass Carmichael loves her job and does it well. Giving firefighter Mack Revere a
speeding ticket after a warning was deserved. Knocking him off his feet in a soccer
game? Beating him at darts, dominoes, and pool? Par for the course. Cass has always
played to win. Yet when she fails to resist Mack's kisses, she doesn't mind losing.

Every time Cass sneers or jeers, Mack likes her a little bit more. For a firefighter, he's a
laid back guy in a profession that takes a lot of heart. Though he's used to handling the
heat, Cass makes him burn. But they both have concerns about their families and their
futures. Mack and Cass will need to decide if they should fan the flames between them
or douse the spark of what might have been before someone gets burned.

Contributor Bio
Caffeine addict, boy referee, and romance aficionado, New York Times and USA Today
bestseller MARIE HARTE is a confessed bibliophile and devotee of action movies.
Whether biking around town, hiking, or hanging at the local tea shop, she's constantly
plotting to give everyone a happily ever after. Visit marieharte.com and fall in love.
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Relentless
Katie Golding

Key Selling Points:
• Katie Golding has a uniquely authentic voice; she is plugged into the MotoGP
world and has a wealth of information at her fingertips

• Strong series hook: hometown cowboys + the glitz and glamor of international
MotoGP, with tropes romance readers love

• Phenomenal writing that strikes the perfect balance of heart, humor, and heat

• Katie Golding lives in Austin, Texas and writes about Memphis and the international
world of MotoGP

• Third in a thrilling contemporary sports romance from author Katie Golding. Not
necessary to read in order

Summary
Third in a high-octane contemporary romance, where highly competitive
racers find themselves torn between the glitz of the international stage and
the ranches they call home

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Mason King is a talented racer and bull-riding bad boy who's spent his life in the
shadow of his brother. He once longed for fame himself, but anonymity has its
perks—no one seems to notice that he and the ex-girlfriend of a rival motorcycle racer
are closer than they look.

Chiara Martes watched her best friend fall in love, which would be wonderful if she
wasn't secretly heartbroken. What she needs is a distraction. But one night with the
blue-eyed cowboy doesn't feel like enough. Soon they're racing across the world,
falling harder for each other with every step, and when Mason is dared back into the
rodeo arena, the spotlight will shine on all of their secrets...

Contributor Bio
KATIE GOLDING is a sports fan with a writing problem. Based in Austin, TX, she
publishes contemporary romance novels with the support of her loving husband and
son. She is currently at work on her next romance novel, unless she's tweeting about
it. Visit her website at katiegoldingbooks.com.
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Risk It All on a Cowboy
June Faver

Key Selling Points:
• Strong Sales: We have sold over 52,500 copies of June's cowboy romances

• Great reader reviews: Author has 3.85 stars on Goodreads with 1,200+ reviews

• Bestselling categories: Cowboys + romantic suspense = strong combination of successful
sub-genres

• Author/story location: June Faver lives in Texas, and the story is set in Langston, TX

• Series information: Not necessary to read in order

Summary
Intensely satisfying family saga cowboy romance from bestselling author
June Faver

CONTEMPORARY COWBOY ROMANCE

Highly ranked rodeo cowboy Judson Hawke returns home to Langston, Texas injured
and disappointed. At home, he has more to recover from than his health. He's been
gone quite a while on the rodeo circuit and his seven-year-old daughter, Dina, is
distant. Jud loves his daughter, but he needs to provide for his family and his ranch,
and rodeo responsibilities make it hard to spend time together.

Second grade teacher Sunny Sinclaire has a lot to say about Jud's parenting. She's
bonded with Dina, her student, and is angry with Jud on behalf of the child; she is not
impressed with Jud's rodeo stardom. It will take a lot more than smooth talking for Jud
to get back on this teacher's good side.

Contributor Bio
JUNE FAVER loves Texas, from the Gulf coast to the panhandle, from the Mexican
border to the Piney Woods. Her novels embrace the heart and soul of the state and
larger-than-life Texans. A former teacher and healthcare professional, she lives and
writes in the Texas Hill Country.
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A Relentless Rake
Anna Harrington

Key Selling Points:
• Exceptional reviews: An Inconvenient Duke garnered THREE starred trade reviews from
PW, Booklist, and Library Journal

• Steamy regency romance: Hits the sweet spot between the dry wit and feminist
undertones of Elizabeth Hoyt or Sarah MacLean and the lush emotion of Grace
Burrowes

• Beloved tropes: Tight band of brothers, damaged heroes, and reluctant gentry are
fan-favorite tropes that readers are sure to love

• Author location: Anna Harrington lives in Chattanooga, Tennessee

Summary
A captivating and sensual Regency romance from award-winning author Anna
Harrington

REGENCY ROMANCE

When notorious rake Alexander Sinclair is tasked with finding the men behind the
attempted assassination of the prime minister, his hunt leads him to proper
schoolmistress Olivia Everett—a woman he can never have but can't stop wanting...

When Olivia discovers that her brother has been working with a group named Scepter
who wants to bring down the monarchy, she agrees to work with Alec in order to clear
his name. As Alec slowly earns her trust, Olivia sees that she might have jumped to
more than one conclusion about Alec and his past. When her brother is kidnapped and
she's blackmailed into working with Scepter, she knows Alec is the only one she can
count on. But Scepter is close to destroying everything they've worked to save, and
they're quickly running out of time...

Contributor Bio
ANNA HARRINGTON is an award-winning author of Regency romance. Anna was
nominated for a RITA in 2017 and won the 2016 Maggie Award for Best Historical
Romance. The Secret Life of Scoundrels. A lover of all things chocolate and coffee,
when she's not hard at work writing her next book or planning her next series, Anna
loves to fly airplanes, go ballroom dancing, or tend her roses. She is an English...
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True Wolf
Paige Tyler

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Paige Tyler is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author;
Sourcebooks has sold more than 322,500 copies of Tyler's paranormal romantic
suspense titles

• Exceptional reviews: Tyler has received Reviewer Top Picks from Night Owl Reviews,
starred reviews from Publishers Weekly, and strong trade and blogger reviews

• Author location: Paige Tyler lives in Florida

• Series information: The third installment in a thrilling, sexy paranormal romantic
suspense series featuring wolf shifters. High action, deadly high stakes, and
international intrigue. Not necessary to read in order

Summary
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Paige Tyler brings nonstop
action in the next installment of her Special Threat Assessment Team series!

PARANORMAL ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

Nuclear weapons have been stolen from the Air Force, and the race is on for the STAT
Team to track down the supernatural terrorists to blame. The only lead they have to
the missing nukes are two people they never expected to see again—Brielle, the
mysterious supernatural who possesses talents no one understands, and her brother,
who can't seem to go five minutes without getting into trouble.

As they begin to work together, STAT werewolf Caleb Lynch finds himself inexplicably
drawn to Brielle, who doesn't seem to want to have anything to do with him...

Contributor Bio
PAIGE TYLER is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of action-packed
romantic suspense, romantic thrillers, and paranormal romance. Paige writes books
about hunky alpha males and the kick-butt heroines they fall in love with. She lives
with her very own military hero (a.k.a. her husband) and their adorable dog on the
beautiful Florida coast. Visit paigetylertheauthor.com.
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Earl on the Run
Jane Ashford

Key Selling Points:
• Strong sales: Sourcebooks has sold almost 286,000 copies of Jane Ashford's Regency
romances and she's a reliable seller in print and ebook

• Beloved author: Ashford's titles have received starred reviews from Publishers Weekly,
and she has twice been nominated for the RT Lifetime Achievement Award

• Classic writing: Ashford has been compared to Georgette Heyer, Judith McNaught and
Mary Balogh

• Series information: The second installment in a series where James Cantrell, the new
Duke of Tereford, has inherited a dukedom in disarray. As he visits his estates and
restores order, he finds himself matchmaking throughout his new dukedom. Best read
in order.

Summary
Captivating new Regency romance from bestselling author Jane Ashford!

REGENCY ROMANCE

Pulled from his comfortable life in Boston by agents who insist he's the Earl of
Ferrington, Jonathan Frederick Merrill (Jack) arrives in London only to face a torrent of
criticism from his great-grandmother. Angry and hurt, Jack leaves town. He resolves to
have one look at his ancestral home, and then return to America.

Harriet Finch has been carried off to her wealthy grandfather's country house, where
she's seething with rebellion. Out walking, she meets an intriguing, handsome rogue.
The two begin a flirtation that grows increasingly serious, and Harriet starts to imagine
a freer life. But when she learns Jack's true identity, Harriet is stunned and furious at
the deception. Her tyrannical grandfather is delighted; now he insists she marry the
earl or be disinherited. Jack won't have a forced bride. Can love really conquer all?

Contributor Bio
JANE ASHFORD, a beloved author of historical romances, has been published in
Sweden, Italy, England, Denmark, France, Russia, Latvia, and Spain, as well as the
United States. Jane has been nominated for a Career Achievement Award by RT Book
Reviews. Visit her online at janeashford.com. She lives in Los Angeles, California.
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Dead Man's Hand
David Nix

Key Selling Points:
• A category on the rise: Historical Westerns are gaining in popularity, and Sourcebooks has
had strong success positioning Leigh Greenwood in the historical Western space

• Loyal sub-genre readership: Historical Westerns have a well-established fan base with
authors like William Johnstone regularly hitting the USA Today list

• Richly researched series: Author David Nix grew up on the border of the Wind River
Indian Reservation and continues to advocate against the injustices toward the
Shoshoni and Arapaho Tribes. He has done extensive research to create authenticity in
this series

• Author location: David Nix lives in Texas

Summary
The first in an action-packed historical Western series following the
adventures of former soldier Jake Paynter, a former soldier with a target on
his back. Will appeal to fans of William Johnstone, Louis L'Amour, and Sean
Lynch...

HISTORICAL WESTERN

Jake Paynter is a doomed man. Haunted by an abusive childhood and his participation
in atrocities of the Civil War, he seeks the isolation of the Plains Cavalry as a white
officer for an all-Black Buffalo Soldier troop. Now, he is in irons and certain to be
hanged for killing his captain after refusing an inhumane order. Despite his best efforts
to maintain isolation, he starts to make friends on his journey to trial. The people of
the wagon train begin looking to Paynter for leadership, and he reluctantly falls into the
role.

The opportunity to escape arises when the wagon train is attacked by bandits, but
Paynter's growing ties to the travelers compel him to stay. As his trial approaches,
Paynter must lean on his friends for salvation, but the laws of the west are swift and
harsh, and a grueling confrontation with his past is on the horizon.

Contributor Bio
DAVID NIX grew up in a Wyoming mountain town at the border of the Wind River
reservation. His time in town taught him that often the greatest stories have been
either forgotten or were never told. Through his historical Westerns, he now has the
opportunity to share these stories with readers.
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Red River Deep
Carolyn Brown

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Carolyn Brown is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
with millions of copies of her cowboy romances and romantic women's fiction sold

• Exciting hook: Perfect for fans of star-crossed lovers, a couple is fortuitously reunited to
give it another shot and see if they can learn to trust and love one another again

• Starting over trope: The tried-and-true romance trope of two people starting over only to
find one another again will have romance readers squealing from the very first page

• Author location: Carolyn Brown lives in southern Oklahoma, and Red River Deep takes
place in Stillwater, Oklahoma

Summary
New York Times bestselling author Carolyn Brown's Texas twang and
inimitable sass are winners in this contemporary romance about rekindling an
old flame that never truly went out

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

One fight ended it all. And now Tracey has a secret, and bittersweet memories that she
keeps close to her heart. Maybe a brand-new start in a brand-new town would help
erase the memories. It's at least worth a try.

Building a new life is what Austin is planning to do when he takes the position at
Oklahoma State University. He planned on forgetting the past, not rekindling an old
love with Tracey Walker. But maybe sometimes a person has to put an end to the past
in order to move on to the future.

He loved her Red River deep, but with their shattered past and present responsibilities,
it won't be easy for either of them to learn to trust and love again. But miracles do
happen every day, and there must be some reason why fate keeps throwing them
together....

Contributor Bio
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author and RITA Finalist CAROLYN BROWN
has published more than seventy books. These days she is concentrating on her two
loves: women's fiction and contemporary cowboy romance. She and her husband, a
retired English teacher, make their home in southern Oklahoma.
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Sourcebooks Casablanca
9781728232324
Pub Date: 2/22/2022
On Sale Date: 2/22/2022
$8.99/£6.99 UK
Mass Market

336 Pages
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027100
Series: Spikes & Spurs

7 in H | 4.8 in W | 0.8 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Honeymoon Inn
Carolyn Brown

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: The Spikes & Spurs series has sold 327k+ P+E copies. The 2011
edition of Red's Hot Cowboy sold 48,304 total copies

• A top name author in the category: Carolyn Brown's cowboy romances have sold over a
million copies

• Successful reissues: Carolyn Brown's MM reissues have sold over 77k copies in print so
far

• Author/story location: Carolyn Brown lives in Oklahoma and the story is set in Texas

• Series information: Second in a series where city meets country as feisty career women
fall for down-home cowboys. Not necessary to read in order

Summary
An exciting contemporary Western re-issue from bestselling author Carolyn
Brown. Includes a brand-new novella!

CONTEMPORARY WESTERN ROMANCE

Pearl Richland was happy to leave the city life behind when she inherited her great-
aunt's 1950s motel—even if it is straight out of a horror movie. She's especially
charmed when sexy cowboy Will Marshall needs a warm place to wait out the winter
storm that's trapped them together.

Will certainly didn't expect to find himself the suspect in a murder investigation or,
once he was cleared, the possible next victim. Now Will and Pearl will be stuck in even
closer quarters in a safe house together for two weeks. It doesn't take long before
their petty arguments and boredom end up in hot embraces. They both swear that if
they ever get back to Texas, they will never speak to each other again. But life is full of
chaos, and fate has other plans for Will and Pearl...

Contributor Bio
New York Times and USA Today Bestselling author and RITA Finalist CAROLYN BROWN
has published more than seventy books. These days she is concentrating on her two
loves: women's fiction and contemporary cowboy romance. She and her husband, a
retired English teacher, make their home in southern Oklahoma.
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Sourcebooks Casablanca
9781492693819
Pub Date: 3/29/2022
On Sale Date: 3/29/2022
$8.99/£6.99 UK
Mass Market

288 Pages
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027100
Series: Lone Star Legends

7 in H | 4.8 in W | 0.7 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Man of Legend
Linda Broday

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Broday is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Award-winning author: Linda Broday is a National Readers' Choice Award winner,
three-time Texas Gold winner, and a Holt Medallion finalist

• Series Information: Lone Star Legends shows how a new generation faces the trials and
tribulations of monumental change in Texas. Second in series, not necessary to read in
order.

• Author Location: Linda Broday lives in the Texas Panhandle, and the story is set in the
Texas Panhandle

Summary
Family tore them apart. Will an outlaw bring them back together?

HISTORICAL WESTERN ROMANCE

Crockett Legend has always loved Paisley Mahone, but a family feud sure can ruin a
romance. When her father waged a war against the Legends, Paisley took her father's
side. They've never seen eye to eye, and the rift widened when Paisley's brother was
killed in prison—after being sentenced by none other than Crockett.

Now Paisley's father is dead too, and she's headed home to mourn with the rest of her
family when she runs into Crocket on the train. But when the train is held up by
outlaws, it comes to Crockett and Paisley to save a young shooting victim. She never
thought being close to Crocket could make her feel anything but revulsion, but there
seems to be more to him than meets the eye…

Contributor Bio
At a young age, LINDA BRODAY discovered a love for storytelling, history, and anything
pertaining to the Old West. After years of writing romance, it's still tall rugged cowboys
that spark her imagination. A New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, Linda
has won many awards, including the prestigious National Readers' Choice Award and
the Texas Gold. She resides in the Texas Panhandle wher...
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Sourcebooks
9781728247427
Pub Date: 7/1/2021
On Sale Date: 7/1/2021
$14.99/£11.99 UK
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Biography & Autobiography  / 
Women
BIO022000

12 in H | 12 in W | 0.3 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

2022 Women Who Broke Glass Ceilings Wall Calendar
12 Legendary Women Who Always Persisted and Fought Their Way to the Top
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• Hot topic: Female empowerment-based products are on trend with the 2020 election
bringing us our first female Vice President

• Stunning art: This wall art calendar will include bold, bright, and beautiful artwork from
unique female artists

• Unique opportunity: Stands out from other female empowerment wall calendars popular
in the space with glass ceiling shattering positioning

Summary
This 12-month wall calendar is a year-long tribute to twelve fearless females who
pushed boundaries, shattered barriers, and changed the world. With stunning artwork
of some of the world's most remarkable and visionary women illustrated by twelve
female artists, this uplifting wall calendar will deliver a punch of empowerment
everyday, making it the perfect inspirational gift for all women.
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Sourcebooks
9781728247755
Pub Date: 7/1/2021
On Sale Date: 7/1/2021
$14.99/£11.99 UK
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Humor  /  Topic
HUM008000
Series: Calendars & Gifts to Swear
By

12 in H | 12 in W | 0.3 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

2022 She Believed She Could So She F*cking Did Wall
Calendar
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• Proven track record: Our F*cking Wall Calendar is a regular bestseller, and the first year
She Believed planner has already sold over 12,000 copies so far this year!

• Fun motivation: Studies have shown that swearing is a cathartic way of relieving stress,
regaining control, expressing oneself, and promoting well-being

• Just for Women: Female empowerment branding taps into the most powerful
demographic in calendars with gorgeous, feminine packaging that will stand out from
the F*cking Wall Calendar

Summary

Create your own d*mn sunshine and take charge of your year with this profane,
empowering 2022 wall calendar! Filled with funny, inspiring swears with beautifully
designed, feminine packaging, this 12-month wall calendar is the perfect gift for any
fierce woman.
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Sourcebooks
9781728247762
Pub Date: 7/1/2021
On Sale Date: 7/1/2021
$14.99/£11.99 UK
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Humor  /  Topic
HUM008000
Series: Calendars & Gifts to Swear
By

12 in H | 12 in W | 0.3 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

2022 Chill the F*ck Out Wall Calendar
Find calm and get a fresh f*cking start this year
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• Hot trend: With stress at an all time high, this calendar taps into the popular wellness
trend, helping users find new ways to unwind and de-stress

• Trendy and highly giftable: Beautifully designed profanity is having a moment right now!
It is trending in stationary, fashion, and art, and makes the perfect self-purchase or gift
for any foul-mouthed friend

• Unique opportunity: Calming nature photographs paired with funny swears taps into new
inspirational calendar trend and stands out from our F*cking Wall Calendar

Summary

Reset, reflect, and f*cking relax with this funny, inspirational wall calendar! By pairing
wellness and self-care inspiration trends with cathartic swears, this 2022 wall calendar
will help consumers find new ways slow down, unwind, and laugh off the stress. This
12-month wall calendar offers hilarious, motivational swears on calming photographs
to help users chill the f*ck out this year!
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Sourcebooks
9781728247793
Pub Date: 7/1/2021
On Sale Date: 7/1/2021
$14.99/£11.99 UK
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Biography & Autobiography  / 
Royalty
BIO014000

12 in H | 12 in W | 0.3 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

2022 Her Crown Wall Calendar
A Tribute to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• Major female figure: At 94 years old, Queen Elizabeth II is one of the most well-known,
respected and beloved leaders across the globe

• Historical moment: 2022 is the Queen's Platinum Jubilee, the 70th anniversary of her
reign as the longest-reigning monarch in British history, with ongoing celebrations
during the year

• Established market: Over 73 million households worldwide have watched the Netflix hit
historical drama The Crown since 2016

Summary
Commemorate the life and legacy of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II with this
inspirational wall art calendar!

This 12-month wall calendar is a year-long tribute to Britain's longest reigning
monarch, Queen Elizabeth II. Celebrate one of the most beloved and treasured royal
leaders across the globe in this 2022 calendar, filled with breathtaking art and the most
moving quotes and milestones from the Queen's reign. Coinciding with the Queen's
Platinum Jubilee, this calendar makes an incredible gift for fans of the popular hit
show, The Crown, or anyone who admires this remarkable monarch and leader.
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Sourcebooks
9781728246840
Pub Date: 6/1/2021
On Sale Date: 6/1/2021
$14.99
Trade Paperback

272 Pages
Business & Economics  / 
Home-Based Businesses
BUS080000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
Status: ACTIVE

How to Thrive in the Virtual Workplace
Simple and Effective Tips for Successful, Productive, and Empowered Remote
Work
Robert Glazer

Key Selling Points:
Twenty-five percent of professionals work remotely in some capacity (pre-COVID), and
it is thought that some companies will go remote permanently even after the pandemic
has ended.

Many companies are not equipped to employ a remote workforce, both from a systems
perspective and a human resources/management perspective.

Amazon searches for keywords relating to working remotely continue to trend
upwards, showing there is demand in the market for this kind of information.

Summary
Remote work is here to stay,so if you can do it well, you're ahead of the
game!

The remote work revolution has been rapidly accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic.
How to Thrive in the Virtual Workplace shares insights from the remote employee,
manager and leader perspectives, offering a blueprint any person can use to make
remote work successful, productive and fulfilling. Learn how to leverage the flexibility
of remote work, be more productive while working at home, avoid burnout, lead a
team of virtual employees and build an organization that sets the gold standard for
virtual work.

Contributor Bio
ROBERT GLAZER is an entrepreneur, a columnist for Inc. and Forbes, a sought-after
speaker, and the founder and CEO of Acceleration Partners, a global performance
marketing firm. He lives in the Greater Boston area.
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Simple Truths
9781728247304
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
On Sale Date: 11/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Self-Help  /  Journaling
SEL045000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.3 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Friday Forward Journal
A 52-Week Journal to Drive You Forward in Your Goals, Week over Week
Robert Glazer

Key Selling Points:
• Interactive format: With journal prompts and a devotional like read for those looking to
accomplish more each week, this engaging package is sure to make an impact!

• Strong author platform: Robert Glazer is the creator of the award-winning podcast
Outperform and the Friday Forward email newsletter with over 100,000 subscribers

• Trending topic: Capacity building, the theme of Glazer's first book, continues to be a hot
topic, and Friday Forward brings that theme to life with 52 real-life stories

• Author/story location: Robert Glazer lives in the Greater Boston area

Summary
From national bestselling author, Robert Glazer, Friday Forward provides
readers with 52-journal entries from his viral platform (of the same name)
that will inspire, motivate, and create lasting change—week over week.

When Robert decided to e-mail his team on Friday mornings a message for their
personal growth, he had no idea what he was starting. The team loved them, and
began to share outside of their company. Suddenly he had requests to send to leaders,
and when the list became unmanageable, opted to create subscribers. Now, Friday
Forward reaches over 100,000 readers across 50 countries. This collection of most read
messages and new prompts are packaged as a weekly devotional for you to end your
week stronger than you started it, and as it has from the start: creates a space for
reflection, growth, and opportunity.

Contributor Bio
ROBERT GLAZER is an entrepreneur, a columnist for Inc. and Forbes, a sought-after
speaker, and the founder and CEO of Acceleration Partners, a global performance
marketing firm. He lives in the Greater Boston area.
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Simple Truths
9781728247298
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
On Sale Date: 11/1/2021
$14.99/£11.99 UK
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Self-Help  /  Motivational &
Inspirational
SEL021000

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Friday Forward
Inspiration & Motivation to End Your Week Stronger Than It Started
Robert Glazer

Key Selling Points:
• History of Success: Friday Forward builds on the message established in Glazer's highly
successful first book, Elevate, which has sold over 18,000 copies RTD (HC and ebook
combined)

• Strong author platform: Robert Glazer is the creator of the award-winning podcast
Outperform and the Friday Forward email newsletter with over 100,000 subscribers

• Trending topic: Capacity building, the theme of Glazer's first book, continues to be a hot
topic, and Friday Forward brings that theme to life with 52 real-life stories

• Author/story location: Robert Glazer lives in the Greater Boston area

Summary
End your week stronger than it started with 52 thought-provoking stories that
will inspire and challenge you

Do you ever wake up feeling like the day is lost before it's even begun? Building on the
message from his highly praised book, Elevate, national best-selling author and global
business leader, Robert Glazer, shares 52 of his favorite stories that will challenge and
inspire you to unlock your innate potential, and in turn, inspire those around you.

Contributor Bio
ROBERT GLAZER is an entrepreneur, a columnist for Inc. and Forbes, a sought-after
speaker, and the founder and CEO of Acceleration Partners, a global performance
marketing firm. He lives in the Greater Boston area.
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Simple Truths
9781728246871
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
On Sale Date: 9/1/2021
$16.99/£12.99 UK
Hardcover

168 Pages
Ages 0 to 0
Self-Help  /  Personal Growth
SEL016000
Series: Ignite Reads

7 in H | 5 in W | 0.7 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Every Monday Matters for Families
52-Weeks to Make a Positive Difference in You, Your Family, and Your
Community
Matthew Emerzian

Key Selling Points:
• Every Monday Matters is a concept about promoting real change for yourself and for
the world—timely and trending across business and public needs.

• Matt Emerzian kicked off TEDx San Diego 2012. His Tedx talk has since garnered
over 280,000 views (titled "You Matter"). He partnered with Zoom for authentic kids
connections in 2020.

• EMM Education and Corporate Programs have helped schools and companies globally,
to foster and grow their own YOU MATTER culture, with over 250 corporate partners to
date.

Summary
Your family matters. And so does each day you spend here on earth together.

The original idea was simple… what if we could get millions of people to engage in
simple acts that were good for the world? Picking up litter, helping the homeless,
smiling, planting a tree. And, in doing so, we would make the world a better place and
also help people understand how much and why they matter.

With actions that families can take together or independently, you and your family can
start bettering yourselves and your community with a few simple steps.

Contributor Bio
MATTHEW EMERZIAN is Founder and Chief Inspiration Officer of Every Monday Matters
(EMM), a not-for-profit organization committed to helping people and organizations
understand how much and why they matter.
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Simple Truths
9781728234861
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
On Sale Date: 11/1/2021
$16.99/£12.99 UK
Hardcover

152 Pages
Business & Economics  /  Time
Management
BUS088000
Series: Empowered Productivity

7 in H | 5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Happy Inbox
How to Have a Stress-Free Relationship with Your Email and Overcome Your
Communication Clutter
Maura Thomas

Key Selling Points:
• Untouched topic: Communication clutter is a trend that few other titles speak to,
and yet many of us experience it on a weekly, daily, or hourly basis

• Broad audience: Business people, busy parents, students with jam-packed
schedules, teachers, and everyone in between experiences communication clutter and
most don't know how to fix the problem

• Emerging author: Maura Thomas is a bestselling Ignite Reads author who speaks
internationally on a myriad of business related topics, which gives her multiple
opportunities to share her book with an engaged audience

• Author location: Maura Thomas lives in Austin, Texas

Summary
Get out from under your communication clutter and live a choice-driven life
with The Happy Inbox!

Feeling buried by communication clutter is that it's that state of feeling like you are
always owing return communication to someone. It's the subtle sense of anxiety
caused by your backlog of email, taunting you with the little red indicators on the
communication apps on your phone—texts, voicemails, missed calls, social media
notifications—plus the mountain of outstanding email piling up in your inbox even as
you read this.

Want to live free of that feeling? Get ready to dive in and live free of communication
clutter with The Happy Inbox!

Contributor Bio
MAURA NEVEL THOMAS is an award-winning international speaker and trainer on
individual and corporate productivity and work-life balance. She is a TEDx Speaker and
founder of Regain Your Time.
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Simple Truths
9781728245386
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
On Sale Date: 1/1/2022
$16.99/£12.99 UK
Hardcover

120 Pages
Business & Economics  /  Sales &
Selling
BUS058000
Series: Ignite Reads

7 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The Future of Sales
The 26 Techniques, Tools, and Processes Used by Elite Salespeople
John Asher

Key Selling Points:
• Tested approach: Provides a scientifically proven, data-based solution to confirming
sales and comforting distressed clients during turbulent times

• A new lens: Based firmly on new, revolutionary concepts for proven sales, Sales in
Crisis offers tangible solutions which are exceptional when attempting to sell amid an
ever-changing new normal

• Established author: John is a top Vistage Speaker, speaking more than fifty times
annually to groups both big and small on a myriad of business and sales related topics;
this provides him with several opportunities to sell books to a large, captive audience

• Author location: John Asher currently lives in Washington, DC

Summary
Make the sale. Grow your company. Be an asset to your customer. Even during
times of broad uncertainty and drastic change, you can succeed with The
Future of Sales!

Focusing on both internal and external variables, The Future of Sales explores how to
make a sale, grow your company, and comfort your client in times of uncertainty and
change. Using the same scientific strategies that John Asher and his team created to
break down The Neuroscience of Selling, The Future of Sales arms readers with
techniques that are proven to once again explore the way that buyers buy,
instinctually, so you can make a sale. This time exploring sales in times of great
change, companies in crisis, and buyers who are in new (virtual) environments.

Contributor Bio
JOHN ASHER is the author and developer of fifteen different sales-related training
manuals.
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Simple Truths
9781728238753
Pub Date: 2/1/2022
On Sale Date: 2/1/2022
$16.99/£12.99 UK
Hardcover

128 Pages
Business & Economics  /  Personal
Success
BUS107000

7 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

The I Love My Life Challenge
The Art & Science of Reconnecting with Your Life: A Breakthrough Guide to
Spark Joy, Innovation, and Growth
Adam Markel

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: Adam Markel is the bestselling author of Pivot, and has a platform as
corporate speaker and author, with numerous media connections

• Relevant content: For readers who need to learn how to love their life in times of
extreme change

Summary
The definitive guide to falling back in love with your life!

In times of dramatic change, burnout, fear, and stress, the idea of coming into each
day with energy—let alone positivity—seems impossible. However, Adam Markel has
developed the tools to help readers make it so! Adam discovered through his work with
individuals and teams that choosing to love and be grateful for one's life is critical to
staying resilient in life, both at home and business. The I Love My Life Challenge is an
active challenge against yourself, to make changes for the better and push beyond the
day-to-day struggles that can hold you down.

Contributor Bio
ADAM MARKEL is a recognized expert in professional and personal reinvention. He
guides individuals and businesses to capitalize on change and magnify their impact.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238166
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8.3 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas at My House
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728237527
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8.3 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Alabama
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks'
regional titles are seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal
storytelling and uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of
merchandising opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic 'Twas the Night Before Christmas story
with locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific
city, state, or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: 'Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty
states, eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728237534
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Alaska
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728237541
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Arizona
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Combines the classic: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with locations and
landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Arkansas
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Boston
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in California
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Canada
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Chicago
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Cincinnati
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Colorado
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Connecticut
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Delaware
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Florida
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Georgia
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Hawaii
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Idaho
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Illinois
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Indiana
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Iowa
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Kansas City
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Kansas
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Kentucky
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Louisiana
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Maine
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Maryland
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Massachusetts
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Michigan
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Minnesota
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Mississippi
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Missouri
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Montana
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Nebraska
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Nevada
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in New Hampshire
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in New Jersey
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in New Mexico
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in New York City
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in New York
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in North Carolina
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in North Dakota
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Ohio
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Oklahoma
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Oregon
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Pennsylvania
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Philadelphia
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Pittsburgh
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Portland
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Rhode Island
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in San Francisco
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas in South Carolina
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238036
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in South Dakota
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238043
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in St. Louis
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country.

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238050
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Tennessee
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238067
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Texas
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238074
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Tulsa
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238081
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Utah
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238098
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Vermont
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238104
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Virginia
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238111
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Washington
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238128
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Washington, DC
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238135
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in West Virginia
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238142
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Wisconsin
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728238159
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$11.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017010
Series: Night Before Christmas In

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Wyoming
Jo Parry

Key Selling Points:
• Established brand with multiple merchandising opportunities: Sourcebooks' regional titles are
seasonal bestsellers which captivate readers with their phenomenal storytelling and
uniquely localized content; Sourcebooks has created a variety of merchandising
opportunities to help promote the series in store and online

• Unbeatable pairing: Combines the classic ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas story with
locations and landmarks readers know and love

• Specially crafted content: Features art and text created especially for a specific city, state,
or country so that each title feels as unique as the readers who pick it up

• Series Information: ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas in…series is set in all fifty states,
eleven major cities, Canada, and even your house

• Author location: Jo Parry currently lives in the United Kingdom

Summary
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the
magic of your favorite city, state, or country

It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is
hung by the chimney with care—will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in
this magical retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that
make the place where you live special!

Contributor Bio
JO PARRY specialized in illustration and design in art school and has been working as a
full time illustrator ever since. She has worked in magazines, children's books,
greetings cards and many areas beyond. Jo lives in the UK and feels blessed to have
such an exciting career, one she wishes to continue for years to come.
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Hometown World
9781728242552
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
On Sale Date: 9/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Board Book

32 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades P to 5
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: ABCs Regional

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of Home
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Includes fun and friendly text to make a
great shared reading experience

• Combines bestselling children's book categories: A winning combination of evergreen ABCs
plus all the things that make home a special place

• Highly giftable: Perfect for new parents, baby showers, family vacations, and birthdays

Summary
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new
wonders after reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra
Magsamen.

From A to Z, home is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will be
delighted to see all their special home-related places and activities in a book that
emphasizes that home is where the heart is. ABCs of Home will invite little ones to
explore and discover the true meaning of home!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728243283
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Board Book

32 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades 5 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: ABCs Regional

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of California
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Includes fun and friendly text to make a
great shared reading experience

• Combines bestselling children's book categories: A winning combination of evergreen ABCs
plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: Perfect for new parents, baby showers, family vacations, and birthdays

Summary
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new
wonders after reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra
Magsamen.

From A to Z, California is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will be
delighted to see their favorite landmarks and landscapes in a book that is not only
educational, but speaks to the heart. ABCs of California will invite little ones to explore
their home and discover how wonderful their world is!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728243375
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
On Sale Date: 11/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Board Book

32 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades 5 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: ABCs Regional

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of Chicago
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Includes fun and friendly text to make a
great shared reading experience

• Combines bestselling children's book categories: A winning combination of evergreen ABCs
plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: Perfect for new parents, baby showers, family vacations, and birthdays

Summary
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new
wonders after reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra
Magsamen.

From A to Z, Chicago is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will be
delighted to see their favorite landmarks and landscapes in a book that is not only
educational, but speaks to the heart. ABCs of Chicago will invite little ones to explore
their home and discover how wonderful their world is!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728243337
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
On Sale Date: 11/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Board Book

32 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades 5 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: ABCs Regional

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of Florida
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Includes fun and friendly text to make a
great shared reading experience

• Combines bestselling children's book categories: A winning combination of evergreen ABCs
plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: Perfect for new parents, baby showers, family vacations, and birthdays

Summary
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new
wonders after reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra
Magsamen.

From A to Z, Florida is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will be
delighted to see their favorite landmarks and landscapes in a book that is not only
educational, but speaks to the heart. ABCs of Florida will invite little ones to explore
their home and discover how wonderful their world is!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728243290
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
On Sale Date: 11/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Board Book

32 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades 5 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: ABCs Regional

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of Michigan
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Includes fun and friendly text to make a
great shared reading experience

• Combines bestselling children's book categories: A winning combination of evergreen ABCs
plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: Perfect for new parents, baby showers, family vacations, and birthdays

Summary
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new
wonders after reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra
Magsamen.

From A to Z, Michigan is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will be
delighted to see their favorite landmarks and landscapes in a book that is not only
educational, but speaks to the heart. ABCs of Michigan will invite little ones to explore
their home and discover how wonderful their world is!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728243313
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
On Sale Date: 11/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Board Book

32 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades 5 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: ABCs Regional

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of Minnesota
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Includes fun and friendly text to make a
great shared reading experience

• Combines bestselling children's book categories: A winning combination of evergreen ABCs
plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: Perfect for new parents, baby showers, family vacations, and birthdays

Summary
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new
wonders after reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra
Magsamen.

From A to Z, Minnesota is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will be
delighted to see their favorite landmarks and landscapes in a book that is not only
educational, but speaks to the heart. ABCs of Minnesota will invite little ones to explore
their home and discover how wonderful their world is!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728243344
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
On Sale Date: 11/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Board Book

32 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades 5 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: ABCs Regional

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of New England
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Includes fun and friendly text to make a
great shared reading experience

• Combines bestselling children's book categories: A winning combination of evergreen ABCs
plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: Perfect for new parents, baby showers, family vacations, and birthdays

Summary
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new
wonders after reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra
Magsamen.

From A to Z, New England is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will be
delighted to see their favorite landmarks and landscapes in a book that is not only
educational, but speaks to the heart. ABCs of New England will invite little ones to
explore their home and discover how wonderful their world is!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728243368
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
On Sale Date: 11/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Board Book

32 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades 5 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: ABCs Regional

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of New York City
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Includes fun and friendly text to make a
great shared reading experience

• Combines bestselling children's book categories: A winning combination of evergreen ABCs
plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: Perfect for new parents, baby showers, family vacations, and birthdays

Summary
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new
wonders after reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra
Magsamen.

From A to Z, New York City is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will
be delighted to see their favorite landmarks and landscapes in a book that is not only
educational, but speaks to the heart. ABCs of New York City will invite little ones to
explore their home and discover how wonderful their world is!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728243306
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Board Book

32 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades 5 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: ABCs Regional

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of Ohio
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Includes fun and friendly text to make a
great shared reading experience

• Combines bestselling children's book categories: A winning combination of evergreen ABCs
plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: Perfect for new parents, baby showers, family vacations, and birthdays

Summary
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new
wonders after reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra
Magsamen.

From A to Z, Ohio is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will be
delighted to see their favorite landmarks and landscapes in a book that is not only
educational, but speaks to the heart. ABCs of Ohio will invite little ones to explore their
home and discover how wonderful their world is!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728243351
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Board Book

32 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades 5 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: ABCs Regional

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of Pennsylvania
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Includes fun and friendly text to make a
great shared reading experience

• Combines bestselling children's book categories: A winning combination of evergreen ABCs
plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: Perfect for new parents, baby showers, family vacations, and birthdays

Summary
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new
wonders after reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra
Magsamen.

From A to Z, Pennsylvania is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will be
delighted to see their favorite landmarks and landscapes in a book that is not only
educational, but speaks to the heart. ABCs of Pennsylvania will invite little ones to
explore their home and discover how wonderful their world is!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728243276
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
On Sale Date: 10/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Board Book

32 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades 5 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: ABCs Regional

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of Texas
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Includes fun and friendly text to make a
great shared reading experience

• Combines bestselling children's book categories: A winning combination of evergreen ABCs
plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: Perfect for new parents, baby showers, family vacations, and birthdays

Summary
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new
wonders after reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra
Magsamen

From A to Z, Texas is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will be
delighted to see their favorite landmarks and landscapes in a book that is not only
educational, but speaks to the heart. ABCs of Texas will invite little ones to explore
their home and discover how wonderful their world is!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728243320
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
On Sale Date: 11/1/2021
$12.99/£9.99 UK
Board Book

32 Pages
Ages 10 And Under, Grades 5 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: ABCs Regional

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

ABCs of Wisconsin
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Includes fun and friendly text to make a
great shared reading experience

• Combines bestselling children's book categories: A winning combination of evergreen ABCs
plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: Perfect for new parents, baby showers, family vacations, and birthdays

Summary
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new
wonders after reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra
Magsamen.

From A to Z, Wisconsin is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will be
delighted to see their favorite landmarks and landscapes in a book that is not only
educational, but speaks to the heart. ABCs of Wisconsin will invite little ones to explore
their home and discover how wonderful their world is!

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products
and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder
that it's the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244334
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Home
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Home is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244310
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Alabama
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Alabama is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244280
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Arizona
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Arizona is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244068
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as California
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as California is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244259
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Canada
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Canada is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244242
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Chicago
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Chicago is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244143
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Colorado
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Colorado is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244099
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Florida
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Florida is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244150
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Georgia
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Georgia is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244297
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Illinois
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Illinois is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244174
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Indiana
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Indiana is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244211
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Iowa
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Iowa is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244235
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Kentucky
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Kentucky is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244181
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Louisiana
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Louisiana is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244266
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Maryland
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Maryland is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244051
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Michigan
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Michigan is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244082
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Minnesota
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Minnesota is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf!
Adorable illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love
about your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with
regional touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with
all the snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244129
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as New Jersey
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as New Jersey is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf!
Adorable illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love
about your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with
regional touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with
all the snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244198
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as New York
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as New York is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244228
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as North Carolina
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as North Carolina is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf!
Adorable illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love
about your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with
regional touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with
all the snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244075
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Ohio
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Ohio is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244303
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Oklahoma
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Oklahoma is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf!
Adorable illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love
about your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with
regional touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with
all the snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244105
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Pennsylvania
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Pennsylvania is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf!
Adorable illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love
about your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with
regional touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with
all the snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244204
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Tennessee
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Tennessee is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf!
Adorable illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love
about your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with
regional touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with
all the snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Hometown World
9781728242569
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
On Sale Date: 9/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades P to 1
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Texas
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Texas is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244327
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Utah
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Utah is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244136
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Virginia
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Virginia is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf! Adorable
illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love about
your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with regional
touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with all the
snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244167
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Washington
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Washington is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf!
Adorable illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love
about your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with
regional touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with
all the snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244273
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as West Virginia
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as West Virginia is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf!
Adorable illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love
about your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with
regional touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with
all the snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244112
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: I Love You as Big as

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

I Love You as Big as Wisconsin
Rose Rossner, Joanne Partis

Key Selling Points:
• Perfect read-aloud story for children and parents: Features sweet rhyming text for a
love-filled, shared reading experience

• Sweet illustrations and heartfelt text customized to each region: A winning combination of
evergreen love message plus iconic regional landmarks and locations

• Highly giftable: The perfect gift for children, grandchildren, baby showers, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that you and Baby love to share!

I Love You as Big as Wisconsin is the perfect addition to any baby's bookshelf!
Adorable illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby love
about your city, state, or country. Combining the evergreen message of love with
regional touchpoints, each book features top landmarks for that specific location with
all the snuggle-worthy sentiment that baby board books in this category provide.

Contributor Bio
JOANNE PARTIS has illustrated over 30 children's books. She lives in West Sussex,
England, with her husband, three children, three cats, and four chickens.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728239194
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Prayer for Our Home
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, A Prayer for Our
Home will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful home.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244617
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Alabama Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Alabama
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244587
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Arizona Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Arizona
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244365
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My California Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My California
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Chicago Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Chicago
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful city.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Colorado Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Colorado
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Florida Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Florida
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
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JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Georgia Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Georgia
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Illinois Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Illinois
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Indiana Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Indiana
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
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JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Iowa Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Iowa Prayer
will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and blessings
He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Kentucky Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Kentucky
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Louisiana Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Louisiana
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Maryland Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Maryland
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Michigan Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Michigan
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Minnesota Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Minnesota
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My New Jersey Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My New Jersey
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My New York Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My New York
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My North Carolina Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My North
Carolina Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the
gifts and blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Ohio Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Ohio Prayer
will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and blessings
He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Oklahoma Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Oklahoma
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Pennsylvania Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Pennsylvania
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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My Tennessee Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Tennessee
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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My Texas Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes highlight all the places that you and Baby are

thankful for every day. Combining the evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Texas

Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and blessings He has given us in our
wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244624
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Utah Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Utah Prayer
will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and blessings
He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244433
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Virginia Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Virginia
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244464
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Washington Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Washington
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244570
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My West Virginia Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My West Virginia
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728244419
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages 1 to 4, Grades 1 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  People & Places
JUV030060
Series: My Prayer

7 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

My Wisconsin Prayer
Karen Calderon, Trevor McCurdie

Key Selling Points:
• Joyful text contains a message of gratitude that parents and children can share
together

• A winning combination of evergreen inspirational messages plus iconic regional
landmarks and locations

• The perfect gift for new parents, baby showers, baptisms, and birthdays

Summary
Celebrate the places that make your world blessed

In the My Prayer regional series, heartwarming illustrations and clever rhymes
highlight all the places that you and Baby are thankful for every day. Combining the
evergreen messages of love and inspiration with regional touchpoints, My Wisconsin
Prayer will speak to the heart while letting readers thank God for all of the gifts and
blessings He has given us in our wonderful state.

Contributor Bio
TREVOR MCCURDIE writes rhymes in the middle of the night and some of them still
make sense in the morning! When he's not rhyming or sleeping, Trevor likes to be
outside.

KAREN CALDERON lives in California and has been drawing cute creatures and animals
since she was a little girl. When she's not illustrating, Karen loves spending time in the
great outdoors with her dogs.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728234069
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare at My House, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233420
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Alabama, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233437
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Alaska, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233444
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Arizona, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233451
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Arkansas, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233468
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Boston, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233475
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in California, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233482
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Canada, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233505
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Chicago, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233512
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Cincinnati, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233529
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Colorado, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233536
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Connecticut, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233543
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Delaware, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233550
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Florida, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233567
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Georgia, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233574
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Hawaii, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233581
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Idaho, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233598
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Illinois, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233604
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Indiana, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233611
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Iowa, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233628
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Kansas City, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233635
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Kansas, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233642
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Kentucky, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233659
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Louisiana, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233666
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Maine, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233673
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Maryland, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233680
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Massachusetts, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233697
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Michigan, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233703
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Minnesota, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233710
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Mississippi, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233727
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Missouri, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233734
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Montana, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233741
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Nebraska, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233758
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Nevada, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233765
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in New Hampshire, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233772
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in New Jersey, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233789
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in New Mexico, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233796
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in New York City, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233802
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in New York, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233819
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in North Carolina, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233826
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in North Dakota, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233833
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Ohio, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233840
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Oklahoma, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233857
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Oregon, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233864
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Pennsylvania, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233871
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Philadelphia, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233888
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Pittsburgh, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233895
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Portland, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233901
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Rhode Island, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233918
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in San Francisco, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233925
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in South Carolina, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233932
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in South Dakota, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233949
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in St. Louis, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233956
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Tennessee, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233963
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Texas, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233970
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Tulsa, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233987
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Utah, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728233994
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Vermont, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728234007
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Virginia, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728234014
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Washington, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728234021
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Washington, DC, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728234038
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in West Virginia, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728234045
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Wisconsin, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Sourcebooks Wonderland
9781728234052
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
On Sale Date: 8/1/2021
$9.99
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays &
Celebrations
JUV017030
Series: Halloween Scare

7.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: FORTHCOMING

A Halloween Scare in Wyoming, 2E (2nd Edition)

Eric James, Marina Le Ray

Key Selling Points:
• Trusted regional title publisher: Sourcebooks' regional titles are seasonal
bestsellers

• A spooky Halloween series with a regional touch: A fun read-aloud that
combines regional sites with Halloween fun

• Illustrations and text customized to each region: Features art and text created
especially for a specific city, state, or country so that each title feels unique and
personalized

Summary
A fun and funny Halloween romp for children and parents alike!

It's Halloween night, and creatures and critters from near and far are starting to gather
outside the front door. And now here comes a whole army of monsters, on
broomsticks, buses, and bikes, all clamoring in the darkness. What is it they want? Are
they coming for you?

A delightfully spooky Halloween adventure featuring iconic locations and landmarks
from your favorite city, state, or country.

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower.
You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his
family.

MARINA LE RAY has had success both as a children's book illustrator as well as a
greeting card designer. She lives and works in Nantes, France.
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Prufrock Press
9781646320639
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
On Sale Date: 9/1/2021
$19.95/£15.99 UK
Trade Paperback

250 Pages
Family & Relationships  /  Children
With Special Needs
FAM012000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.5 in T
Status: ACTIVE

Parenting Bright Kids With Autism (2nd Edition, New edition)

Helping Twice-Exceptional Children With Asperger's and High-Functioning
Autism
Claire Hughes

Key Selling Points:
• Updated edition of the popular parenting book "Children With High-Functioning
Autism"

• Written by a special education professor who is also a mother of a child with autism

• Translates best practice into friendly advice for parents of children with autism

Summary
"Parenting Bright Kids With Autism" discusses the frustrations, the diagnoses, the
challenges, and the joys as parents help their gifted children with autism spectrum
disorders (ASD) thrive in school and at home. This book, a revision of the popular
"Children With High-Functioning Autism," helps families navigate twice-exceptional life
by providing a roadmap that translates best practice into helpful advice. Written by a
professor of special education who is also a mother of a gifted child with
high-functioning autism, this book serves as a guide for parents who are trying to
reach out, find information, and develop their child's talents while acknowledging and
getting help for, but not focusing on, areas of challenge. Topics range from
understanding the first signs of autism and the diagnosis, finding a support network,
and filling out necessary paperwork, to determining the various types of therapies
available and planning for adulthood. The book also discusses issues that these kids...

Contributor Bio
CLAIRE E. HUGHES-LYNCH, Ph.D. is an associate professor of special education at the
College of Coastal Georgia. A Fulbright Scholar to Greece, she has taught in twice-
exceptional programs and lives her life in twos—two cats, two dogs, two children (but
one husband) across two countries.
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Anxiety Solutions for Smart Kids (New edition)

A Parent's Guide to Managing Stress and Anxiety in Gifted Children
James Bishop

Key Selling Points:
• Empowers parents with tools to help their children recognize the symptoms of
anxiety and minimize its effects

• Covers issues related to academic anxiety, perfectionism, generalized anxiety, and
social anxiety

• Combines an evidence-based approach with accessible language to provide solutions

Summary
For parents of high-ability youth, anxiety can be the most difficult challenge to properly
manage. "Anxiety Solutions for Smart Kids: A Parent's Guide to Managing Stress and
Anxiety in Gifted Children" is a resource for parents of high-ability youth struggling
with chronic stress and anxiety. This book combines an evidence-based approach with
accessible language to empower parents to address the needs of their children with
anxiety. Parents will learn about the various types of anxiety, including academic
anxiety, perfectionism, generalized anxiety, and social anxiety. Techniques and
suggestions included in the book are primarily rooted in Mindfulness-Based Stress
Reduction and cognitive behavioral therapy, both of which have been empirically shown
to benefit individuals suffering with chronic stress and anxiety. Through the advice and
tools shared in this book, parents will learn to recognize the symptoms of anxiety and
minimize its effects on their bright children.

Contributor Bio
JAMES BISHOP, Ph.D., is a licensed psychotherapist and board-certified counselor
based in Frisco, TX. He specializes in serving the psychosocial needs of high-ability
youth and adults. Dr. Bishop earned his Ph.D. in educational psychology with a focus on
gifted and talented education from the University of North Texas.
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Creativity and Innovation (2nd Edition, New edition)

Theory, Research, and Practice
Jonathan Plucker

Key Selling Points:
• Provides comprehensive coverage of what we know about creativity, innovation, and
entrepreneurship

• Emphasizes practical information that teachers in training can use to promote
creativity and innovation in themselves and others

• Includes concise, to-the-point treatments of important topics in the field of creativity
that can be quickly read and understood

Summary
Creativity and innovation are frequently mentioned as key 21st-century skills for career
and life success. Indeed, recent research provides evidence that the jobs of the future
will increasingly require the ability to bring creative solutions to complex problems. And
creativity is often the spice of life, that little extra something that makes the mundane
into the interesting, making our routines into fresh new approaches to our daily lives.
Over the past quarter century, our understanding of creativity has advanced
significantly—we know more about what it is (and isn't), we better understand how to
foster it, and we have deeper, more complex knowledge about how it relates to
intelligence, leadership, personality, and other constructs. With fully updated chapters,
the second edition of "Creativity and Innovation" brings together some of the world's
best thinkers and researchers on creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship to
provide a comprehensive but highly readable overview of th...

Contributor Bio
JONATHAN A. PLUCKER, Ph.D., is the Julian C. Stanley Professor of Talent Development
at Johns Hopkins University, where he works in the Center for Talented Youth and
School of Education. Dr. Plucker is recipient of the Arnheim Award for Outstanding
Achievement in the Psychology of Creativity and the E. Paul Torrance Award for
Creativity. He is a past-president of both the Society for the Psycholog...
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Guiding Gifted Students With Engaging Books
A Teacher's Guide to Social-Emotional Learning Through Reading and
Reflection
Thomas Hebert

Key Selling Points:
• Ideal for educators supporting gifted students' social-emotional needs

• Includes sample lessons, discussion questions, and enrichment activities

• Features an annotated bibliography of high-quality children's and young adult books
ideal for gifted students

Summary
"Guiding Gifted Students With Engaging Books" supports teachers and counselors in
their facilitation of book discussions designed to guide bright young people to
self-understanding through high-quality literature. Following an overview of social-
emotional issues in the lives of gifted children and teens, the author presents a brief
review of the research on using books to facilitate conversations with young people on
psychosocial issues. The book includes examples of lessons, menus of discussion
questions, and enrichment activities that follow the group discussions. The activities
are designed to support young people as they process their feelings regarding issues
highlighted in the selected books and class discussion. The book examines this
approach with whole classrooms as well as with small groups of students, and features
considerations for special populations of gifted students, including gifted
underachievers, twice-exceptional students, and culturally diverse students. Also incl...

Contributor Bio
THOMAS P. HÉBERT, Ph.D., is professor of gifted and talented education at the
University of South Carolina. Dr. Hébert has more than a decade of K-12 classroom
experience working with gifted students and 25 years in higher education training
graduate students and educators in gifted education.
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Personalized Learning in Gifted Education
Differentiated Instruction That Maximizes Students' Potential
Todd Kettler, Cheryl Taliaferro

Key Selling Points:
• Provides specific examples of ways to differentiate for gifted learners to help them
develop their individual strengths and talents

• Includes a yearlong plan for PLCs to help them transform their own gifted programs

• Offers a practical approach for using data to customize learning opportunities for
students who need additional challenge and rigor

Summary
Gifted students can exhibit extreme variance in both their abilities and their interests,
yet they are often treated within schools as one homogeneous, specialized population.
"Personalized Learning in Gifted Education" helps educators strengthen their
differentiation of both instruction and services in order to better develop the specific
gifts and talents of the individual gifted students they serve. The book provides a
rationale and blueprint for a stronger, more personalized approach to gifted education,
based on the wealth of data that educators now have at their disposal.
Recommendations center around five features of personalized learning: personalized
learning plans, project- or problem-based learning, competency-based progression
through the curriculum, criterion-referenced assessments, and multiyear mentoring.
The book offers suggestions for both elementary and secondary schools and includes a
yearlong plan for professional learning communities seeking to transform their own ...

Contributor Bio
TODD KETTLER, Ph.D., is an associate professor of educational psychology in the
School of Education at Baylor University where he coordinates gifted and talented
educational programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels. He is also an affiliate
of the Baylor University Center for Gifted Education and Talent Development.

CHERYL TALIAFERRO, Ph.D., has worked in gifted education for more than 25 y...
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Preventing Challenging Behavior in Your Classroom (2nd
Edition, New edition)
Classroom Management and Positive Behavior Support
Matt Tincani

Key Selling Points:
• Provides teachers with practical, evidence-based strategies to successfully manage
their classrooms

• Integrates individual student interventions with classroom and schoolwide systems

• Includes the latest research on classroom management strategies and new content
on culturally responsive behavior support

Summary
"Preventing Challenging Behavior in Your Classroom" (2nd ed.) presents practical
strategies to prevent and reduce behavior problems and enhance student learning,
focusing on Positive Behavior Support (PBS). This book discusses the myths and facts
of effective classroom management, provides an overview of the conceptual and
empirical basis of PBS, and describes evidence-based PBS interventions, highlighted in
easy-to-understand language to facilitate teachers' knowledge of effective techniques.
Real-world examples are provided in conjunction with recommendations to enhance
teachers' understanding and implementation of PBS. The updated second edition of the
book includes expanded coverage of research-based interventions, tips and strategies
for effective behavior management, and culturally responsive behavior intervention
techniques.

Contributor Bio
MATT TINCANI, Ph.D., BCBA-D, is a professor in the Department of Teaching and
Learning at Temple University. He focuses on application of behavioral principles to
improve language, academic, and social skills. His interests include positive behavior
support in school and community settings, scaling-up of behavioral interventions, and
single-case designs.
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Project-Based Learning in the Math Classroom (Grades
3-5)
Chris Fancher, Telannia Norfar

Key Selling Points:
• Outlines a variety of inquiry-based teaching strategies that teachers can implement
immediately

• Provides multiple examples of math projects for teachers to use in the classroom

• Includes practical advice, resources, and connections to national standards and other
disciplines

Summary
"Project-Based Learning in the Math Classroom" (Grades 3–5) explains how to keep
inquiry at the heart of mathematics teaching and helps teachers build students'
abilities to be true mathematicians. This book outlines basic teaching strategies, such
as questioning and exploration of concepts. It also provides advanced strategies for
teachers who are already implementing inquiry-based methods. "Project-Based
Learning in the Math Classroom" (Grades 3–5) includes practical advice about
strategies the authors have used in their own classrooms, and each chapter features
strategies that can be implemented immediately. Teaching in a project-based
environment means using great teaching practices. The authors impart strategies that
assist teachers in planning standards-based lessons, encouraging wonder and curiosity,
providing a safe environment where failure occurs, and giving students opportunities
for revision and reflection.

Contributor Bio
CHRIS FANCHER has taught with project-based learning as the primary method of
instruction for more than 10 years and is currently on the PBL Works' National Faculty,
where he facilitates PBL training around the globe.

TELANNIA NORFAR has taught all high school courses, including AP Calculus AB for
more than 15 years. She is a board member of the Oklahoma Council of Teachers of
Mathematics and membe...
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Project-Based Learning in the Math Classroom (Grades
K-2)
Telannia Norfar, Chris Fancher

Key Selling Points:
• Outlines a variety of inquiry-based teaching strategies that teachers can implement
immediately

• Provides multiple examples of math projects for teachers to use in the classroom

• Includes practical advice, resources, and connections to national standards and other
disciplines

Summary
"Project-Based Learning in the Math Classroom" (Grades K–2) explains how to keep
inquiry at the heart of mathematics teaching and helps teachers build students'
abilities to be true mathematicians. This book outlines basic teaching strategies, such
as questioning and exploration of concepts. It also provides advanced strategies for
teachers who are already implementing inquiry-based methods. "Project-Based
Learning in the Math Classroom" (Grades K–2) includes practical advice about
strategies the authors have used in their own classrooms, and each chapter features
strategies that can be implemented immediately. Teaching in a project-based
environment means using great teaching practices. The authors impart strategies that
assist teachers in planning standards-based lessons, encouraging wonder and curiosity,
providing a safe environment where failure occurs, and giving students opportunities
for revision and reflection.

Contributor Bio
TELANNIA NORFAR has taught all high school courses, including AP Calculus AB for
more than 15 years. She is a board member of the Oklahoma Council of Teachers of
Mathematics and member of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
International Society for Technology in Education, and Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development.

CHRIS FANCHER has taught with project-based learning ...
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Raising Twice-Exceptional Children
A Handbook for Parents of Neurodivergent Gifted Kids
Emily Kircher-Morris

Key Selling Points:
• Provides practical advice for parents of neurodivergent kids and teens who are often
overlooked

• Takes a strength-based approach to supporting children who are gifted with another
type of neurodivergence (like ASD, ADHD, etc.)

• Suggests ideas for how parents can best approach schools and advocate for their
child's unique learning needs

Summary
This book provides parents with a roadmap to understand the complex makeup of their
"gifted-plus," or twice-exceptional, child or teen. Just because a child is gifted doesn't
mean they don't have other types of neurodivergence, like ADHD, autism, dyslexia,
and more. Conversely, even children with one of these diagnoses can be cognitively
gifted. For too long, these kids have fallen through the cracks, but the neurodiversity
movement is shining light on their unique needs. As the fields of education and
psychology discover more about twice-exceptionality, parents need information about
how to best support their neurodivergent kids by leveraging their strengths while
supporting their struggles. Chapters cover topics such as finding and understanding a
child's diagnosis, communicating with teachers and school staff, meeting a child's
social-emotional needs, building self-regulation skills and goal setting, and teaching
self-advocacy. With advice on everything from collaborating with schoo...

Contributor Bio
EMILY KIRCHER-MORRIS, LPC, is a mental health counselor for gifted and twice-
exceptional people and host of The Neurodiversity Podcast. Growing up as a twice-
exceptional kid led her to pursue supporting neurodivergent kids for her career. She
has two identified twice-exceptional kids, and her youngest is still to-be-determined.
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Ready-to-Use Resources for Grit in the Classroom
Activities and Mini-Lessons for Building Passion and Perseverance
Laila Sanguras

Key Selling Points:
• Features the tools for building grit, passion, and perseverance in students

• Includes short activities and mini-lessons, many of which take 10 minutes to
complete

• Provides complete teacher instructions, reproducibles, and strategies for building
social-emotional skills

Summary
"Ready-to-Use Resources for Grit in the Classroom" assists educators in creating a
learning environment that fosters grit development for all students. With the emphasis
on developing the social-emotional skills of students in the past decade, "grit" has
become a popular buzzword. It often is used synonymously with "perseverance" and
"stick-to-it-iveness," without the equal attention paid to passion and curiosity. This
resource provides the tools needed to help teachers and students understand that grit
is two-faceted, and that both facets are crucial to grow. From learning goal setting to
reexamining how one views failure, this guide includes student activities and
mini-lessons that can be completed in fewer than 10 minutes, along with direct
instructions for how teachers can support their students in each activity. Also included
are illustrated reproducibles for teaching each strategy. "Ready-to-Use Resources for
Grit in the Classroom" is the perfect addition to an educator's social-...

Contributor Bio
DR. LAILA SANGURAS began her career as a middle school teacher. In graduate school
she studied motivation, coping, and grit and continues to research these psychosocial
skills. She is always asking herself, "But what does this mean for teachers right now?"
And this is how she ended up curating these resources. She is currently a lecturer in
Baylor University's School of Education.
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Social-Emotional Learning Using Makerspaces and
Passion Projects
Step-by-Step Projects and Resources for Grades 3-6
Julie Darling

Key Selling Points:
• Walks educators through how to scaffold passion projects from start to finish

• Includes dozens of step-by-step projects using Makerspace tools to teach social-
emotional skills

• Chock-full of teacher resources, including advice on procuring funding for projects

Summary
"Social-Emotional Learning Using Makerspaces and Passion Projects" is chock-full of
meaningful projects that educators can use to teach social-emotional skills in grades
3–6. Included are strategies for scaffolding passion projects, funding one's
Makerspace, building community, and celebrating diversity. The projects in this book
address social awareness, relationship skills, responsible decision making,
self-management, and self-awareness. Students will learn how to create a digital
calming room, prototype an inclusive playground, and make recycled cards (that use
paper circuits) to spread kindness. Young makers will learn how to create a
personalized toolkit for self-regulation and self-care, engage in community outreach by
making scarves and neck warmers for struggling families, and tell their own stories
with podcasting, green screening, and digital storytelling. Through dozens of engaging
projects, this book walks educators through the process of scaffolding students'
learning fro...

Contributor Bio
JULIE DARLING is the founder of Growing Makerspace, LLC, and the Media
Specialist/Makerspace Coordinator for Creekside Intermediate School in Dexter, MI.
She built a Makerspace for kids from the ground up and has taught technology and
maker activities for more than 17 years. She has a bachelor's in psychology and a
Master of Science in Information from the University of Michigan. Julie is a Raspbe...
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Successful Online Learning With Gifted Students
Designing Online and Blended Lessons for Gifted and Advanced Learners in
Grades 5-8
Vicki Phelps

Key Selling Points:
Features how-to guides for creating and transforming existing lessons into engaging
virtual learning opportunities
Offers differentiation tools, strategies, and applications to better meet the needs of
gifted and advanced learners in virtual learning
Includes a variety of online instructional approaches, including simulations, escape
rooms, and virtual field trips

Summary

This innovative, technology-based resource provides those who teach gifted and
advanced learners in grades 5–8 with quality, research-based, online lessons, tools,
and insights. This must-have guidebook not only offers ready-to-implement virtual
lessons, simulations, and learning modules, but also explains how teachers can create,
develop, differentiate, and modify existing lessons through an online platform. With
additional helpful strategies addressing online student accountability, etiquette, and
collaboration, as well as useful tips for communicating with parents, this book
empowers middle school teachers with practical tools and applications proven
successful with gifted and advanced learners. Whether teachers are looking to enrich
learning within the classroom, provide students with extensions outside the classroom,
or engage students in distance learning, this book will be invaluable in meeting the
needs of gifted and advanced learners.

Contributor Bio
VICKI PHELPS, Ed.D., is Lead Consulting Teacher for Gifted Education in Sumner
County, TN, with more than 20 years of experience in gifted education. Her most
recent publications include "Collaboration, Coteaching, and Coaching in Gifted
Education" (with Emily Mofield) and featured work in "The New Teacher's Guide to
Overcoming Common Challenges."
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A Teacher's Guide to Curriculum Design for Gifted and
Advanced Learners
Advanced Content Models for Differentiating Curriculum
Tamra Stambaugh, Emily Mofield

Key Selling Points:
• Features easy-to-use models for differentiating questions and assignments within
specific content areas

• Field-tested in gifted and heterogeneous classrooms and vetted by content experts

• Designed to develop students' expertise within content disciplines and build depth
and complexity in the classroom

Summary
?

"A Teacher's Guide to Curriculum Design for Gifted and Advanced Learners" provides
teachers with models and strategies they can easily use to create appropriately
complex differentiated lessons, questions, tasks, and projects. Pulling from units and
models originating from Vanderbilt University's Programs for Talented Youth curriculum,
this must-have resource for both gifted and regular education teachers includes specific
thinking models for teaching English language arts, social studies, science, and math.
This book is ideal for teachers who are looking for ways to differentiate and design
lessons for their highest achieving students and provides multiple examples of how to
embed complexity within standards-based lessons. The models have been vetted by
content experts in the relevant disciplines and were designed to guide students to
develop expertise within a discipline. These easy-to-use models and strategies provide
the necessary challenge for advanced learners to thrive. Definiti...

Contributor Bio
TAMRA STAMBAUGH, Ph.D., is an associate research professor in special education and
director of Programs for Talented Youth at Vanderbilt University.

EMILY MOFIELD Ed.D., is an assistant professor of education at Lipscomb University in
Nashville, TN, with 15 years of experience teaching and leading gifted services.
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A Teacher's Toolbox for Gifted Education
20 Strategies You Can Use Today to Challenge Gifted Students
Todd Stanley

Key Selling Points:
• Provides 20 ready-to-use strategies for teachers to engage gifted students in the
classroom

• Features project-based learning, enrichment activities, independent study projects,
tiered instruction, and more

• Ideal for differentiating instruction, promoting depth and complexity, and professional
learning

Summary

"A Teacher's Toolbox for Gifted Education" provides teachers with 20 field-tested
strategies to use with gifted students that can be implemented almost immediately.
These range from low-impact strategies, such as reading lists and enrichment
activities, to strategies that can dramatically transform the classroom, such as
project-based learning and tiered station rotations. The book features a quick-start
guide to each strategy, followed by research-based rationale for the strategy, a detailed
structure of what it looks like in the classroom, and additional resources to help
teachers continue to implement the strategy. Ideal for gifted education teachers, gifted
coordinators, general education teachers working with clusters of gifted students, and
educators working with pull-out groups, the strategies can be used across subject
areas and grade levels. This book is perfect for differentiating instruction, promoting
rigor and depth and complexity, providing enrichment opportunities beyond...

Contributor Bio
TODD STANLEY is the author of many teacher education books, including
"Project-Based Learning for Gifted Students" and "Promoting Rigor Through Higher
Level Questioning." He served as a classroom teacher for 18 years and is currently the
gifted services coordinator for Pickerington Local Schools, OH. You can visit his website
at https://www.thegiftedguy.com.
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